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The investigation reported herein originated from the premise that 
memberi; of bureaucratic organizc:1tions recognize numerous spheres of 
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classic::al model of but;"eaucracy which stresses a hierarchical chain of 
command may be 1nsufficient to describe modern complex organizations. 
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concepts, the ex:j.stence of multiple allegiance among vocational 
education teachers in the Oklahoma public school system and the 
consequencesQf multiple allegiance upon teacher job satisfaction. 
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CHAP'IER I· 
INTRODUCTION 
The role of vocational and tethnical.education has incr~asingly 
be'co.me the focus of public interest anq has expa1,1ded within the lE1,st 
fifteen years. As a result, technical and vocational trainin~ is 
rapidly becoming an inviting area o:1; andysh for i;ocial. scienthts. 
To the socic!>loght, one of .the most promising paths. of. endeavor lie1;1 in 
the subject of the .roles and rol~ conflicts.of vo~ational teachers. 
This particular type of investigation ~as the distinct advintage of 
having bee~ used extensively in the field of industrial ielations fa~ 
more than three decades. Also, role analysis has been employed in 
studying many other areas of organizational and group activity and holds 
the. promise of presenting a unified approach for the analysis of human 
behavior in a multitude o:I; l',lettings. Finally, the role concept probes . 
the core. of many basic .questions underiying vocational ed1,1cation"." ... ques .. 
tions concerning the role, scope, and method of vocational training, 
and indeed, the validity of its impqrtance and existence in the larger 
sphere of American public education. 
Statement of the Problem 
The expl;!ctations concerning the proposed investigation are two-fold. 
The primary purpose of the investigation is t6 further dtlvelqp, opera-
tionalize, and test some specif;i.c hypothe1Ses within the field of role 
1 
analysis with particular emphasis on the relatively unexplored concept 
of muitiple allegiance. Results can be particularly relevant to the· 
fields of tole theory ai:ld organizational analysis.'·. 
Second, the investigator w:f.11 attempt t;o determine practical 
approaches for vocational education in Oklahoma; specifically., .the 
· project wi.11: (1) identify and define substantive areas of interactio1;1 
betwee.n vocE!.tional teachers (focal rol~) anp. _State ·Board for Vocational 
. . . 
Education personnel E!,nd local school administrators (counter-roles); 
(2) identify the problems arising from these interactions; and (3) 
investigate the reactio1;1 of vo~ational teachers t& the relationshi~s, 
and the I11anner in which they attempt t:o handle problems arisingfroni 
~erceived difference~. 
· Review of Literature Concerning Role Thepry 
In the past the concept of·role has received a great del;ll of 
theoretical and empir.ical. attention, which has. rapidly escalated within 
the last two decades. Early literature relating to role was primarily 
theoretical while the empirical studies during this period were mainly 
of a descriptive nature. Within t;he last ten years, data derived from 
empirical investigations have been 1;1ubjected to statistical analyses, 
and the results are now appearing at an increasing rate. 
A vast amount of ~iterature has been·formulated concerning the 
nature and content of many different kinds.of roles ranging from those 
which are vaguely defined to those~that are highly institutionalized. 
In addition, role-related concepts are being widely used in the popular 
literature of group dy1;1amics and education. The real val1,1e of the 
concept of role is that it.serves as an o:t'ganiz;i.ng mechanism for the 
2 
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sociologist in much the same way as the concept of attitude does for 
the psychologist. It enables the analyst to make connections between 
diverse behaviors in terms of a single multi-dimensional variable. 
Unfortunately, the popularity of the concept of role has not at present 
resulted in an adequate development of the theoretical area itself. 
Although the use of role and role-related concepts are firmly entrenched 
in sociological analysis, they are, as Neiman and Hughes (1) conclude, 
vague and non-definitive and tend to be ad hoc explanations of human 
behavior. The present study attempts to develop and utilize a set of 
constructs and methods, employed piecemeal in previous studies, in 
order to present a coherent picture of the subject of interest--the 
vocational education teacher. 
Depending upon the analytical interests of the investigator, role 
definitions may be grouped under any one of various classifications. 
Three major traditions into which sociological analyses have been cast 
vary according to the level of system-reference at which the analysis 
is centered. Basically they are: 
(1) the cultural level and the anthropological tradition; 
(2) the social system level and the sociological tradition; 
(3) the individual-group level and the social-psychological 
tradition. 
The anthropological tradition rests heavily on the definitions of role 
and status, formulated in 1936 by Ralph Linton (2). According to 
Linton, a social system is cultural in that it is an organization of 
learned behaviors which are shared and transmitted. Ideal patterns 
comprising the social system are reduced to individual terms through 
organization into statuses. Linton defines a status as a collection 
of rights and duties, and when the individual puts them into action he 
is performing a role--the dynamic behavioral counter-part of a status. 
The distinguishing. feature of such a definition is the emphasis given 
to cultural patterns and configurations organized into statuses. Such 
analysis necessarily focuses on kinship systems, sex roles, and broad 
institutionalized toles within a society. 
At the social system level, organizational units consisting of 
normative and expectational components are embodied in status-role 
bundles which are fundamental units of the social structure. Within 
this approach, the primary units are positions within the system and 
activities appropriate to them. Both statuses and appropriate activi• 
ties are largely determined by social norms. Parsons, who exemplifies 
the social systems analyst, thus defines status and role in the 
following manner: 
On the one hand there is the positional aspect--that of 
where the actor in question is located in the social system 
relative to other actors. This is what we call his status ••• 
On the other hand, there is the processual aspect, that of 
what the actor does in his relations with others seen in the 
context of its functional significance for the social system. 
It is this which we shall call his role. 
It should be made quite clear that statuses and roles ••• 
are not in general attributes of the actor, but are units of 
the social system •.. (3). 
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Bales (4) has isolated polar role-sets which emerge in the role differen .. 
tiation process within small groups. These roles polarize around the 
instrumental-expressive problem so that task roles arise to meet 
instrumental needs, and social roles are formed to meet the expressive 
and socio•emotional problems of the group. The attempt by Oeser and 
Harary (5) to chart role structures via digraph theory is an example 
of an increasingly popular approach to role analysis in social syatem 
terma. 
The early symbolic i.nteractionists such as Mead and Cooley deait 
5 
with role in a self-other context characteristic of the interactional 
approach. Although Mead's (6) writings fail to reveal a clear-cut 
definition of role, his greatest contributions to the area of role 
analysis stem from his theorizing on social acts, formation of the 
self (the "I" and "me''), and his discussion of the processes termed 
role-taking, role-playing, and playing-at-a-role. Role-taking refers 
to the symbolic process of projecting one's self into the role of 
another and viewing a problem, situation, or entity from the other's 
viewpoint. Role-playing refers to the behavioral execution of a role, 
and playing-at-a-role is role-taking on an elementary level as when 
children play the role of mother or father. More recently, Moreno (7) 
has attempted to extend the usefulness of role analysis within the 
social-psychological framework via the psychodrama and sociodrama. 
Yablonsky (8) has contributed to an operational theory of role by 
investigating role warm-up, spontaneity, and creativity. These, and 
·many other investigators emphasize the individual and subjective aspect 
of role rather than structural and collective aspects of role and status. 
Sarbin ovservecl that role is an interdisciplinary and integrating 
concept 
in that its variables are drawn from studies of culture, 
society, and personality. The broad conceptual units of 
the theory are role, the unit of culture; position, the 
unit of society; and self, the unit of personality (9), 
The concept of role thus has excellent potential as a tool to bridge 
the gap between sociological and psychological theorizing. Parsons' 
general theory of action attempts to develop the role concept to link 
the personality, social, and culture systems into a meaningful whole. 
There is an urgent need for continued development along these lines in 
order to make the concept a more useful tool for organizational 
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theorizing and to increase understanding of social processes. 
Role and other related concepts provide the scientist with a way 
of looking at human behavior. Because of the complexity of the subject 
and partly due to the traditions which have lifted role theory to its 
present status, various propositions continually emerge. It is not 
surprising that the many concepts related to role theory present 
numerous difficulties to those attempting research employing these 
concepts. The concept of role is promising because it helps to 
explain how individual members of groups perform the activities they 
do, and why the group performs certain activities. It is also helpful 
in describing the interaction process within social groups and collec-
tivities. Essentially, role is a sensitizing concept that directs 
attention to certain key relationships and aspects of behavior which 
are not immediately apparent. 
ROLE CONFLICT AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
Numerous writers have conceptualized or studied role conflicts 
defined at the multi-person cognitive disparity level. These include 
Toby (10), Charters (11), Getzels and Guba (12), and Gullahorn (13). 
Others using this approach to role conflict have been Seeman (14), 
Stouffer (15), and Ward (16). While it was found that the major 
portion of attention in the literature has been given to conflicts 
defined at the multi-person cognitive disparity level, it is also 
noteworthy that few investigators have studied intra-positionally 
determined role conflicts (where a given position is compared on two 
different types of cognitions). It is reasonable to assume that there 
may in some cases exist cognitive disparities within positions as well 
as between positions. 
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Various studies utilizing more general approaches have been con-
ducted of dissonance reduction, but none have been found that dealt 
with vocational education teachers. The Asch (17) and Sherif (18) 
experiments emphasized compliance to a single counter-role in time1s 
of stress and tend to support Festinger's (19) theory of cognitive 
dissonance. Burchard (20) studied the role conflict of military 
chaplains and thei:i:- attempt to solve the problem. Likewise, Cousins 
(21) reported the behavior of subjects in experimentally contrived . 
role conflict and observed rationalization, displacement, and wish-
fulfilling fantasy as modal responses. Zurcher, Sonenschein, and 
. . 
Metzner (22) interviewed h0t.i.se boys working in college sororities in 
an attempt to discover other procedures .employed to alleviate stressful 
situations. In an unusual in~estigation of Chicago stockyard workers, 
Purcell (23) discovered that employees, when faced with incompatible 
demands from the management and the union, still held a high degree of 
allegiance to both counter .. roles. Purcell termed such behavior as 
"dual or multiple allegiance" and felt that not only was dual alle-
giance present, but that the greatest individual satisfaction came 
only through allegiance to both institutions even when they were in 
open conflict. (This specific concept is further described in Chapter 
II), 
REVIEW OF ROLE RESEARCH ON THE TEACHER 
Over the past fifty years there have been a number of empirical 
studies relevant to the role of the teacher. Most of these studies 
have had as their concern the cognitions held about public school 
teachers by members of certain counter-positions. A few have been 
concerned with cognitions held for teachers by more than one position. 
Norms for the behavior of teachers in general have been studied by 
Cook and Almack (24), Fishburn (25), and Jenkins and Lippitt (26). 
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Cook and Almack studied teacher community participation and ·investigated 
norms for the behavior of public school teachers held by school board 
members, public school teachers and public school pupils. The study 
by Fishburn was conceJ;ned with norms held for the behavior of public 
school teachers by teachers and administrators. Jenkins and Lippitt 
studied norms foX' the behavior of teachers as held by farents and 
public school pupils. A study by Jordan. (27) was concerned with norms 
for teacher traits as held by publtc school ptipils, teachers, super-
visors and patrons, Norms for both teacher behaviors and traits were 
studied by Greenhoe (28), who collected data from school board members, 
lay persons, teachers, and college students, One study which dedt 
with both expectations and norms for teacher behaviors and traits was 
a national -tudy conducted by Charters and Waplas (29), and was 
6oncerned with both expectations and norms for the behavior of senior 
high, junior high, intermediate, kindergarten-primary, rural, and 
subject matter teachers as held by college students, public school 
teachers, professors, supervisors and principals. Kublesky and Buck 
(30) studied teacher-student relationships in sixty-six Pennsylvania 
schools. The study also included 202 teacher educators in eighteen 
colleges and revealed a lack of consensus as to the role of the teacher 
among teacher educators, teachers; and school communities. . In addition, 
the authors found that the teacher's definition of his own role was a 
compromise between definitions given by teacher educators and school 
communities. All of these studies, based on cognitions for tee,chers 
as held by more than one position, have been descriptive in nature and 
have not attempted to operationally define and statistically analyze 
the extent of agreement or disagreement 1:1mong cognitions held. 
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The majority of teacher role studies have been based on cognitions 
held for teachers by members of only one position. Studies for which 
this holds true include those dealing with norms for the behavior of 
teachers in general by Cowan (31), Davies (32), Koopman (33), and 
Tiedeman (34). The study by Cowan was based on content areas selected 
from ~revious literature in the field, and the respondents wete college 
instructors. Salient content areas were given by public school pupils 
in the form of responses to open-ended questions in the studies by 
Davies and Tiedeman. Comm.unity members were used as respondents in the 
Koopman study, with content areas being based on pilot study interviews 
and a review of related literature. Other studies, also based on data 
collected from a single position, include a number dealing with norms 
for both the behavior and traits of teachers in general. ·included with 
this category are studies by Bird (35), Cobb (36), Dallolio (37), 
Haer (38), Smith (39), and Spears (40). The st~dies by Bird, Cobb 
and Dallolio were based on data collected from public high school 
pupils while that of Haer was based on data from community members; 
that of Smith was based on data collected from parents; and the study 
of Spears based on cognitions collected from college students. Two 
studies dealing with norms for teacher behaviors and traits were 
concerned, not with teachers in general, but with cognitions held for 
teacher sub-positions. Book (41) and Livingood (42) studied norms 
held by public school pupils for high school teachers. 
A few studies, based on data collected from one position, have 
been concerned with expectations for teachers in general. Biber and 
Lewis (43) studied the expectations of elementary pupils for pt,1blic 
school teacher behaviors, while McGill (44) and Richey and Fox (45) 
studied expectations for teach~r traits as held by college students. 
Expectations for both teacher behaviors .and traits were studied by 
Corey (46) and Johnson (47). 
Closely related to the teacher's role is that of the superinten-
dent's role which was the subject of extensive analysis by Gross, 
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Mason, and McEachern (48). Employing numerous theoretical innovations, 
the study utilized a sample comprised of 105 superintendents and 508 
school board members in the state of Massachusetts. A series of items 
was employed to determine both expectations and actual behavior of 
superintendents as perceived by school board members and by superintend-
~nts. It was found that a lack of consensus existed between the 
responses of the two groups on most of the role-defining items used 
in the interview. 
Only two studies were found which dealt with both expectations and 
norms for public school teachers. Beale (49) studied norms and expec-
tations held for the behavior of public school teachers by other 
teachers. Content areas for behavior were selected from pilot study 
interviews with teachers. Terrien (50) studied expectations and norms 
for both teacher behaviors and traits as held by memberi; of the lay 
public. 
Few systematic, comprehensive studies have been made of either:role 
consensus or role conflicts for vocational education teachers. Only 
two empirical studies have been found which attempt to deal with the 
actual versus the ideal role of the vocational education teacher. 
There have appeared a number of informal descriptive analyses of what 
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vocational education teachers, particularly Vocational Agriculture 
teachers, should strive to achieve, and what areas they should become 
more competent .in as a means of improving technical training in 
secondary school systems. More specific codes outlining elements and 
prescriptions on how the vocational education teacher can maintain 
good relationships with some category of individuals such as adminis-
trators have also beE1n proposed. Even more remote to role studies are 
the articles discussing proposed or actual certification requirements, 
teaching methods, and personal qualifications of vocational teachers. 
Of the few empirical studies done, most have been directed to the 
assessment of general competence and appraisal of vocational education 
teachers by other counter-roles. Bailey (51) h~d administrators rate 
Vocational Agriculture teachers on eleven areas of co.rn,petency. He 
found that, generally, higher ratings were received by those teachers 
with more experience and education. In a study by Basinger (52), 
superintendents rated VocationalAgriculture teachers in four areas of 
general appraisal and ten areas of teaching competence. These ratings 
were used to point out strengths and weaknesses of teachers in the 
various areas. Wingen (53) investigated attitudes of parents toward 
Vocational Agriculture teachers to determine whether parents thought 
teachers were doing an acceptable job. Calhoun and Watson (54) asked 
junior and senior high school Vocational Agriculture students what 
they liked and disliked about their agriculture teachers. 
Another group of studies has centered on job satisfaction and 
opportunities for advancement within the area of vocational teaching. 
In a study on morale, Rempel and Bentley (55) administered the Purdue 
Teacher Morale Inventory and Personal Data Form to all vocational 
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teachers in Indiana. In general, they. found that education, experience, 
and saLary were the most influential factors related to morale. 
Lamberth (56) studied the reasons Vocational Agriculture teachers 
leave the teaching profession. An important finding to emerge from 
this study, particularly in terms of role analysis, was that the third 
most frequent reason given by the vocational education teacher for 
leaving was lack of understanding on the part of their school adminis· 
trators. A highly descriptive study.py Brutner:(57) attempted to assess 
the role of Vocational Agriculture teachers in broad generai terms. A 
panel of five Vocational Agriculture teachers was subjected to extensive 
questioning and from such interviews, the author attempted to ascertain 
the role of Vocational Agriculture teachers as determined by the . 
teachers themselves. 
As previously indicated, none of the above studies qualify as 
systematic attempts to chart role elements and potential role conflicts 
of vocational teachers; rather, they all focus on actual behaviors of 
vocational teachers or on ratings of teacher effectiveness made by 
other individuals. Although a few more systematic studies, to be 
mentioned below, have been made of the Vocational Agriculture teacher, 
there is still a paucity of research in any of the other areas of 
vocational education insofar as role analyses are concerned. 
A study by :Nix (58) described and analyzed the general value 
orientation and structural stresses which are involved within and what 
is conceived as being the several roles of the Vocational Agriculture 
teacher. Data from twenty-seven four hour interviews with Vocational 
Agriculture teachers in three selected parishes in Louisiana were 
analyzed within a structurahfunctional framework employing :Parsons' 
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pattern variables and a model of behavioral causation. Social organi-
zation and social disorganization were conceived as being functions 
of three basic groups of factors. These factors were socio-cultural 
structure, situational factors·and personality factors. At the socio-
cultural level, the study focused upon four types of role stresses: 
role conflict, role frustration, role inadequacy, and role superfluity 
along with certain other aspects of this occupational role including 
role fulfillment, role satisfaction, occupational problems, and 
occupational change. Results of the study indicated that Vocational 
Agriculture teachers were subject to various types of role conflict 
wh~ch were partially meliorated by several adjustment mechanisms such 
as 
••• a slight shift from an affectivity orientation toward 
an affectivity neutral orientation both in regard to 
clients and to the traditional patterns of rural life (59). 
Bible and Mccomas (60), adopting the approach of Gross and his 
colleagues, analyzed role expectations and role performances of 
Vocational Agriculture teachers in Ohio as perceived by 30 teachers 
and their school administrators. Both teachers and administrators 
were rated in terms of effectiveness according to selected criteria. 
It was found that teachers rated "higher" in effectiveness and their 
school administrators had greater agreement on role expectations than 
on role performance for the teacher's role. 
Mayo (61), using the same approach, collected data from 26 teachers 
of Vocational Agriculture in North Carolina to examine the position of 
Vocational Agriculture teachers in terms of the source, direction, and 
intensity of expectations relative to developing and sustaining the 
formal organizations through which their educational objectives were 
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attained and to ascertain the correspondence between role performance 
and role expectations. 
Bible and Brown (62) studi.ed 170 county and advisory committeemen 
and 32 professional extension agents in fennsylvania on role consensus 
and its relation to satisfaction for the county extension advisory 
committee role. As in the previously mentioned study.,: higher consensus 
was found on perception of role expectations than on perception of role 
perfc,rmances. 
One limitation of the four previous studies is that they have 
derived prescriptions making up the role of Vocational Agriculture 
teacher from either the teachers themselves (Nix) or from the teachers 
and a single set of actors occupying a counter-position. This neces-
sarily limits the comprehensiveness of the st9dies in terms of analyzing 
role elements as determined by other role positions directly related 
to the role in question. 
Several general ~onclusions may be stated with regard to previous 
empirical investigations related to teacher role, role conflict, and 
the teacher's attempt to resolve such conflict: 
(a) Methods employed by teachers to alleviate role conflict have 
not been empirically investigated. In fact, there is a 
paucity of research on role conflict in general. 
(b) Many of the investigations have been simply descriptions of 
cognitions related to teacher role, with little or no 
theoretical orientation. 
(c) Relatively few studies have dealt with expectations. When 
cognitions are viewed in relation to role theory, it becomes 
obvious thc;1t the concepts of role and role conflict must 
include more than one type of cogn:i,.tion. 
(d) Many studies have been confined to an investigation of the 
cognitions of only one socic;1l position. If teacher behavior 
is viewed as a function of norms and expectations held for 
teache:i:-s by members of various positions, role studies must 
of necessity consider multiple sources of cognitions by 
selecting several alter groups who typically interact with 
teachers in various ways. 
(e) Few studies have considered the concept of legitimacy as 
discussed previously. If the focal role does not ascribe 
legitimacy to certain counter-roles, the existence of 
disparate cognitions maintained by such non-legitimate 
counter-roles may produce little or no role conflict for 
the focal role. 
(f) Most of the studies have been concerned with the role of 
the teacher in general rather than with specific varieties 
of teachers. 
Perhaps the most recent developments in the area of role and role 
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conflict theory, which attempt to overcome the sl10rtcomings cited above, 
are those by Biddle, Twyman, and Rankin (63) and an empirical investi-
gation partially utilizing their concepts conducted by Sutker, 
Egermeier, and Twyman (64). The last study ~ited was an e~ploration 
into the roles and role conflicts of vocatioqal teachers, which dealt 
with the actual and ideal role of the vocational teacher as perceived 
by the teacher and six other counter-roles (non-vocational teachers, 
non-vocational students, vocational students, parents, counselors, and 
administrators). Disparities were located between the responses of 
the vocational teacher and each counter•role (inter-group disparity) .as 
well as disparities intra-positionally determined, i.e., differing 
expectations and/or norms held for teachers by members of a single 
position such as public school administrators. Responses to 70 items 
or situations were gauged on a six point scale (a response indicating 
a vocational teacher ''always should/does engage in a specific activity" 
received a score of l; a "never" response received a score of 6). Both 
activity cognitions and normative expectations held for the vocational 
teacher by all counter-roles were recorded on this scale. 
The study also included a "Legitimacy Inventory" which made it 
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possible for the vocational teacher to divide a set of 11 categories 
of persons, including the counter-role incumbents, into those who had 
a right and those who did not have a right to expect a vocational 
teacher to engage in each of the 70 activities used to define his 
educational role. The data revealed that local administrators and 
personnel of the State Department for Vocational Education are the two 
counter-roles the vocational teacher feels are most important in judging 
many of his activities and behaviors. However, the study (1) did not 
measure actual role conflict (incompatible demands actually perceived 
by the teacher); (2) did not elicit responses for State Board personnel, 
and (3) did not attempt to determine methods employed by vocati,onal 
teachers to alleviate inter-group conflict involving State Board person-
nel and local administrators. 
Definitions and Constructs 
The following is an integrated system of role constructs comprising 
the theoretical orientation to be used for studying the role and role 
conflicts of vocational education teachers in Oklahoma. 
In the present study,~ is conceived as the set of cognitions 
maintained about a given vocational teacher by all interested persons 
(65). Cognitions entering into role may be of many varieties and 
irt~lude, in the present framework, both activity cognitions (statements 
about ~hat.is perceived as existing) and normative expectations (state-
ments about what should exist). Thus, the role of the vocational 
teacher may be considered a set of activity cognitions and normative 
expectations held for that teacher position by vocational teachers 
themselves, by public school administrators, by students, etc. Role 
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conflict may be defined as the existence of disparate tognitions 
(activity cognitions and/or normative expectations) held by members 
of other positions (66). Role conflict may be intra-positionally 
determined, i.e.~ where disparate cognitions are held for teachers by 
members of a single counter-role position, or inter-positionally 
determined, i.e., where members of two positions disagree on cognitions 
held for the vocational teacher (this has been called inter-role con• 
flict (67), role incompatibility (68), and inter-sender conflict (69). 
The present study will focus on inter-group disparities of significant 
others. Si~nificant others are those persons who the teacher feels 
have a right to expect a vocational teacher to engage in certain 
activities and/or possess certain characteristics. Such persons 
occupy legitimate counter•roles.(70). 
To da:te, the issue of legitimacy has been employed in only a 
limited numlier of empirical investigations. Jacobson, Charters, and 
I 
Lieb~rman (71,) conducted a -study of the a4tomobile factory in ordf:lr to 
explore individual worker identification with the company and the union. 
Three lf:lgitimate counter-roles were identified as "criterion t,opula"I"'. _ 
· tions" within this study. Gross, et. al. (72) have noted the importance 
of legitimacy by stating an actor may consider that a .member of his role-
set has a right to hold certain expectations of him, but no right to 
hold certain others. · Pugh (73) defines a legit_imate expectation as a 
"perceived obligation:" and an illegit.imat-e ·exp1;1ctation as a "perceived 
pressure~" Sutker, Egermeier; and Twyman (74) studied a sample of 
250 vocational education teachers ·in ©klahoma and. elicited information 
indicating that vocat:~onal teachers listed State Board personnel and 
local administrators as counter-roles possessing a legitimate right to 
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hold expectations concerning vocation,al teacher behavior. Inasmuch as 
the above studies stand alone in empirically testin~ the concept of 
legitimacy, future research in this i.tnportant aspect of role analysis 
may prove fruitful. 
At this point a useful differentiation must be made between actual 
role conflict and potential role conflict. Within this study, actual 
role conflict refers to the perception. of an actor to incompatible 
role prescriptions. As Gul!~horn states, the actor(s) involved 
feel in.ternally the obligation to meet the competing demands, 
face the threat of possible sanctions if they fail to fulfill 
either demand, and yet find it impossible to comply fully 
with opposing obligations (75). 
To determine the existence of actual role conflict, one•must have 
! 
knowledge J;>ertaining to perceptions of the actor who is faced with 
:i,.ncompatible role prescriptions. Thus, actual role conflict must 
necessarily involve the actor's perception of the disparate cognitions 
held by others. Such perceptions constitute second-or~er cognitions. 
Potential role conflict, a structural concept, simply refers to 
the existence of disparate cognitions held for an actor by others (76). 
Such disparity may be perceived, misperceived, or not perceived by the 
actor in question and consequently, he may feel internal stress, som.e 
degree of strain, or be entirely unaware of conflicting demands. The 
majority of role studiej have not clearly indicated this distinction 
i i 
and thus have focused on potential role conflict which may have only 
indirect relevance to the study of actual role conflict. The major 
portion of this study will not be limited to analysis of potential 
role conflict, but will seek to discover the existence of actual or 
perceived role conflict among vocational teachers. 
In recent years, several concepts have aiisen which focus upon 
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results of role in90II1patibilit:i..es which are persistent 'and problematic 
but are less severe in terms of behavioral consequences. Rol~ strain 
is one such concept (i7):: An actor may merely feel slightly discon-, : : . · 
certE)d and experience some mild discomfort when exposed t.o incompatible 
role prescriptions. It is likely that this sort of discomfort is more 
prevalent than.severe conflict and the cqncept of role strain should 
be used to cover situations in which the difficulty in fulfilling role 
. obligations is mild rathE)r. than severe. :Problems. and pressures leading 
to iole strain can also result when expectations and norms are untlear, 
· partia~ly lacking· or not pioperly coma;1.1,1r1icated or learned by an. actor. 
Situations of this. kind may produce what has been called· role ambig\lity, 
or discomfort arising from uncertainty about role prescriptions. Role 
ambiguity might be particuiarly prevalent among organ:l.:z;ations with 
heter6geneous populations and social systems which arE) undergoing 
rapid change due to re.::.organization (78) . 
. Another field of study relevant to the constructs being discussed· 
is that of reference groups. Reference group theory seeks to relate 
the ind:!.vidual actor to such components of the social structure as 
associations,· communities, and organizational systems. Although the 
conceptualization of reference group is closely related to George H. 
·Mead's definition of "sigriificant·other," the term has been widely 
.and variously_employed with iittle agreement as to concise definition • 
.. One of the clearest ~eanir;igs today is presented in Shibutani' s (79) 
three .. fold classification of.the concept; :as E)mployed by most social 
scientists. Accordingly, a reference group may be defined as:·· 
(1) those groups which serve ·as reference points by an actor making 
comparisons; (2) thoe;e groups to which an actor aspires to belong or 
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strives to maintain acceptance in, and (3) those groups whose pe-rspec-
tives constitute· the frameof reference for an actor. It is this 
last definition that.holds particular reLevance for the current inves-
tigation. 
A final construct of !.importance to this study is that of multiple 
allegiance which.is defined as the ability of an actor to achieve 
equal loyalty to related and potentially conflicting groups, each of 
· which is striving for commitment of the actor. In 1949, Peter Drucker 
(60) examined the problem of "split allegiance" in industry. "Split 
allegiance" refers to the co.ndition in which both management and union. 
}' 
e~ch :demand the total aUegiance and loyalty of each member of the 
enterprise. Such.~. condition, stated Drucker, not only places the 
·worker iri ~n intolerable position, but is inevitably harmful to the 
entire:enterprise; '~ociety cannot stand the '~plit allegiance,~ the 
enterprise cannot stand it, the union cannot stand it''. (61). . According, 
·to D'X'ucker, what is necessary is the.conversion of llsplit allegiance" 
into a bearable and functional "twin allegiance." Although the author 
does not explicitly defirie the concept of twin allegiance; he indicates 
its importance to the,worker: 
:.; .. 
• • • he must give his. allegiance to both (management and· 
union). If he aband6n:,, allegiance to the enterprise,.his 
job must be.come r~pugnant and meaningless.~ .His ow'n self-
respect demands prfde · in the job, ,pride in the work, pride 
in the co.mpany he works for--and that mean:,,. allegiance to 
the enterprise. But if he gives up allegiance to the \mion, 
he gives up the assertion of his own interests, needs·and 
purposes of the enterprise; he ·accepts domination by a· 
gove:rnment which is not legitimate; and this too means 
abandoning .his self-respect (82'). 
Although. tw.in c;>r dual allegiances seem logically incompatible, the 
worker perceives them as complementary and ultimately necessary. Thus, 
the problem of split allegiance cannot be viewed as a problem concerning 
balance of power, and in fact, states Drucker; "A balance of power 
solution can only make.permanent warfare inevitable" (83). Drucker 
did not empiricaUy analyze his propositions, but rather, laid the 
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theoretical groundwork for a concept that challenges and may eventually 
alter traditional approaches to the s~udy of bureaucratic structures. 
Theod.ore · Purce.ti (184) attempted an empirical investigation of the 
problem and discovet;'ed that dual allegiance-existed among a large 
segment of Chicago stockyard workers. After extensive interviewing, 
Purcell hypothesized that the greatest individual satisfaction will 
I 
be found amc;mg workers holding allegiance both to management and the 
union. Although Purcell's study lends credibility to Druck~r' s proposi·;- · 
tions, the investigation rcalied heavily upon descriptive accounts. 
- Insofar as attempting to ·define the concept of dual allegiance,, Purcell 
.. indicated some_ behavioral consequences: . 
Dual allegiance does not necessarily mean e:icact obedience 
to the commands of either organization, but rather~ approval 
of the.existence, basic objectives •• ~of both (the company 
and _the union). , ... 
The main behavioral fact flowing from dual allegiance 
which we found is that the workers want their two-in-one 
government intact and will act_ accordingly (85). 
The vocational teacher exists within a milieu_ not urilike that of 
. . : 
the industrial worker. On the one hand, he is responsible·to the local' 
administrator of the lo6al school system and on the other hand he is 
held responsible to the demands placed upon him by pers.onnel of the 
State Depart~ent fot V~~ational Education •. An immediate ·question 
arises,as to whether th~ ·vocational teacher exhibits cognitive dis• 
sonance and experiences a sense of role conflict--as role theory 
analysis would ind:i,cate--or if the teacher exhibits a type of dual 
allegiance which alleviates such conflict--as Purcell's study would 
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indicate~ This will be a major problem of investigation within this 
study • 
. THE NATURE OF 5UREAUCRACY 
Historically, the role .of bureaucratic organi~ation in industrial 
. .. . 
societies has gained importance at a geometric rate. For many years 
after Weber described this particular pattern of organization, the 
concept of bureaucracy was confined to the industrial sphere. Those 
ideI).tified as professionals were cast in an entrepreneurial role·~p<;1rt 
' ' ' 
from that of the industrial or gove;rnmental "organization men." Re.cent 
literature indica:tes the above description is no longer applicable in 
modern social situations. 
Physicians are now affil,iated' in .. larger numbers with 
hospitals and clinics; 'attoJ;"neys wi,th law firms and in 
increasing numbers with industrial corporations; scien-
tists and 'engineers also with industry, government, large 
independent research orgartizations, and a collection of 
inititutes and ~e~artmerits in academic institutions (86). 
' ' 
Similar findings have been noted in numeroµs studies of professional 
occupations within other bureaucratic environments. As Kornhauser 
insists, to examine professionals in bureaucrlil,cies is to examine. the 
"relation between two institutions, not merely between organizations 
and individuals'' (87). Scott (88) has indicated that. numerous areas 
of conflict exist between the professional and his bureaucratic environ-
ment. Blau (89) has hypothesized that the continued presence of 
professionals tends to "professionalize" bureaucratic structures • 
. Authorities recognizing this trend have treated. it as a reflection of 
the changes occurring i,n development of pro:fessionalization. Although 
Hughes (90) and others have indicated professionali~ation has conse-
quences for the bureaucratic organization, the implications such a 
proGess entails for bureaucracy have largely been overlooked. In a 
general discussion of college faculty members, Clark has noted that 
professional orientations have major effects upon organizational 
structure: 
The modern large faculty, therefore, combines 
professionalism, federated structure, and bureaucracy •.• 
The faculty moves toward decentralized or federated 
structure, and authority moves toward clusters of 
experts, .• (91). 
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Thua, it is difficult to imagine that in spite of the changes occurring 
in the area of professionalization, no concurrent alterations would 
evolve for the bureaucratic organization. 
For social scientists, bureaucracy has always been much easier to 
deplore than describe. Basically, bureaucratic organization is a 
social invention which relies on the power of rule and reason, and is 
based on the following attributes (92): 
1. a formal rationally organized structure; 
2. a clearly defined pattern of activity--related to the purposes 
of the organization; 
3. an integrated series of hierarchical statuses; 
4. obligations and privileges of each status are defined by 
specific rules; 
5. each office containing an area of co.mpetency; 
6. authority inherent in the office, not the personality; 
7. relations between offices based on formality and social 
distance; 
8. stable sets of mutual expectations derive from $uch formality. 
In summarizing the characteristics of bureaucracy, Weber notes 
that '~he principle of hierarchical office authority is found in all 
bureaucratic organizations'.' (93). Many authorities of organization 
have been critical of the classical model for a variety of r~asons. 
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Such criticisms usually focus upon methods employed by the organiza-
tion to solve one of two primary tasks .... adap1;.ion (i.e. means by which 
organiz1;1tion,s adapt to demands of the extern!;ll environment), and. 
integration (i~e. means by which organiz~tions maintain their i~ternal 
\ ' 
system of. co-ordination and goal-fulfillment). Studies of bureaucratic 
adaptibilit.y led Bennis to conclude that the classical model of 
bureaucracy is outmoded because if depends upon and aes~es a "highly 
co~petitive, undifferentiated and stable environment such as the climate 
.of it:s youth, the Industrial Revolution" (94). He further states: 
A pyramidal structure of authority, with power concentrated 
in the hands of a few with the knowledge and resources to 
control an entire enterprise was, c11nd is, an eminently 
s1,iitable social arrangement for routinized tasks (95) • 
. Aithough Bennis and others predict a transformation of bureaucracy, 
little empirical research has been undertaken to. substantiate such 
claims. 
. . 
Other au.thorities have searched for· deviations from the classical 
modd by. investigating the variables involved within the inte:t;nal 
system of organized bureaucraciei;;. Often, such investigations have 
e:x:amined the conflict between individual and organization goals (96), 
. . 
Mayo and associates discovered that informal interaction among workers. 
was a potent force and concluded that industrial organization contained 
social systems as well as technical and economic counterparts. In a 
classical study, Whyte (97) verified the existence of important social 
variables in the·restaurant industry, and Gouldner·(98) has concluded 
that ot"ganizational analysis must take into accoun.t organizations that 
arise spontaneously from the association of people who h;ave common 
needs, interests, or objectives. Selznick (99) has also written at 
length on the importance of the :i..nformal org!lln:i-z.ation and its effect 
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. upon the fotmal structure. Accordingly, many recent texts c.ontain 
separate sections devoted to the formal system of organization and the 
informal organization wh:i.ch inherently resides in every pureaucratic 
stnicture~ 
The stress placed upon informal ot:ganizat;i.on, and 1;:qe human rela-
tions approach made popul.ar by the Hawth01;ne Studies have ale1;ted th.e 
social scieqtist. to the fact that memb.ers of a bureaucrat;i.c organ:i,za- . 
tion. are aha members of other diverse types of organizations. Many 
writers, inclµding Becke;r (100), Etzioni (101), .Gross· and McEachern 
(102), and Biddle ahd Thomas (103) have investigated the conflict of 
multiple memberships and its consequences to organizational effective-
ness. Because of the variables involved, role theory has often been 
· employed to study such problems~ 
One attribute of bureaucracy that has re.ma:i,ned basically unmodified 
since its inception is that of hierarchical authority. As Weber 
succinctly stated: 
The principles of office hierarchy a.nd of levels of graded 
authority mean a firmly ordered system of super;. and 
subordination in which thete is .a supervision of the lower 
offices by the higher ones (104). 
More recently, Selznick (105).refers to co-operating efforts requiring 
the delegation of functions from the h,ighest to the lowest levels as 
an inherent factor in the process of bureaucratization. Likewise, 
Merton l:i,sts "an integrated series of hierarchical statuses" (106) as 
a distinct attribute of bureaucracy. ~oulding (107) has indicated 
that the problems of power distribution and communication necess;i.tates 
an "iron law of hierarchy. 11 ';rhe basic tenet of the classical model 
is that if workel'.'s concentrate on highly specialized tasks, some kind. 
of linkage system must be. present to co .. ordinate activities and produi;:e 
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the final product •. The linkage system assumed to be most effec:ti,ve 
is a supervised hierarchy comprising a neat pyrami,d with the ultimate 
authority at the top and ranks of supervisors increasing in numbers 
and decreasing in importance. Thus, every person in the structure has 
a single supervisor whot in turn, has a distinct positicin in the chain 
of coo;unand. Within the classical framework, the concept of such a 
rational structure is critical, for as Olsen states, "Bureaucratization 
i,s the prQcess in which an organization seeks to rationaliie its 
functioning ••• " (108). Inasmuch as bureaucratizat.ion is an attempt 
to rationally c6-ordinate activities within the organization, '' ••• the . . . 
primary structural feature," according to Weber, "is the presence of a 
hierarchy of authority" (109). Guetzkow and Simon have attempted to 
empiric1;11ly demonstrate groups' increased effecd.venese if "a hierar-
chical structure is imposed on or emerges within·the group" (110). 
Scott (111) indicates, however, the hierarchical structures increase 
co .. ordination of routinized tasks but do not increase group problem-
solving ability or creativity. 
The assumption of in.terest to. this investigation is that bureau-
cratic structures must, as in Weber's time, be viewed as hierarchical 
organizations containing clear-cut linear authority. Many current 
authors are critical of the classical explanation of organizational 
control emanating from a single set of offices at the top. Haire (112), 
Argyris (113), Likert (114), Vollmer and Mills (115), Etzioni (116), 
and March and Simon (117) have produced contemporary accounts demon-·.· 
strating that behavior down the line is influenced by a multitude of 
events. The above investigators have indicated that members of a 
bureaucratic organization are simultaneously members of other groups 
and org,nizations such as unions, peer groups, etc., which also exert 
in.fluence upon their behavior. Thus, a tremendously complicated 
networ~ of rote positions and expectations are interl.aced within the 
organizational structure. Of critical importance, however~ is the 
fact that many authors have observed deviati.ons from the. classical 
theory of bureaucracy but have at1:empted to integrate their findings 
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back in.to the classical ffamework. Inasmuch as the primary purpose of 
a hierarchical chain of command is to clarify the·single sphere of 
authority above each position, the existence of multiple allegiance 
implies a non-linear or multiple authority strl,lcture. The present 
i ' 
study, therefore, suggests 'that if multiple allegiance is indeed a 
widespread phenomenon, some modern bureaucracies may be evolving into 
;federated systems of evenly dispersed control rather than hierarchical 
systems with control emanating from top to bottom. 
Hvpothe!;leS 
In an attempt to empirically assess role conflicts and role con~. 
flict resolution for vocational teacher~, it will be necessary to 
consider a number of potentially influent;ial variables. These include 
position of respondent (vocational teachers of various fields), public 
school administrators, State :Soard personnel of various fields and 
levels, school size, economic region, and selected factors related to 
the respondents such as age, educational expetience, and teaching 
experience. The specific impact of each of these factors on the 
· dependent variables will .be measured and interpreted in testing the 
following hypotheses: 
(a) Activity cognitions of the State Board perscmnel will differ 






l,'l'ormative e:xipectations of the State :aoard personnel will 
differ significantly (p<:.05) from normative expectations of. 
local school administrators. 
Vo~ational teachers will attribute significantly different 
(p<.05) activity cognitions to State Board personnel and to 
local school administra.tors. 
Vocational teachers will attribute significantly different 
(p<.OS) normative expectatioris to State Board personnel and 
to ldcal school admini•trators. 
When vocational teachers have ascribed disparate cognitions 
(norms and/or e~pectations) to local school administrators 
and to State Board personnel, they will ascribe (p <.05) 
legitimacy to both counter-roles. 
It should be recognized that if the last hypothesis is rejected, 
its converse would tend t.o support the basic tenets of Festinger' s 
·. (118) theory of cognitive dissonance (i.e.; when the vocational 
teacher perceives disparity, legitimacy is as~ribed to ·only one 
counter-role at most and perhaps to neither). If, however, the last 
hypothesis.is accepted, such findings would lend support to the concept 
of .dual allegiance as proposed by Drucker and Purcell. 
CHAPTER :u 
METHODOLOGY 
A series of discreet yet interdependent steps comprised the 
methodological approach employed in this investigation. Following an 
exam;i.nation of prior approaches to Similar topics, interviews and brief 
seminars were held with people representing a. variety of positions and 
fields in the Oklahoma syste.m of vocational education. Reliability 
and validity of the instruments were confhmed in a brief pilot study 
after which the f;i.nal sample was drawn and data were collected. 
Statistical programs were th1;m computed to test the hypotheses 
previously posited. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to a 
mol;'e detailed desc]iiption of the mf;lthodological aspects of the study. 
Instrumentation and Pilot Study 
In their comprehensive study of vocational education in Oklahoma, 
Sutker et. al. investigated four principle vocational programs: 
Vocational Agricultl.lre, Trade and InQust:ria+ Education, Technical 
EQucation, and Dhtributive Education. The latter two progJ;"ams were 
excluded from the current investigation for a variety of reasons. 
First, Technical Education is a relatively new program in Oklahoma 
and as such, the tqtal number of Technical Education teachers in the 
state constitutes an extremely small population which renders statis .. 
tical analyses and resulting generalizations ineffective (119). Also, 
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Distributive Education instructors often differed markedly from all 
other vocation!;ll teacher.s and at times upheld cognitions more congruent· 
with non-vocational teachers. Finally, Dist:i;-ibutive Education instruc-
tors often ascribed legitimacy to many counter-roles other than local 
administrators and State Board personnel (120). Results of the 
investigation therefore, are not applicable to all fields of vocational 
educ~tion and reflect only upon the relllaining vocationai programs. 
This delineation wa~ both necessary arid advantageous t6 •n.in-depth 
analysis of Vocational Agriculture and Trade and Industrial Education 
in Oklahoma. 
·. A review of the instruments employed by Sutker, Egermeier, and 
Twyman revealed that in seventeen specific .siutations, Voca1;:ional 
. Agriculture and Trade and Industrial instructors attributed legitimacy 
to State Board personnel and to local administrators. Five uf the 
items were ,;iisca:rded either because of their repetitive nature or : .. 
their lack of importance for the current study. The remaining twelve 
items, covering a wide vc;1riety of behaviors, are listed below: 
Ite.a;is for Vocational Agriculture teacher behavior: 
l· Use different methods of instruction than do most non-voca-
t:;iortal teachers, because of the nature of their subject. 
2. Maintain up to date records on the job placements of vocational 
students who have graduated, 
3. Establish and maintain working relationships with more of the 
influential people in the community than do non-vocational 
teachers. 
4. Have a lower pupil class load than non-vocational teachers to 
allow for the individualized instruction that vocational 
education emphasizes. 
5. Obtain the opinions of parent13 on what concepts and skills 
their children should be taught in vocational classes, 
6. Try to keep the c6ntent of their courses up to date. 
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7. Try to .keep equipment for their vocational program µp to date. 
8. Make a considerable effort to develop relationships with 
non-vocational teachers. 
9. Receive more pay than non-vocational teachers with as much 
formal education and teaching experience, be<;:ause of the 
nature of their job. 
10. Try to keep their teaching methods up to date. 
11. Attend short courses to update their knowledge about vocational 
education. 
12. Take an active .role in professional education organizations. 
Items for Trade and Industrial teacher behavior: 
1. Use different methods of instruction than do most non-voca-
tional teachers, because of the nature of their subje6t. 
2. Attend short courses to update their knowledge about vocational 
education. 
3. Establish and maintain working relationships with more of the 
influential people in the community than do non-vocational 
teachers. 
4. Have as a primary objective training students who probably will 
not go to college. 
5. Have a lower pupil class load than non-vocational teachers to 
allow for the individualized instruction that vocational 
education emphasizes. 
6. Try to keep equipment for the vocational program up to date. 
7. Maintain up to date records on the job placements of vocational 
students who have graduated. 
8. Try to keep their teaching methods up to date. 
9. Receive more pay than non-vocational teachers with as much 
formal education and teaching experience, because of the 
nature of their job. 
10. Take an active role in professional education organizations. 
11. Work to improve the image of vocational education in their own 
communities. 
12. Seek from the state office specific guidelines as to what their 
local program should be. 
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Within the above items, five distinctly different categories oi types 
of behavior are included. A list of these content categories and the 
item number within each category follows: 
Content Categories Items by Type of Vocational Program 
Vo-Ag T&I -
I. Curriculum Orientation 
and General Objectives Item Nos. 2,5,6 Item Nos. 4,7,12 
II. Methods and Procedures 
of Instruction Item Nos. 1,7,10 Item Nos. 1,6,8 
III. Working Conditions and 
Financial Arrangements ltem Nos •. 4, 9 Item Nos. 5,9 
IV. Developing. the Image of 
Vocational Education Item Nos. 3,8 Item Nos. 3, 11 
v. Seeking In-Service 
Professional Development Item Nos. 11, 12 Item Nos. 2,10 
· The twelve itellls were employed in each of the following instruments: 
a. General Information Form--to iridicate pertinent facts about 
each respondent; 
b. Vocational Teachers' Activity Inventory (VTA-1)--to measure 
activity cognitions, i.e. what vocational teachers actually 
.2.Q., according to the respondent; 
c. Vocational Teachers' Normative Expectations Inventory (VTN-1)--
to measure normative expectations, i.e. what vocational teachers 
should do, according to the respondent; 
d. Vocational Teachers' Inventory of Second-Order Activity Cogni~ 
tions (VTA-2)--to ascertain:vocational ·:teachers I perception of 
the activity cognitions local school administrators hold for 
the vocational teacher's role; 
e. Vocational Teachers' Inventory of Second-Order. Normative 
Expectations (VTN-2)--to indicate vocational teachers' 
perception of the normative expectations local school 
administrators hold for the vocational teacher's role; 
f. Vocational Teachers' Inventory of Second-Order Activity 
Cognitions (VTA-3)--to determine vocational teachers' percep-· 
tion of the normative expectations local ichool administrators 
hold for the vocational teacher's role; 
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g. Vocational Teachers' Inventory of Secqnd·Order Normative 
Expectations (VTN-3)--to ascertain vocational teachers' percep-
tlon,of,the normative :expectations· that State.Department for 
· Vocational Education personnel hold for the vocational teacher's 
role; 
h. Vocational Teachers' Satisfaction Inventory (VTS)--to ascertain 
how satisfied vocational teachers are with the expectations 
that legitimate counter-roles hold for vocational teachers. 
To determine the precision and clarity of the instruments, a brief 
pilot study involving five schools within a fifty mile radius was 
undertaken. Also, a panel 6f ei;ght Vocational· Agticulture· and.'Trade 
and Industrial Education teachers representing each vocational district 
in the state convened in Stillwater, Oklahoma. The panel members were 
asked to critically evaluate all instrutnents under consideration and, 
following minor suggested revisions, judged all questions and directions 
as clear, concise, and relevant to their occupation. The final instru-
ments elicited data similar to the Sutker, Egermeier, Twyman study with 
the addition of vocational teachers' second-order cognitions, an inte-
grated job satisfaction inventory, and an open-ended questionnaire 
employed to establish initial rapport with respondents and to gain 
in-depth perspective into the role conflicts possibly facing vocational 
teachers. 
The General Information Inventory was administered to each 
respondent of the study in order to aid the investigator in determining 
specific characteristics of the individual respondents drawn in the 
sample. The G, I. Inventory for vocational teachers was in the form 
of an open-ended questionqaire. For other respondents, identical 
information was elicited via written questionnaires. For further 
clarification of each instrument, see Appendix A. 
The Vocational Teachers' Activity Inventory (VTA·l) asked each 
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respondent to indicate, in each of the twelve items, what he personally 
thought vocational teachers actually do. The Vocational Teachers' 
Normative Expectations Inventory (VTN-1) presented the respondent with 
an identical list of items to which he responded in terms of what he 
thought vocational teachers should do. 
In the second-order activity cognition form (VTA-2), the vocational 
-teacher was presented with the same list of stimulus items used in 
-VTA-1 and VTN-1. He was asked to indicate what he qe lieved local 
school administrators thought.vocation~l .teachers actually do in each 
situation, In essence, the vocational teachers were told that the 
interviewer was trying to determine how much administrators really 
knew about the vocational program. Thus, the respondent was placed in 
a position of estimating administrators' activity cognitions. 
The Second-Order Normative Expectation Inventory (VTN-2) was 
similar to the above with the exception that vocational teachers were 
now asked to estimate what administrators thought vocational teachers 
should do. 
The VTA-3 instrument again presented the vocational teacher with 
the same items, and he was asked to estim;:1te what State Board personnel 
(specifically, District Supervisors from the State Department for 
Vocational Education) thought vocational teachers actually do. The 
VTN-3 instrument asked the respondent to indicate the expectations 
State Board personnel hold for the teacher behavior, i.e., what do 
State Board personnel think vocational teachers should do. 
For every item in each of the above instruments, the respondent had 
six alternatives from which he chose one that seemed to him to repre-
sent the most satisfactory answer. The alternatives were on a frequency 
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continuum as follows: always, very often, often, occasionally, rarely, 
never. The. responses were assigned scores from one to six, with one 
and six being assigned to "always" and "never'' respectively. 
The Vocational Teachers' Satisfaction Inventory was administered 
to all vocational teachers with the question in mind,· "How satisfied 
are you with the expectations that school administrators and State 
Board personnel hold for you as a vocatidnal teacher in each of the 
following situations?" The job satisfaction inventory was administered 
to reveal the degree of occupational satisfaction assbciated with role 
conflict situations. 
All groups responded to VTA-1 and VTN..;.1 inventories. . All instru-
ments pertaining to second-order cognitions (VTA..;2, VTN-2, VTA-3_, VTN-3) 
and VTS inventories were given only to vocational teachers~ All rei.-· 
;Sponden.ts w.ere: ~Bowed as;,:much ·. time;: :as:; ne{;!died :·.to·: c:omp1ete :'.the .. :. quest ion-
*"', 
naires. The time required ranged from twenty to forty-five minutes 
for vocational. teachers and from ten to twenty minutes for all other 
respondents. 
Selection of Sample Schools 
Inasmuch as the study by Sutker, Egi:irmeier, and Twyman provided 
the basis for tl\e present investigation, the sample of the first study 
was employed as the population or universe for the present study. 
Sutker et. al. hc:1d previously drawn a stratified sample of all secondary 
schools in Oklahoma according to economic area of the stc:1te, students 
per school, and type of voca_tional program offered. The results 
produced by the first two vari_ables (see Table 1, p. 32) served as a 
basis tor the population of the current investigation. 
TABLE 1. THE Sill KER, ET. :AL. SAMPLE OF 
HIGB SCHOOLS BY ECONOMIC AREA 
AND STUDENTS PER SCHOOL 
Stratification 
Variables 
Pro gr am T;)!Pe 
Economic Areas 
Panhandle and Plains 
N.E. and E. Central 
s.w. ands. Central 
E. and S.E. 
Metropolitan Area X 
Metropolitan Area Y 
Total ,r 



































































Does not equal total number of schools because many schools had 
more than one type of program. 
The Bureau of Census cites thirteen economic regions within 
Oklahoma, but for purposes of analysi~ were condensed tb six. A 
brief description of the six regions appears in Appendix B. To 
facilitate the present investigation, the three schools having 0-49 
pupils, and the five schools of 2000-3500 pupils offering Vocational 
Agriculture were eliminated because of their atypical nature and 
lack of prediction for future programs. The remaining categories 
'.)6 
were then combined to produce the following stratified population of 
Oklahoma secondary schools. offering vo·cational Agricultl.lre and Trade 
and Industrial· Education. (See Table 2). 
TABLE 2. CHARACTERISTICS 01 REVISED POPPLATION OF HIGH 
SCHOOLS, BE ECONOMIC AREA AND STUDENTS PER SCHOOL 
Stratification Pro gr am l';y::ee 
Variables vo. Ag. T & I 
Economic Areas N % N % - ,... -
Panhandle and Plains 10 (16) · 6 (13) 
N .E. and E. Central 12 (19) 9 (19) 
s.w. and S, Central 15. (24) 7 (15) 
E. and. $.E. 14 (22) 10 (21) 
Metropolitan Area X 6 (10) 4 (9) 
Metropolitan Area Y 6 (10) 11 (23) 
Total* 63 (100) 47 (100) 
.Students :eer School 
50-299 28 (51) 13 (28) 
300-1999 27 (49) 21 (44) 
2000-3500 (-) 13 (28) 
Total* 55 (100) 47 (100) 
* Does not equal total numb~r of schools because many schools had 
more than one type of program. 
A stratified random sample of thirty schools was chosen via 
computer process for a final sample which would be representative of 
the revised population (Table 2). None of the s6hools participating 
in the pilot study were included. Characteristics of schools chosen 
for the final sample are listed in Table 3, page 38. A comparison 
of the population and sample indicates reasonably adequate 
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TABLE 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE OF HIGH SCHOOLS 
BY ECONOMIC AREA AND STUDENTS PER SCHOOL 
Stratification Vocational .... ·Trade·· and 
Variables Agriculture Industrial 
Economic Areas li z N z 
Panhandle and Plains. 4 (20) 3 (15) 
N,E. and E, Central 4 (20) 5 (25) 
s .w. and S, Central 4 (20) 4 (20) 
· East and S,E, 4 (20) 4 (20) 
Metropolitan Area X 2 (10) 2 (10) 
Metropolitan Area Y 2 (10) 2 (10) 
Total* 20 (100) 20 (100) 
.Students per School 
50-299 9 (45) 6 (30) 
300-1999 11 (55) 8 (40) 
2000-3500 (-) 6 (30) 
Total* 20 (100) 20 (100) 
* Does not equal total nu~ber of sch,ools because many schools had 
more than one type of program, 
correspondence. A higher degree of representativeness was sacrificed 
due to the relatively small sample, but such a sample allowed for 
greater in-depth interviewing of each respondent, 
A respondent sampling plan was established which allowed for a 
total of 90 respondents. The number of respondents, by position and 
program type, are shown in Table 4, page 39. 
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TABLE 4. RESPONDENTS lN SAMFLE, B~ 




*District Supervisors from 
the State Department of 
Vocational Education 
**State Supervisor f~om the 


















Throughout much of this study, District Supervisors from the. State 
Department for Vocational Education iire referred to l;IS State .Board 
personnel. 
** Data.gathered from this position was employed only for comparison 
with similar data teceived from State Board personnel. 
Collection of Data / 
Prior to the actual collection of dat~, officials at each of the 
thirty sample schools were initially contacted .by a form letter sent 
from the office of the Director of the Research Foundation at Oklahoma 
State University. The letter briefly described the nature of the 
study and certified its legitimacy. The principal and/or superintend-
ent::of :e~ch, schbol:.was,. contacted:: vta· telephone and arrangements wete·: 
made for the actual field wo-;rk. A follow-up letter was then sent to 
the local school administrator to confirm the previous arrangements. 
Data were collected in private interview sessions in all of the 
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thirty sample schools. Efforts were made to assure the random 
selection of all the respondents. In a small number of cases, 
previously selected respondents were not available. In such cases, 
acceptable substitutes were located or additional visits were 
scheduled. At the completion of the field work, 100 percent of the 
expected number of respondents had been obtained. 
The instruments devised and the respondents chosen produced 
comparative responses from a single :l;ocal role and two legitimate 
counter-roles concerning a wide variety of activities and behaviors 
which are pertinent to the professional role of the vocational teacher 
incumbent. The selected sample provided a representative cross-section 
of respondents whicp allowed some degree of generalization concerning. 
the role-sets under investigation~ 
Statistical Analysis 
The types of data collected made possible five types of analyses: 
(a) examination of two types of vocational programs; 
(b) item by item comparison of the. opinions of two legitimate 
counter-roles concerning activity cognitions and normative 
expectations related to the focal role; 
(c) comparison of focal role responses (activity cognitions and 
normative e~pectations) to the responses of legitimate 
counter-roles; 
(d) measurement of focal role perception concerning the cognitions 
held by legitimate counter-roles (i.e., secoi;id-order cogni-
tions); 
(e) examination of relationships by demographic and personal 
factors. 
Statistical tests employed to fulfill the above analyses were the 
Kruskall-Wallis one•way analysis of variance (i21): and· the Mann~ · 
Whitney zu (122). Where.!! values significant at the ,05 probability 
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level were obtained with the Kruskall-Wallis: test:,: the Mann-Whitney · 
test was employed to determine the location of differences among 
groups. .Where only two groups o;E responses were being compared, only 
the Ma1,1n-Whitney test was applied. All .05 levels of probability 
discovered by the Mann-Whitney test are denoted by a single asteris:k 
(*); a significance level .Olis i1,1dicated by two asterisks (**); and 
lilll comparisons revealing a .001 level of probability are denoted by 
three asterisks (***). Finally, a difference of ~eans test was also 
utilized to substantiate the results obtained from the statistical 
procedures listed above. Data procedT,ries and computer programs were 
des;i..gned to test the stated hypotheses. The purpose of .employing the 
preceeding types of analyses was to determine the impact of potentially 




The principal objectives of this study were to assess .the extent 
of potential and perceived role conflict of vocational teachers in 
relation to the legitimate counter-roles of local school administrators 
and State Board personnel. To accomplish t:his objective, twelve 
comparisons among the groups of respondents were undertaken for each 
t;ype of vocational program. Results of .these comparisons for Vocational 
Agriculture are initially presented, followed by data relevant to Trade 
· and Industrial Education. 
The first results,presented are statistical comparisons of activity 
. cognitions and normative expectations reported by local school adminis-
trc;1tors and personnel from the Sta.te Department for Vocational 
Education. In the following tables, means of responses to the twelve 
stimulus items are shown even though t;he statistical tests are based 
on sums of ranks. 
Responses of School Administrators 
and Vocational Agriculture 
State Board Personnel 
ACTIVITY COGNITIONS 
In response to the vrA-1 inventory, school administrators and State 
Board personp.el :responding to the Vocational Ag+icultu:re program 
disagreed on r=ight of the twelve items (Table 5). Within six of the 
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TABLE 5. FIRST-ORDER.ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE 
E;XPECTATIONS OF LOCAL SCHOOL ADMINIS+RATORS AND 
STATE BOARD fERSONNEL FOR VOCATIONAL 
AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
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(Values are mean responses on a six.-point "always to never" continuum) 
. 1/ 
Item No. and Key Words-
1. Use different instructional 
methods 
2. Maintain up to date job 
placement records 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more 
than other t~achers 
4. Have a lower class load than 
non-vocational teachers 
5. Obtain parents' opinion on 
what is to be taught 
6. Ke~p content of courses 
up tci date 
7, Keep equipment up to date 
8. Develop goad relations with 
non-vocational t~achers 
9. Paid more than others with 
comparable training 
10. Keep teaching methods up 
to date 
11. Attend short courses 
to update knowledge 






3.3 * 2.5 
2.4 * 1.8 
1.9 * 2.6 
3 • 4 ,'(,·~ 2 • 4 
2.3 2.0 
2.3 2.4 
1. 5 *** 2,8 
2.7 * 2.2 





2.0 * 1.3 






1. 7 1. 7 
and educational groups 3 .1 ,'(** 1. 8 1. 5 1. 6 
l/Items are shown in their complete form in Appendix A • 
. 'l'r 
(p <;, 05) 
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eight items that elicited significant differences, State Board 
personnel responded with values closer to a score of 1 ("Always") than 
did school administrators. In response to item 4, administrators 
indicated ·that Vocational Agriculture instrt.ictors have a lower pupil 
class load than do non-vocational teachers more often than State Board 
personnel felt this to be the case. Likewise, on item 9, administra-
tors were more likely to state that Vocat;i.onal Agriculture teachers 
received a higher salary than non-vocational teachers (w;i.th scores of 
1.5 and 2.8 respectively). The greatest difference of opinion, signi-
ficant at the .OQl level, occurred in response to this item. On items 
3 ("Deal with influential community members more than other teachers"), 
5 ("Obtain parents' opinion on what is to be taught"), 8 ("Develop 
good relations with non-vocational teachers"), 9 ("Paid more than 
others with comparable .training"), 10 ("Keep teaching methods up to 
date''), and 12 ('!Are active in professional and educational groups"), 
·. State Board personnel indicated significantly more often than adminis-
trators that Vocational Agriculture teachers engage in those respective 
behaviors. Only on items 1, 6, 7, and 11 did administrators and 
State Board personnel agree as to the nature of Vocational Agriculture 
teachers' activities. 
The perceptions of local school administrators and State Board 
personnel concerning the Vocational Agriculture teachers' activities 
were congruent on issues concerning methods o.f instruction, up to date 
maintenance of equipment and course content. and attendance of Voca-
tional Agriculture in short courses to update their professional 
knowledge. A high degree of disparity between the two groups existed 
concerning pupil class load, vocational salaries and teacher behavior 
in the remaining seven situations. The data indicate considerable 
disagreement between the. two respondent groups when attempting to 
estimate what Vocational Agriculture teachers actually do. 
NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
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Instrument VTN-1, employed to determine what the respondents felt 
Vocational Agriculture teachers should do, elicited signific1a1,ntly 
different responses in six of the twelve items. As in V,rA-1, item 1 
("Use different instructional methods"), elicited no.significant dis .. 
agreement. Although administrators and State Board personnel disagreed 
as to the pupil class load Vocational Agriculture teachers actually have 
(item 4), a significant level of agreement was reached concerning the 
pupil class load Vocational Agriculture teachers should have. Likewise, 
in response to item 8, a significant disagreement existed concerning 
the degree to which Vocational Agriculture teachers actually attempt 
to develop relationships with non-vocatiorial teachers, but in response 
to the degree Vocational Agriculture teachers should engage in this 
behavior, administrators modified their answers, and both groups con-
curred in response to this expectation .•.. The ,two group~ .repeated·· 
this process in responding to item 12 concerning the active role 
Vocational Agriculture teachers should take in professional education 
organizations. Item 7 (''Keep equipment up to date") elicited no 
significant disagreement in VTA-1, but in .VTN-1:, administrators were 
less inclined to uphold this norm than were State Board personnel. As 
was true in VTA .. l, items 2, 3, 5, 9, and 10 elicited response from 
local school administrators which were in disagreement with the 
opinions of State Board personnel. These were previously classified 
·in the following content categories: "Curriculum Orientation and 
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General Objectivesu (items 2 and 5), "Developing the Image of Vaca.,;: 
tional Education" (item 3), "Working Conditions and Financial Arrange-
ments" (item 9), and "Methods and Procedures of Instruction" (item 10). 
The data obtained from the VTN-1 indicate that between State Board 
personnel and local school administrators, a higher level of agreement 
. . 
is reached when considering what Vocational Agriculture teachers should 
do than when the two respondent groups attempt to assess what Vocational 
Agriculture teachers actually do. Even when relating the normative 
expectations they hold for Vocational Agriculture teachers, however, 
administrators hold expectations contrary to the expectatioris of St1:1te 
Board personnel on one-half of the items presentE;:ld to both.groups in 
V:CN-1. 
Responses of Vocational Agriculture 
Teachers and School Administrators 
FIRST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS 
Within the VTA-1 instrument designed to elicit first-order activity 
cognitions, the Voc_ational Agriculture teachers and their respective 
school administrators disagreed on nine of the twelve items (Table 6). 
Within eight of the nine items that elicited significant differences, 
the Vocational Agriculture teachers responded with score values 
closer to 1 ("Always") than did administrators. The single exception 
was item 9 concerning vocational salaries in relation to non-vocational 
wages. The greatest significant differences (at the .001 level) between 
the two respondend groups occurred on items 7 ("Keep equipment up to 
date"), and 10 ("Keep teaching methods up to date"), while items 1, 4, 
and 5 elicited no significant differences. When the items are placed 
in their respective content categories, disparate cognitions are found 
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TABLE 6. FIRST~ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE 
EXPECTATIONS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
AND LOCAL· ADMINISTRATORS 




Item No. and Key Words.1/ Teachers Adm. 
1. Use different instructional 
methods 
2. Mainta;i.n up to da4e job 
placement records 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more 
than other teachers 
4. Have a lower class load than 
non-vocational teachers 
5. Obtain parents' opinion on 
what is to be taught 
6. Keep content of courses 
up to date 
7. Keep equipment up to date 
8. Develop good relations with 
non-vocational teachers 
9. Paid more than others with 
comparable training 
10. Keep teaching methods 
up to date 
11. Attend short courses to 
update knowledge 
12. Are active in professional 
and educational groups 
2.2 2.4 
2.1 ,b'( 3.3 
1.7 * ;2.4 
2.0 1.9 
3.1 3.4 
1.4 ,'de 2.3 
2. 7 "''* 1. 5 
1.5 ,bb'( 2.7 
1. 8 ,'c* 2. 5 
2.3 -1, 3.1 
to never" continuum) 





1.2 ,b'( 2.0 
1.3 **,'( 2.2 





1.8 ,b'( 2.8 
1.1 1.3 
1.3 1. 7 
1.5 1.5 




in all five categories of teacher behavior. In general, vtA-1 
indicated considerable disagreement between the two respondent groups 
when attempting to ascertain what Vocational Agriculture teachers 
actually do. 
FIRST-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
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Instrument vtN-1 was employed to determine what the respop.c;lents 
felt Vocational Agriculture teacheq should do (i.e. first-order 
normative expectations), and of the twelve items, four produced a 
significant disparity of opinion. In response to item number 4, both 
groups had agreed in vtA-1 that Vocational Agriculture teachersi nearly 
always have a lower class load than non-vocational teachers. Adminis-
trators indicated they felt this should be true less often, whi.le 
Vocational Agriculture teachers stated they should have a lower class 
load more often than they actually do. Thus 1 there was a significant 
disagreement between the respondent groups on nor.mative expectations 
concerning pupil class loads. In :i,.tem 2, Vocational Agriculture 
teachers previously indicated that they nearly always maintain records 
on job placement of vocational students, but felt they should do so 
even to a greater degree. Concerning this particular behavior, 
administrators' expectations were lower than the expectations held 
by Vocational teachers. When asked about 111,aintaining working relation-
ships with more infh,1ential people in the community than do non-voca-, 
tional teachers, Vocational Agriculture teachers indicated they did so 
more often than administrators realized, and the teachers indicated 
they should do so even more than they actually did. In answering 
question 9, administrators indicated in vtA-1 that Vocational 
Agriculture teachers nearly al"'.ays receive more pay than do comparably 
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trained non-vocational teachers. In VTN-1, administrators stated 
this should not be the case as often as it actually is. On both 
activity cognitions and normative expectations concerning salary, 
Vocational Agriculture teachers dtsagreed with their respective 
administrators. Content categories containing disparities were 
"Curriculum Orientation and General Objectives" (ite.m 2), "Developing 
the Image of Vocational Education'' (item 3), and '~orking Conditions 
and Financial.Arrangements" (items 4 and 9). 
In summarizing the first•order activity cognitions and normative 
expectations of Vocational Agriculture teachers and local school 
administrators, it is apparent that greater agl;'eement exists in 
determining what should be done, and greater potential conflict arises 
between the two groups when asked to estimate what Vocational Agricul"'. 
ture teachers actually do. 
Responses of Vocational Agriculture Teachers 
and Department of Vocational 
Education Personnel 
FIRST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS 
In assessing the activities of Vocational Agriculture teachers 
within the context of VTA-1, State Board personn~l responses failed 
to agree with Vocational Agriculture teacher responses on five Of the 
twelve items (Table 7). In answering items 4 ("Have a lower class 
load than non~vocational teachers"), 7 ("Keep equipment up to date"), 
and 10 ("Keep teaching methods up to date"), vocational Agriculture 
teachers felt they engaged in these activities more often than State 
Board personnel indicated to be the case. In contrast, item 5 
("Obtain parents' opinion on what is to be taught") elicited.an 
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TABLE 7. FIRST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE 
EXPECTATIONS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
AND STATE BOARD PERSONNEL 




Item No. and Key Wordsl/ Teache.rs · SBP 
1. Use different instructional 
methods 
2. Maintain up to date job 
placement records 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more 
than other teachers 
4. Have a lower class load than 
non-vocational teachers 
5. Obtain parents' opinion on 
what is to be taught 
6. Keep content of courses 
up to date 
7. Keep equipment up to date 
8. Develop good relations with 
non-vocational teachers 
9. Paid more than others·with 
comparable training 
10. Keep teaching methods up · · 
to:date 
11.· Attend short courses to 
update knowledge 
12, Are active in professional 




2.0 * 2.6 
3.1 * 2.4 
1.4 *** 2.0 
1.4. *** 2.4 
1.5 1.6. 
2.7 2.8 
1. 5 *** 2, 2 
1.8 2,1 







1.5 *** 2.0 






1.3 1. 7 
1.5 1.6 
ll It:ems are shown in their complete form in Appendix A, 
* (p<,05) 
** (p <,01) 
*** (p <.001) 
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average response of "Often" (3.1) from Vocational Agriculture in,struc-
tors while State Board personnel offered an average response ranging 
between "Very Often" and "O;f:ten" (2.4). Two of the items (7 and l,O)· 
eliciting disparities are concerned with the methods an.d procedures 
of instruction employed by Vocational Agriculture teachers. Items 5 
and. 6 pertain to curriculum orientation and generd objec;tives, and 
item 4 dedt with working conditions. OveJ;"all, the activity cognitions 
of Vocational Agriculture teachers and State Board pers,onnel we:r:e 
/..) 
congruent on more than one-half o~ the twelve items. Where significant 
differences were noted, the Vocational Agriculture ti:)achei in all but 
one situation attribu~ed to himself and his colleagues a higher level 
of activity than did the District.Sµpervisors from the Department of 
Vocational Education,. 
FIRST-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS. 
Results obtained from vrN-1 indicate that with. the. exception of 
the behaviors outlined in items 4 and 5, Vocational Agriculture 
teachers and State Board personnel share similar and compatible 
expectations for Vocational Agriculture teacher behavior. As in vrA-1, 
the Vocational Agriculture teachers responded to item 5 with an ~veiage 
score of 2.6 (between "Very Often" and "Often") while Stat!;! Board 
personnel indicated Vocational Agriculture instructors would obtain 
opinions of parents.on. concepts and sk;i..lls to be taught "Always" or 
"VE:iry Often" (!. 7). Responses to item 4 indicated Vocational 
Agriculture teachers were more adament in their desire for lower 
pupil class load than were State Board personnel. In general, the 
two respondent groups indicated a high degree of shared nor~ative 
expectations, and overall, few differences were discernible·. 
Vocational Agriculture Teachers' Perception of 
the Activity Cognitions and Normative 
Expectations Held by School 
Administrators 
SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS 
A comparison of the activity cognitions (VTA-1) of local school 
administrators with Vocational Agriculture teachers' estimates of 
those activity cognitions (VTA-2) revealed that th,e vocation,111 
instructors cbrrectly perceived administrators' cognitions in 75 
percent of the situations listed (Table 8). Only on. items 7. ("Keep 
equipment up to date"), 9 ("Paid more than others with comparable 
training"), and 10 ("Keep teaching methods up to date") did the 
Vocational Agriculture teachers fail to correctly estimate what 
administrators thought Vocational Agriculture teachers actually do. 
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In response to items 7 and 10, the Vocational Agriculture instructors' 
average response was nearer to "Always" than the average response of 
the local administrators. The single exception was in item 9. Dis-
parities were confined to the content categories of ''Methods and 
Procedures of Instruction'' (items 7 and 10) and 'Tinancial Arrange-
ments" (item 9). The data derived f;rom these instruments indicate that 
while these two respondent groups disagree on two-thirds of the ;i.tems 
when both are asked what Vocational Agriculture teachers actually do 
(see Table 6), Vocational Agriculture teachers are aware of adminis-
trators' divergent activity cognitions concerning their own profes-
sional behavior. 
SECOND-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
When the second-order normative expectations of Vocational 
Agriculture teachers were co.mpared to the first .. order normative 
TABLE 8. SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE 
EXPECTAl' IONS OF VOCATIONAL AGRIC::ULTURE TEAC~RS . AND 
FIRST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIV]:: 
EXPECTATIONS OF LOCAL SCHOOL APMINlSTRATOR$ 
(Values are mean responses on. a 
. 1/ 
Item No. and Key Words-
1. Use different instructional 
methods 
2. Maintain up to date job 
placement records 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more 
than other teachers· 
4. Have a lower chss load than 
non-vocational teachers 
5. Obtain parents' opinion 
on what is to be taught. 
6. Keep content of courses 
up to date 
7. Keep equipment up to date 
8. Develop good relations with 
non-vocational teachers 
9. Paid more than others with 
comparable training 
10. Keep teaching methods 
up to date 
11. Attend short courses 
to update knowledge 
12. Are active in professional 




. 1.4 1.9 
3.2 3.4 
2.2 2 .• 3 
1.8 * 2.3 
2.3 2.4 
2.1 * 1.5 































1/ Cognitions are as follows: Vocational Agriculture teachers' 
second-order activity cognitions (VTA-2); administrators• first-order 
activity cognitions (VTA-1). · · 
]../ Expectations are as follows: Vocational A.griculture teachers' 
second-order notmative expectations (VTN-2); administrators' first-order 








expectations of local administrators, no significant differences were 
noted. Even in response to items. 7, 9, an.d 10 where Vocational 
Agriculture teachers had failed to correctly estimate administrators' 
activity cognitions, the instructors correctly perceived the notmative 
expectations held by the same administratots. Thus, although the two 
groups' personal expectations were divergent in 33 percent of the 
cases presented (see Table 6), the Vocational Agriculture teacher 
has indicated an awareness of the expec;tations held by administrators. 
Vocational Agriculture teachers' Perception of the· 
· Activity Cognitions and Normative Expect~tion~ 
Held by State Board P!jlrsonnel 
SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS 
In order to determine how accuratEllY Vocational Agriculture 
teachers perceived the activity cognitions of State Board personnel; 
an item by item comparison was conducted of Vocational Agriculture 
teachers' responses to VTA-3 and State Board personnel responses to 
VTA.:.l (Table 9). Two-thirds of the twelve items elicited significant 
disparities between the two l;.'esponding groups. Significant differences 
at the .001 level of probability occurred when comparing mean responses 
to items 1 ("Use different instructional methods"), 4 ("Have a lower 
class load than non-vocational teachers"), 6 ("Keep content.of courses 
up to date"), 7 ("Keep equipment up to date"), 9 ("Paid more than 
others w;i.th comparable training"), and 10 ('iI<eep teach;i.ng methods up 
to date"). A disparity at the .01 level was noted for item 2, and 
item 11 elicited different responses at the .QS level of Significance. 
Three items (1, 7, and 10) revealing significant differences at the 
.001 level were .concerned with "Methods and Proceduree of Instl;.'uction,.'' 
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TABLE 9. SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE 
EXPECTATIONS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS AND 
FIRST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE 
EXPECTATIONS OF STATE BOARD PERSONNEL 
. (Values are mean responses on a 
Item No. and Key Word s]j 
1. Use different instructional 
.methods 
2. Maintain up to date job 
placement records 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more 
than other teachers 
4. Have a lower class load than 
non-vocational teachers 
5. Obtain parents' opinion 
on what is to be taught 
6. ~eep content of courses 
up to date 
7. Keep equipment up to date 
8. Develop good relations with 
non-vocational teachers 
9. Paid more than others with 
co.mparable training 
10 •. Keep teaching methods 
up to date 
11. Attend short courses to 
update knowledge 
12. Are active in professional 





L 7 **,'( 2.5 
1.6. ,b'( 2.5 
2.4 2.4 
1.4 **,'( 2~0 
1.5 ,'(*,'( 2.4 
1.9 l.6 
1. 3 *** 2. 2 
1.6 ,'( 2.1 
1.9 1.8 






2.2 1. 7 
1.2 ,'( LO 
1.1 1.0 
1.3 1.3 
1.3 'i~ 1.6 
1.1 1.0 
1.3 1. 7 
1.3 ,'( 1.6 
.1./ Items are shown in their complete form in Appendix A. 
];./ Cognitions are as follows: Vocational Agriculture teachers' 
second-order activity cognitions (VTA-2); State"Board personnels' 
first..:a;rder ;activi.ty cognitions (VTA-1). 
1/ Expectations are as follows: Vocational Agriculture teachers' 
second-order normative expectations (VTN-2); State Board personnels' 
first-order normative :expecta~ions (VTN-1). 
(p <.05) 
(p <· 01) 
(p <.001) 
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The remaining disparities were dispersed among the content categories 
of "Curriculum Orientation and General Objectives" (items 2 and 6), 
"Developing the Image of Vocational Education" (item 3), "Wol;'king 
Conditions and Financial Arrange.ments" (items 4 and 9), and "Seeking 
In-Service Professional Development'' (item 11). Within each of the 
nine items eliciting significant differences, vocational teachel;'s 1 
estimations were more rigorous (closer to score of l) than the actual 
cognitions held by State Board personnel. In general, Vocational 
Agriculture teachers were unable to estimate thE;? activity cognitions 
of State Board personnel within nine of the twelve items involved in 
the questionnaire. 
SECOND-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
Vocational Agriculture instructors' estimations of the normative 
expectations that State Board personnel hold for Vocational Agriculture 
teacher behavior were correct in seven of the twelve items. Within the 
five items that elicited significantly different responses from the two 
groups, Vocational Agriculture teachers' mean responses were closer to 
a score of 1 ("Always") with the exception of item 6 ("Keep content of 
courses up to date''). The items that revealed disparate cognitions 
were evenly distributed among four of the five content categories 
previously listed. Thus, the difference between the .second~order 
normative expectations held by Vocational Agriculture teachers and 
the first-order expectations elicited from State Board personnel were 
not concentrated on any specific area of teacher behavior. Generally, 
when significant differences did exist, as shown in !able 8, the 
vocational teacher overestimated the rigorousness of State aoard 
personnels' expectations for teacher behavior. 
A Comparison of Vocational Agriculture Teachers' 
Second~Order Cognitions for State Board 
Personnel and for Local School 
Administrators 
Table 10 illustrates the comparison of Vocatioq.al Agriculture 
teachers' estimations of activity cognitions held by local adminis-
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trators and State Board personnel (VTA-2 and VTA-3}, and of Vocational 
Agriculture teachers' estimation of normative expectations held by 
local administrators and State Board personnel (VTN-2 and VTN-3). 
These comparisons were made to discover if Vocational Agriculture 
instructors attributed to State Board personnel cognitions significantly 
different from the cognitions attributed to local administrators. Any 
disparity between the VTA-2 and VTA-3 instrument items indicated that 
Vocational Agriculture teachers did attribute different activity cogni-
tions to the two legitimate counter-roles. Likewise, disparities 
between VTN-2 and VTN-3 items were indicative o~ disparate normative 
expectations attributed to the two groups. The data reveal that in 
seven of the twelve items, Vocational Agriculture teachers attributed 
significantly different activity cognitions to the two groups in 
question and in every case attributed the highest score to State Board 
personnel. Content categories involved were "Curriculum Orientation 
and General Objectives" (items 2, 5, and 6}, "Methods and Procedures 
of Instruction" (items 1 and 10), "Developin,g the Image of Vocational 
Education" (item 3), and "Seeking In-Service Professional Development" 
(item 12). 
Vocational Agriculture instructors also attributed significantly 
different normative expectations to State Board personnel and admin,is-
trators in seven of the twelve items. In this ~ase~ all content 
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TABLE 10. VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS' ESTI~TIONS 
OF ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE EXJ?ECTAl'IONS 
HELD BY STATE BOARD PERSONNEL AND. . 
LOCAL ADMINISTRATORS 
(Values are mean responses on a 
. I;em No. and Key Words!/ 
1. Use different instructional 
methods 
2. Maintain up to date job 
placeqient records 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more· 
than other teachers 
4. Have a lower class load than 
non00 vocational t~achers 
5. Obtain parents' opinion 
on what is to be taught 
6. Keep content of courses 
up to date 
7. Keep equipment up to date 
8. Develop good rel~tions with 
non .. vocational teachers 
9. Paid more than otheri;; with 
comparable training 
10. Keep teaching methods 
up to date 
11. Attend short courses 
to update knowledge 
12. Are active in professional 
and educatiorial groups 
six .. point "always 
· Second 00 0rder 
Activity 
Cognitionsl/ 
Adm. . SBP 
3.0 *** 1.6 
2. 2 ** 1.4 
1.4 1 .• 4 
3 •. 2 * 2.4 
2.2 * 1.4 
1.8 1..5 
2. 3. 1.9 
2.1 1.7 
2 .1 ** 1. 3 
2.1 1.6 
2.7 * 1.9. 
to nev~r" contin.uym) 
Secon(l .. Order 
Normative 
>Expectationsl/ 
Adm. , SBP 
1.9 1.6 
1. 9 *** i .1 
2.3 ** 1.2 
2.1 ** · 1.3 
3.2 * 2.2 
1.3 1.2 
1. 7 ** 1.1 
1.4 1.3 
2.8 *** 1.3 
1.4 1.1 
1.6 1.3 
1.9 * 1.3 
Items are shown in thei,r complete form in Appendix A, 
J:j Activity cognitions attributed to administrators (VTA .. 2) and 
State Board personnel (VTA-3) by Vocational Agriculture teachers. 
-3/ . Normative expectations attributed to administrators (VTN .. 2) 








categories were involved. Although in items 4 and 7 teachE;!rs 
attributed significantly disparate normative ex;pectationa to adminis .. 
trators and State Board personnel, they did not attribute significantly 
different activity cognitions to the two legit;;i.mate counter .. roles. The 
reverse was ttue for items 1, 6, and 10. ThuB, for Jtems 2~ 3, 5, and 
12, Vocational Agriculture teachers attributed significantly differen~ 
activity cognitions and normative ex;pectations to. the. two countet-roles. 
In summary, the data illu_strated in Table 10 indicates tpat Vocat:i,.onal 
Agriculture teachers attributed significantly different cognitions to 
State Boird personnel and administrators in 58 p•rcent of th~ items, 
and in every case the most rigorous cognitions were attributed to 
State Board personnel, i.e. Vocational ,Agriculture teachers a.ssumed 
the cognitions of State Board personnel would more likely approach a 
score of 1 ("Always") than the cognitions of administrators. 
Vocational Agriculture T~achers' Satisfaction 
. Scores :.in .Rela.Uon :to .. Att:dl;>uted ··cogri.itioris I 
Table 11 illustrates Vocational Agriculture teachers' average 
responses to each item in the Vocational Teacher Satisfaction 
Inventory (VIS). Satisfaction scores may then be compared to the 
cognitions attributed to State Board personnel and adrriin,istrators by 
Vocational Agriculture instructors. The data revealed that job satis.; 
faciion was not sigriificantly related to attributed disparities of 
counter-roles' activity cognitions. In response to seven of the 
twelve items, Vocational Agriculture teachers ascribed disparate 
·activity cognitions to State Board personnel and local. administrators. 
Teacher Satisfaction scores for the~e seven items were not significantly 
different from satisfaction scores for items whe'X'eiri Vocational 
TABLE 11. VOCA"rIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHER SATISFACTION 
SCORES IN RELATION TO SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY 
COG:t-JITIONS AND NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
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(Values are mean responses on a sb:-point "always to never" continuum) 
. 1/ 
Item No. and Key Words-








Adm. ' SBP VTg3:./ 
mf;l t hods 2 • 4 * · 1 • 7 1.9 1.6 . 1.85 
2. Maintain up to date job 
placement records · 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more 
3.0 *** L6 
than other teachers 2.2 ** 1.4 
4. Have .a lower class load than 
non~vacationaLteachers 1.4 L4· 
5. Obtain parents' opinion on 
what is to be taught 
6. Keep cont;ent.of courses 
up to date 
3.2 * 2.4 
2.2 * L4 
7. Keep equipment up to date 1.8 1.5 
8. Develop good relations with 
non-vocational teachers 2.3 1.9 
9. Paid more than others with 
comparable training 
10. Keep teaching.methods 
up to date 
11~ Attend short courses 
to update knowledge 
12, Are active in professional 
and educational groups 
2.1 1. 7 
2.1 ** 1,..3 
2.1 1.6 
2.7 * 1.9 
1.9 *** Ll 
2.3 ** 1.2 
. 2 .1 ** 1.3 
3.2 * 2.2 
1.3 1.2 
1. 7 ** 1.1 
1.4 .1.3 
2.8 *** 1.3 
1.4 1,1 
1.6 
1.9 *· 1.3 
l/ I h . h . 1 f . A d. A - · terns are s own in t eir comp ete orm in ppen 1,x .• 
· 1./ Activity cognitions attributed to administrators (VTA-2) and 












1/ Normative e:x;pectations attributed to adtri;i.nistrat;ors (VTN-2) 
and State Board personnel (VTN-3) by Vocational Agricul,ture teachE!rs. 






(p <· 001) 
Agriculture teachers assumed the two counter-roles held congruent 
activity cognitions. 
Satisfaction scores were then related to attributed normative 
expectations (VTN-2 and VTN-3). Vocational Agriculture teachers 
indicated a significant decline (at the .05 level) in satisfaction 
when they assumed State Board personnel and administrators held 
disparate expectations. Satisfaction scores of items whi~h Vocational 
Agriculture teachers attributed disparate activity cognitions and 
normative expectations were compared with scores in response to items 
which Vocational Agriculture teachers attributed, congruent activity 
cognitions and normative expectations. A significant difference at 
the .01 level of probab:i,.lity was discovered. Thus,when Vocational 
Agriculture instructors assumed the two legitimate counter-roles held 
both conflicting activity cognitions and normative expectations, a 
significant decline in job satisfact;i.on occurred. No significance 
was found when activity cognitions alone were compared to the scores 
of the Teacher Satisfaction Inventory. 
Responses of School Administrators 
and Trade and Industrial State 
Board Personnel 
ACTIVITY COGNITIONS 
Within the VTA-1 inventory, local school administrators and State 
Board personnel responding to the Trade and Industrial Education 
program disagreed on five of the twelve iteme (Table 12). Within 
three of the items that elicited significant differences, State Board 
personnel responded with answers closer to "Always" thim administra-; 
tors. In response to item 3, administrators indicated that Trade and 
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TABLE 12 •. FIRST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS ANO NORMATIVE 
EXPECTATIONS OF LOCAL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS ,AND STATE 
BOAR)) PERSONNEL FOR TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS 




Item No. and Key Words- · Adm. SBP 
1. Use different instructional 
methods 
2, Attend short courses to 
update knowledge 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more 
than other teachers 
4. Have objective to train 
non-college oriented st1.,1dents 
5. Have a lower class load thah 
non-vocational teachers 
6. Keep eq1.,1ipment up to date 
7. Maintain up to date job 
placement records 
8. Keep teaching methods up 
to date 
9. Paid more than others with 
comparable training 
10. Are active in professi,onal 
and educational groups 
11. Work to improve image of 
field in community 
12. Seek state office 
guidelines on program 
2.2 ,' 2. 3 
2. 3 ***.'' 1. 3 
2.8 * · 3.3 
2.6 ***''' 2.0 




2.4 *** 2.0 
2.6 2.7 
1.9 2.6 
2 .• 3 2.1 






1. 7 ***': 1.0 
2.3 1. 7 
2.6 2 .o . 
1.9 **''r 1.0 
. 1.2 1.0 
1.2 1.0 
1.2 1.0 
3.2 *** 1.4 
1.4 * 1.0 
1.2 1.0 
1.6 1.3 








Industrial teachers deal with influential community members more often 
than State Board personnel felt this.tq be the case. Likewise, on 
item 5, administrators were more likely to state that 'trade and 
Industrial instructors obtain parents' opinion on what is to be 
taught than were State Board personnel. On items 2 ("Attend short 
courses to update knowledge"), 4 (''Have objec;Uve to train non-college 
oriented students''), and 9 (IIPaid more than others with comparable 
training''), State Board personnel indicated Trade and Industrial 
teachers engage in those respective behaviors more thapadministrators 
indicated. Within the remaining seven item!:!, no sigtdf:i.oant differ-
ences were found between the opin:i.on o~ lqcal school administr~tors 
and State Board personnel. 
The perceptions of administrators and State Board personnel 
concerning Trade and Industrial teachers' act.ivities were congruent 
on issues c;;oncerning methods and procedures of inE;truotion while high 
incongruency was focused on items concerned with working·conditions 
and financial arrangement1;1. The remaining disparities were evenly 
located in the remaining content categories. The data inpicate a 
measure of disagreement among these two counter-roles when judging 
teacher behavior. 
NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
The VTN-1 instrument, employed to determine what respondents 
felt Trade and Industrial Education teachers should do, elicited 
significantly different responses in four. of the twelve items. As 
in VTA-1, items 1, 5, and 9 elicited significantly disparate norma-
tive expectations from administrators and State Board personnel. The 
only other iteni on which the respondepts disagreed was item 10 ("Keep 
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teaching methods up to date"). In response to each of the items 
revealing such discrepencies, State Board personnel held more 
stringent expectations for Trade and Industrial instructors than did 
local administrators. Responses to three of the four items were 
significantly different at the .001 level of probability and all four 
items were confined to the categories of 'Working Conditions and 
Financial Arrangements'' (ite.ms 5 and 9) and "Seeking In .. service 
Professional Development'' (items 2 and 10). 
Data obtained from the vrN-1 instrument indicate that between 
State Board personnel and local school administrators a slightly 
higher level of agreement is reached wh~n considering what Trade and 
Industrial teachers should do, than when the two respondent groups 
attempt to assess what Trade and Industrial teachers actually do. 
Generally, however, more than one-l).alf of all the items elicited a 
substan~ial level of agreement between the activity cognitions and 
normative expectations held by the respondents. 
Responses of Trade and Industrial Education 
Teachers and Sch.ool Administrators 
FIRST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS 
Within the vrA-1 instrument designed to elicit ~irst-order 
activity cognitions, the Trade and Industrial Education teachers and 
their respective administrators agreed on all twelve of the items 
(Table 13). Although the responses of Trade and Industrial instruc• 
tors were somewhat higher than those of administrators, such differ-
ences failed to reach the .05 level of significance. Thus, responses 
to all items within the vrA-1 inventory indicated agreement between 
the two respondent groups when asked what Trade and Industrial 
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TABLE 13. FIRST-ORDER ACJTIVITY COGNITlml'S AND NORMATIVE 
EXPECTATIONS OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEAGHERS 
AND LOCAL ADMINISTRATORS 
(Values are mean responses ph a six•Qointda ''tlwavs to never". continuum) 
· F":ttst~Ofde!E!'.' · ·. First .. Order 
Acti'liity.J Normative 
I Cognitions;: Expectations 
Item and No. and Key Words.!. Teachers .:.Adm. Teach~rs . :·Actm,_ 
1. Use different instructional 
methods 
2. Attend short courses to 
update knowledge 
3. Deal with influential 
· com.muni ty member,g more 




4. Have objective to train 
non-college oriented students ·2.4 
5. Have a lower class load than 
non-vocational teachers 1.8 
6. Keep equipment up to date 1. 6 
7. Maintain up to date job 
placement records 1.7 
8. Keep teaching methods up 
to date 1.8 
9. Paid .more than others with 
comparable training 1.7 
10. Are a_ctive in professional 
and educational groups 2.0 
11. Work to improve ;i:.mage of 
field in community 1. 7 
12. Seek state office _ 
guidelines .on program · 2 .1 
2.2 1. 7 2.0 
2.3 1.5 1. 7 
2.0 2.2 
2.6 2. 5 2.5 
1. 7 1.5 .1.8 
1. 7 1.2 1.1 
2.5 1.3 1.1 
1. 7 1.2 1.1 
1.4 1.9 ** 3.1 
2.4 1,.6 1.3 
1,8 1.3 1.1 
2.3 1.8 L6 








teachers actually do. 
FIRST-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
In attempting to assess what Trade and Industri.d Education 
teachers should do (VTN-1), Trade and Industr:i,al instructors and 
school administrators were in agreement in eleven of the twelve 
stimulus items. The single exception was item 9 ("Paid more than 
others with comparable training") to which Trade and Indust;i;ial 
teachers responded with a significantly high~r score than did adminis~ 
trators. Although responses to the remaining eJeven items differed 
slightly (administrators' resp9nses were often closer to a score of 1), 
none of the disparities reached the .05 level of significance. 
In summarizing the first-order activity cognitions and normative 
expectations of Trade and Industrial teachers and local school adminis• 
trators, it is apparent that a significantly high level of agreement 
exists between the two respondent groups when attempting to ascertain 
what Trade and Industrial teachers actually do and what they should do. 
Responses of Trade and Industrial Teachers and 
Department of Vocational Edycation Personnel 
FIRST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS 
In assessing the activities of Trade and Industrial Education 
teachers within the context of VTA-1, State Board personnel responses 
failed to agree with Trade and Industrial teacher responses on seven 
( 
of the twelve items ('.Cable 14). In answering items 2 ("Attend short 
courses to update knowledge"), 3 ("Deal with influential community 
members more than other teachers"), 7 ("Maintain qp to date job 
placement records"), 9 ("Paid more than others with compat"able 
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TABLE 14. FIRST .. ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS A.NP NORMATIVE 
EXPECTATIONS OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL· TEACHERS 
· AND STATE BOARD PERSONNEL 
(Values are mean responses on a six .. point "always-to 
First•Order · 
Activity 
Cognitions . 1/ 
Item No. and ~ey Words- Teachers SBP 
1. Use different instructional 
methods 
2. Attend shott courses 
to update knowledge 
3, Deal with influential 
community members more 
2.1 2.3 
2.1 ** L3 
than.other teachli:!rs 2.5 ** 3.3 
4. Have objective to train 
non•college oriented students 2 .• 4 ** 2~0 
5. Have a lower class ioad than 
non•vocational teachers 
6. Keep equipment up to date 
7. Maintain up to date job 
place~ent records 
8. Keep teaching methods 
up to date 
9. Paid more than others with 
comparable training 
10. Are active in professional. 
and educational groups 
11. Work to i.niprove·image of 
£:1,eld in community 
12. S~ek state office 
guidelines on program 
1.8 2.0 
· 1.5 1.5 
1.7 **2.3 
1.7 1.5 
1.7 * 2.0 
LB * 2. 7 
1.6 ** 2.6 
2.1 2.1 
never" continuum). 





1.5 ** LO 
i.a 1. 7 
2.4 2.0 





1.5 ** 1.0 
1.2 1.0 
1.8 * 1.3 








training"), 10 ("Are active in professional and educational groups"), 
and 11 ("Work to improve image of fi,eld in community"), Trade and 
Industrial teachers felt they engaged in these activities to a greater 
degree than perceived by State Board personnel. In contrast, item 4 
("Have objective to train non-college oriented students"), elicited 
a higher mean response from State Board personnel (2.0) than from 
Trade and Industrial teachers (2.4). With the exception o~ responses 
to items 9 and 10, all disparities were significant at the .01 level. 
Items on which the respondents disagreed were located in all content 
categories with the exception of ''Methods and Procedures of Instruction" 
where no disparities were found. In general, the above findings indi-·. 
cate the two respondent groups possess~d incongruent activity cognitions 
in seven of the twelve stimulus items and their responses to these items 
differed at a high level of signific;ance. 
FIRST-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
Results obtained from first-order normative expectations (V'rN-1) 
indicate that with the exception of items 2, 5, 10, and 12, Trade and 
Industrial teachers and State Board personnel shared similar and 
compatible expectations for Trade and Industrial teacher behavior. 
Where disparate expectations were held, State Board personnel registered 
a mean response closer to a score of 1 ("Always") than did Trade and 
Industrial teachers. Items 2 and 10 deal with expectations relevant 
to professional development (Content Category V), item 12 to "Curriculum 
Orientation and General Objectives" (Content Category I) and item 5 
dealt with ''Working Conditions" (Content Category I;II). 
In summarizing the first-order activity cognitions and normative 
expectations of Trade and Industrial instrµctors anq State Board 
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personnel, it may be noted that greater agreement exists in determining 
what should be done (VTN-1) and greater potential conflict arises 
between the two groups when asked to estimate what Trade and Industrial 
teachers actually do (VTA-1). 
Trade and Industrial Teachers' Perception of the 
Activity Cognitions and Normative Expectations 
Held by School Adminis 1ttators 
SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS 
A comparison of the activity cognitions (VTA-1) of local school 
administrators with Trade and Industrial teachers' estimations of 
those activity cognitions (VTA-2) revealed that Trade ,;ind Industrial 
teachers correctly perceived administrators' cogniti9ns in 75 percent 
of the situations listed (Table 15). Items 4, 5, and 9 revealed 
significant discrepencies. In response to items 5 ("Have a lower class 
load than non-vocational teachers"), and 9 ("Pai.d more than others with 
comparable training"), the administrators' mean response was nearer to 
"Always" than the mean response of Trade and Industrial teachers. The 
single exception was item 4 ("Have objective to train non-college 
oriented students"), where Trade and Industrial instructors indicated 
(1.9) their primary objective was to train students who probably would 
not go to college. Administrators felt this to be the case (2.6) 
significantly less often than did Trade and Industrial teachers. 
Disparities were confined to the content categories of "Curriculum 
Orientation and General Objectives" (item 4) and "Working Conditions 
and Financial Arrangements" (items 5 and 9). All of the comparisons 
revealing inter-group disparities were significant at the .01 level. 
The data derivec;l from these instruments indicate that although these 
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TABLE 15. SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE 
EXPECTATIONS OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS AND 
FIRST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE 
EXPECTATIONS OF LOCAL ADMINISTRATORS 
(Values are mean responses on a 
Item No. and Key Words·!./ 
1. Usedifferent:inst:tuctional. 
methods 
2. Attend short courses 
to update knowledge 
3. Deal with influential 







than other teachers 2.5 2.7 
4. Have objective to train 
non-college oriented students 1.9 ** 2.6 
5. Have a lower class load than 
non-vbcational teachers 2,4 ** 1,7 
6. Keep equipment up to date 2.2 1,7 
7. Maintain up to date job 
placement records 2.6 2.5 
8. Keep teaching methods 
up to date 2.0 1.7 
9. Paid more than others with 
comparable training 
10. Are active in professional 
and educational groups 
11. Work to improve image of 
field in community 
12. Seek state office 
guidelines on program 
2.6 ~b'c 1.4 
1. 7 2 .4 
1.8 1.8 
2.1 2.3 




1. 7 2.0 
1.6 1. 7 
1.8 2.2 
1. 6 "''* 2. 5 
2 .8 ** 1.8 




1.7 -Jr 1.1 
ll Items are shown in their complete form i1;1 Appendix A, 
ll Cognitions are as follows: Vocational Agriculture teachers' 
second-order activity cognitions (VTA-2); administrators' first-order 
activity cognitions (VTA-1). 
3/ - Expectations are as follows: Vocational Agriculture teachers' 
second-order normative expectations (VTN-2); administrators' first-order 





two respondent groups agree on all items when asked what Trade and 
Industrial teachers actually do (see Table 15), Trade and Industrial 
teachers are not aware of administrators convergent activity cognitions 
in relation to the three items mentioned above. 
SECOND-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
When second-order normative expectations of Trade and Industrial 
teachers were compared to the first-order normative expectations of 
local administrators, six stimulus itemf;l revealed significant dis-
parities. As in their estimations of administrators' activity cogni~ 
tions in items 4 and 5, the Trade and Industrial teachers also failed 
to estimate administrators' expectations within these items, Althotigh 
Trade and Industrial instructors correctly perceived administrators' 
expectations concerning salary (item 9), incorrect second-order 
perceptions were given in response to items 6 ("Keep equipment up to 
date"), 7 ("Maintain up to date job placement records"), 11 (''Work to 
improve image of field in community"), and 12 ("Seel< state office 
guidelines on program"). Except for item 4, administrators held more 
stringent expectations for teacher behavior than Trade and Industrial 
teachers thought, i.e. administrators' responses were si&nificantly 
closer to a score of "Always" than were the estimates of Trade and 
Industrial instructors. All items within the general category of 
"Curriculum Orientation and General Objectives" revealed significant 
disparities, With the exception of "Seeking In-Service and Professional 
Development," all other content categories contained one disparity. 
Except for item 11, all disparities were significant at the .Ql level. 
The data listed in Table 15 indicate that in 25 percent of the 
stimulus items Trade and Industrial teachers were incorrect when 
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estimating the activity cognitions of adm;i.nistrato~s. · When asked to 
indicate what administrators felt Trade and Industrial teachers should 
do, the teachers' mean responses wer.e erroneous in 50 percent of the 
items. In contrast to Vocational Agriculture teachers, Trade and 
Industrial instructors possessed first-order activity cognitions 
similar to administrators (V!A-1, VTN-1) but are unaware of some of 
these similarities (vrA-2, vrN-2). Also, unlike Vocational Agriculture 
instructors, Trade and Industrial teachers are slightly more aware of 
the activity cognitions held by administrators than of the normative 
expectations that local administrators hold for teacher behavior. 
Trade and Industrial Teachers' Perception of the 
Activity Cognitions and iormative Expectations 
Held by State Board Personnel · 
SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS 
In order to determine how accurately Trade and J;ndustrial teachers 
perceived the activity cognitions of St~te Board personnel, an item by 
item comparison was conducted of Trade and Industrial teachers' res- . 
ponses to Vl'A-3 and State Board personnel responses to vrA-1 (Table 16). 
Seven of the twelve stimulus items elicited significant disparities 
and of these, four were significant to the .001 level of probability. 
Within each disparity noted, the Trade and Industrial teachers' estima-
tion of the activity cognitions of State Board personnel were higher, 
i.e. closer to a score of ''l" than the actual cognit;i.ons held by State 
Board personnel. The two content categories ''Working Conditions and 
Financial Arrangements" and "Developing the Image of Vocational 
Educati~n'' each contained two items that elicited significant differ~ 
ences (items 5, 9 and 3, 11 respectively) while all other content 
TABLE 16. SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE 
EXPECTATIONS OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS AND 
FIRST-ORDER COGNITIONS AND NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
OF STATE BOARD PERSONNEL 
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(Values are mean responses on a six-point "always to never" continuum) 
Item No. and Key Wordsl/ 
1. Use different instructional 
methods 
2. Attend short courses to 
update knowledge 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more 
than other teachers 
4. Have objective to train 
non-college oriented students 
5. Have a lower class load than 
non-vocational teachers 
6. Keep equipment up to date 
7. Maintain up to date job 
placement records 
8. Keep teaching methods 
up to date 
9. Paid more than others with 
comparable training 
10. Are active in professional 
and educational groups 
11. Work to improve image of 
field in community 
12. Seek state office 




1.6 j'dr 2.3 
1.6 1.3 
1.8 ,bb'r 3.3 
2.1 2.0 
1. 5 ,'r** 2 .o 
1.6 1.5 
1.5 ,bb'r 2.3 
1.6 1.5 
1.5 *** 2.0 
1.9 •k 2.7 


















1.4 ** 1.0 
1.1 1.0 
1.2 1.3 
l/ h · h . 1 f .. A d" A ... Items are s own 1.n t e.1.r comp ete orm 1.n ppen 1.x . 
2) Cognitions are as follows: l'rade and Ind.us trial teachers'. 
second-order activity cognitions (vrA..:2); State Board personnels' 
first-order activity cognitions (vrA-1). 
]./ Expectations are as follows: Trade and Industrial teachers' 
second-order normative expectations (vrN-2); State Board personnels' 





categories contained one item that elicited different responses. 
The above data indicate that for 58 percent of the stimulus items, 
Trade and Industrial instructors were unable to correctly estimate what 
State Board personnel thought Trade and industrial teachers actually do. 
Each item wherein teacher estimations were inacc4rate revealed that 
Trade and Industrial instructors attributed cognitions to State Board 
personnel which were extreme in comparison with the activity cognitions 
actually held by the latter group. 
SECOND-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
In estimating the normative expectations State Board personnel hold 
for teacher behavior, Trade and Indijstrial instructors were accurate on 
nine of the twelve items. Within two of the three items that elicited 
significantly different responses, State Board personnel held higher 
expectations than Trade and Industrial teachers realized. These were 
items 2 ("Attend short courses to update knowledge") and 10 ("Are active 
in professional and educational groups"). Both items pertained to 
"Seeking In-Service and Professional Development." In contrast, 
responses to item 3 (!'Deal with influential community members more than 
other teachers") indicated that Trade and Industrial teachers attributed 
more rigorous expectations to State Board personnel than State Board 
personnel actually held. 
The data compiled in Table 16 indicate that Trade and Industrial 
teachers were much more accurate in estimating the expectations State 
Board personnel held for teacher behavior than in estimating actual 
behavior State Board personnel attributed to Trade and Industrial 
teachers. 
Comparison of Trade and Industrial Teachers' 
Second-Order Cognitions for State 
Board Personnel and for Local 
School Administrators 
Table 17 illustrates the comparison of Trade and Industrial 
teachers' estimations of activity cognitions held by administrators 
and State Board personnel (vrA-2 and vrA-3) and of normative expecta-
tions held by these two legitimate counter-roles (vrN-2 vs. vrN-3). 
Such a comparison was employed to determine if Trade and Iqdustrial 
instructors attributed significantly different activity cognitions to 
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local administrators and State Board personnel, The data revealed that 
in seven of the twelve items, Trade and Industrial teachers attributed 
sisnificantly different cognitions to the two counter-role positioqs. 
Without exception, Trade and Industrial teachers attributed more 
rigorous cognitions to State Board personnel than to administrators, 
i.e. teachers assumed that the activity cognitions of State Board 
personnel would approach a score of 1 ("Always") more often than the 
activity cognitions held by administrators. "Methods and Procedures 
of Instruction" contained two items (1 and 6) eliciting discriminating 
responses as did the content category '~orking Conditions and Financial 
Arrangements" (items 5 and 9). All other content categories contained 
one item each that revealed significant differences. 
Trade and Industrial teachers also attributed significantly 
different expectations to State Board personnel and local administrators 
in seven of the twelve stimulus items. Once again, the teacher felt 
that State Board personnel held somewhat higher expectations than did 
administrators within all items where different expectations were 
c;J.ttributed to the two groups. With the exception of "Seeking In ... service 
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TABLE 17r TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS' ESTIMATIONS OF 
ACTIVITY COGNITIONS AND NORMATJVE EXPECTATIONS HELD BY 
STATE BOARD PERSONNEL AND LOCAL APMINlSTRATORS 
(Values are mean responses on a 
Item No. and Key Words.!/ 
1. Use different instructional 
methods 
2. Attend short courses to 
update knowledge 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more 




Cognitions . .V 
Adm. SBP 
1.8 ,'( 2.6 
4. Have objective to train 
non-college oriented students 2.1 2.0 
5. Have a lower class load than 
non-vocational teachers 
6. Keep equip.ment up to date 
7. Maintain up to date job 
placement records 
8. Keep teaching methods up to 
up to date 
9. Paid more than others with 
comparable tratning 
10. Are active in professional 
and educational groups 
11. Work to improve image 
of field in community 
12. Seek state office 
guidelines on program 
1.5 *** 2.5 
1.6 ** 2 .4 









Adm. . SBP 
1.6 1.9 
1.4 1. 7 
1.3 ,'( 1.9 
1.8 1. 7 
1. 2 *''(* 2. 9 
1.2 'Ir 1.9 
1.2 2.4 
1. 3 **1( 3. 3 
1.4 1. 6 
1./ Items are shown in their complete form in Appendix A. 
2:../ Activity cognitions attributed to administrators (VTA-2) and 
State Board personnel (VTA-3) by Trade and Industrial teachers. 
lf Normative expectations attributed to administrators (VTN-2) 
and State Board personnel (VTN-3) by Trade and Industrial teachers. 
* (p <-05) 
(p <• 01) 
(p<.001) 
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and Professional Development" all content categories were involved. 
Table 17 illustrates that in nearly 60 percent of the stimulus 
items, Trade and Industrial teachers attributed disparate cognitions 
to two legitimate counter-roles and in each case, the teachers indicated 
the cognitions held by State Board personnel were significantly higher 
than those held by local school administrators. 
Trade and Industrial Teachers' Satisfaction 
Scores in Relation to Attributed Cognitions 
Trade and Industrial teachers' satisfaction ,scores were related to 
second-order cognitions attributed to State Board personnel and school 
administrators (Table 18). The data revealed that Job satisfaction 
was not related to attributed disparities of counter-roles' activity 
cognitions. Likewise, no significant relationship occurred between 
satisfaction scores and disparities attributed to counter-role 
expectations. Trade and Industrial teachers estimated disparities 
existed between State Board personnel and admiQist'.l;'ators' activity 
cognitions and normative expectations for seven of the twelve stimulus 
items. The Trade and Industrial Teachers' Satisfaction scores for 
those 0 seven items were not significantly diffetent from satisfaction 
scores for the remaining items. 
Teacher satisfaction scores in response to items wherein Trade and 
~qdustrial instructors attributed disparities to both activity cogni~ 
tions and normative expectations of the two counter-roles were compared 
to satisfaction scores to items wherein teachers attribute.a agreement 
to both activity cognitions and normative e~pectations of two counter-
roles. Again, no significant differences at the .05 level of probabil-
ity were found. Thus, for Trade and Industrial te~chers within the 
TABiE 18. TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHER SATISFACTION 
SCORES IN RELATION TO SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY 
COGNITIONS A.NP NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS 
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Adm. SBP Adm. SBP VTs!i/ 
1. Use different ;instructional 
methods 
2. Attend short courses to 
update knowledge 
3. Deal with influential 
community members more 
than other teachers 
4. Have objective to train non-
college oriented students 
5. Have a lower class load than 
non-vocational teachers 
6. Keep equipment up to date 
7. Maintain up to date job 
placement records 
8. Keep teaching methods 
up to date 
9. Paid more than others with 
comparable training 
10. Are active in professional 
and educational groups 
11. Work to improve image 
of field in community 
12. Seek state office 
guidelines on program 
2.3 ,b'< 1.6 
2.6 ,'( 1.8 
2.0 2.1 
2.5 ,'<** 1.5 
2.4 ,'<* 1.6 
2.2 1.6 





1. 7 1.4 
1. 7 1.8 
2. 9 ,'<** 1. 2 
2 .1 ,b'<* 1. 2 
1.9 * 1.2 
1.4 1.2 
3.3 "'** 1.3 
1. 9 1.4 
1.6 ** 1.1 
ll Items are shown in their complete form in Appendix A. 
ll Activity cognitions attributed to administrators (VTA-2) and 
State Board personnel by Trade and Industrial teachers. 
1./ Normative expectations attributed to administrators (VTN-2) 
and State Board personnel (VTN-3) by Trade and Industrial teachers. 















sample, attributed roll;!. conflicts .had no significant effect upon job 
S1;ttisfaction. 
Attributes of Respondents 
Within this study, 20 Vocational Agriculture teachers and 20 'l'rade 
and Industrial teachers represent the foc1;tl role under Jnvestigation 
and are described in this section. In i,iddit;i.on, 20 local school 
administrators evaluated Vocational Agr;tculture teacher·ben.avior and 
20 administrators evaluated Trade and Industrial. teacher behavior, 
Descriptive data for those withiti this countl;!r-tole positiop ar~ also 
included in this section. Responc;lents comprising the State Board 
personnel role constitute an extremely small numbet and thus,·. the 
penonal attributes of those within this position are omitted. 
POSITION OF ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONDENTS·· 
Of the 20 administrators that were aslted to evaluate Trade and 
Industrial teacher behavior, 40 percent were school superintendents, 
Position 
TABLE 19. NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS OBTAINED, 
BY PROGRAM TYPE AND POSITIQN 
. Program Tipe 
Vocational T&I 
. . . « I 
Education . Agriculture 
N z ·N % - ..... 
_Superintendents 8 (40) 12 (60) 
Principals 10 (50) 7 (35) 
Other 2 (10) 1 (5) 
Total 20 (100) 20 (100) 
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50 percent w<;=re principals, and 10 percent held other administrative 
positions (such as Assistant Principal) as shown in Table l9, Adminis-
trators responding to Vocational Agriculture held the f;ollowing 
positions: Superintendent, 60 percent; Principal, 35 percent; other 
administrative positions, 5 percent. 
AQES OF. VOCATIONAL TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATOR§ 
The age distribution of vocational teachers included in this study 
are shown in Table 20, Vocational Agri.cultµre teachers tended to bEl 
somewhat younger than Trade and Industrial iristructors, The percentage 
of Vocational Agriculture teachers 34 years of age or younger was 40 
percent; for Trade and Industrial teachers the figure dropped to 20 
percent. In contrast, 75 percent of the Trade and Industrial teachers 







50 and over 
Total 
TABLE 20. AGE DISTRIBUTION OF VOCATIONAL 
TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRA',tORS 
Position 
T&I T&I Vo-Ag 
Teachers Adms, Teachers 
N z N z N z 
(-) ( .. ) 3 (15) 
3 (15) 1 (5) 2 (10) 
1 (5) 1 (5) 3 (15) 
1 (5) 2 (10) 1 (5) 
(-) 2 (10) 4 (20) 
5 (25) 4 (20) 4 (20) 
10 (50) 10 (50) 3 (15) 













were 45 years of age or older while 35 percent of the Vocational 
Agriculture instructors wete of this age cohort. 
FORMAL ACADEMIC TRAINING OF VOCATIONAL TEACHERS 
Vocational teachers were asked to ;indicate the extent;: of their 
formal academic training in terms of the following categories: beyond 
master's degree, master's degree, toward master's degree, bachelor's 
degree, over two years of college, two years of college ot less, high 
school graduate, or other. Responses of teachers are shown in Table 
21. Although eight Trade and Industrial teachers had master's degrees 
(40 percent) compared tQ two Vocational Agriculture teachers (10 pe'I',. 
cent), in general, respondents in the latter group had more formal 
education than Trade and Industrial instructors. Of the Trade and 
TABLE 21. FORMAL ACADEMIC TRAINING OF 
VOCATIONAL TEACHERS 
T1Ee of Vocational 
T&I 
Extent of Training Teacher 
!i z 
Beyond master's degree 1 (5) 
Master's degree 8 (40) 
Toward master's degree 6 (30) 
Bachelor's degree 1 (5) 
Over two years college 2 (10) 
Two years college or less 1 (5) 
High school graduate (-) 
Other 1 (5) 















Industrial teachers, 20 percent had less than a bachelor's degree while 






TABLE 22. VOCATIONAL TEACHING AS 
SOLE MEANS OF SUPPORT 







VOCAl' IONAL TEACHERS ' MEANS OF. SUPPORT 
Teacher 






As illusttated in Table 22, nine Trade and Industrial teachers 
(45 percent) indicated that teaching vocational education was their 
sole source of income and eleven Vocational Agriculture teachers 






TABLE 23. or HER· SOURCES OF INCOME 
FOR VOCATIONAL TEACHERS 

















of the Trade and Industrial teachers and nine (45 percent) of the 
Vocational Agriculture instructors within the sample acknowledged 
other sources of income. Of those in the latt;:er category, seven of 
the Vocational Agriculture teachers engaged in farming while the 
remaining two engaged in other occupations (see 7able 23), Two Trade 
and Industrial instructors supplemented their income by farming, none 
enga~ed in construction, and nine engaged in other occupations. 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRESENT POSIT ION 
Data summarit?:ed in Table 24 indicate that the majority of Voca· 
tional Agriculture teachers had occupi~d their present position four 
years or less. To a lesser extent, the same is true for Trade and 
Industrial teachers, although one-fourth of the latter group had 
served in their current position for five to nine years, The adminis-
trators within the sample displayed a similar pattern in that the 
largest cohort (37.5 percent) was located in the one to four year 
category, and the second highest percentage (30 percent) was located 
in the ten or more years category. 
TABLE 24. TGrAL NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRESENT SCHOOL AS 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TEACHER .OR ADMINISTRATOR 
Position 
Numbel;' of Years T&I VQ~Ag 
in Present Position Teacher Teacher Administrator 
N z N z N z 
Under one 1 (5) 2 (10) 7 (17,5) 
1-4 8 (40) 11 (55) 15 (37,5) 
5-9 5 (25) 1 (5) 6 . (15) 
10 or n;iore 6 (30) 6 po) 12 po) 
Total 20 ~100) 20 (100) 40 (100) 
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TOTAL NUMBER OF YEARS IN CUR.RENT TYPE OF l?OSITION ANYWHERE 
On the basis of data summarized in Table 25 it appears that 
Vocational Agriculture teachers in the sample had greater tenure in 
vocational teaching than did Trade and Industrial instructors. Fully 
·60 percent of the Voc;ational Agriculture teachers had been in the 
vocational teaching field ten years or more. In contrast, 55 percent 
of the Trade and Industrial teachers had engaged in vocational teaching 
from one to nine years. Of the 40 administrators included in the 
sample, 30 (75 percent) had served in some administrative school 
capacity for ten years or longer. 
TABLE 25 •. • TOTAL ;'NUMBER OF YEARS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
OR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION ANYWHERE 
Txee of Position 
Total Number of T&I vo 00Ag 
Years in Position Teacher Teacher Administrator 
N :& N :& li z 
Under one 1 (5) (-) 1 (2.5) 
1 - 4 5 (25) 5 (25) 6 (15) 
5 - 9 6 (30) 3 (15) 3 (7.5) 
10 or more 8 (40) 12 (60) 30 (75) 
Total 20 (100) 20 (100) · 40 (100) 
WORK LOCATION 
Each vocational teacher was asked to indicate his cl~ssroom and 
shop location in relation to the main school plant. Responses are 
summarized in l'able 26. Although the modal response for Trade and 
Industrial instructors was "centrally located in main.b1,.1ilding" (35 
percent), 55 percent were located in a ~eparate building. In contrast, 
TABLE 26. VOCATIONAL CLASSROOM 
ANO SHOP LOCATION 
Ti12e of Vocational 




Main High School Building Teacher Teacher· 
N z ! z 
Central in main building 7 (35) (-) 
Isolated location iQ main 
building 2 (10) 6 (30) 
Separate building one block 
or less away 5 (25) 10 (SO) 
Separate building over one 
block away 6 (30) 4 (20) 
Total 20 (100) 20 (100) 
no Vocational Agriculture teacher in the sample was centraUy located, 
and 70 percent reported their classroom and shop location t9 be in a 
separate building. The modal response of Vocational Agriculture 
instructors was "in a separate building one b:Lock or less away" (50 
percent). 
CONTACT OF VOCATIONAL TEACHER WITH ADMINISTRATORS 
In conjunction with the above, vocational teachers were asked to 
indicate whether they felt the extent of their contact with adminis-
trators was sufficieqt or insufficient. Of the Trade and Industrial 
teachers~ only two (10 percent) felt that .sQch contact :was insufficient 
arid one (5 percent) indicated that too much contact exbted. The 
remaining P teachers in the sample (85 percent) felt t:hat contact 
with administrators was sufficient. Seventy-five percent of the school 
administrators asked to evaluate the Trade and Industrial Education 
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pro&ram agreed with the majority of '.Crade and Industrial teachers, but 
five of the administrators (25 percent) indicated that contact with 
Trade and Industrial instructors was insufficient, In comparison, only 
5 percent of the administrators in the sample indicated that contact 
with Vocational Agriculture instructors was insufficient. fully 95 
percent of the Vocatioqal Agriculture teachers agree~L One Vocational 
Agriculture teacher indicated that contact with administt"ators was 
ex:cessive. 
TABLE 27. ADEQUACY OF CONTACT BY VOCA'IIONAL 
TEACHERS WITH ADMINISTRATORS 
Res:eondent 
T&I T&I Va-Ag 
Ex:tent of Contact Teachers Adms., ·, Teachers 
.li z !'! z !'! % ..., 
Insufficient 2 (10) 5 (25) 1 (5) 
Sufficient 17 (85) 15 (75) 18 (90) 
Too much 1 (5) (. > 1 (5) 
Total 20 (100) 20 (100) 20 noo) 








The final question directed to vocational teachers concerned con-
tact with personnel from the State Depattment of Vocational Education. 
The modal response of both Trade and Industrial and Vocatlonal 
Agriculture instructors was "sufficient contact'' (95 percent and 90 
percent respectively). Administrators evaluating Trade and Industrial 
Education agreed as did, to a lesser extent, administrators evaluating 
Vocational Agriculture teacher behavior. Three respondents in the 
latter position indicated they felt Vocational Agriculture instructors 
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had insufficient contact with State Board personnel and three (15 
percent) felt that such contact was excessive. 
TABLE 28. ADEQUACl OF CONTACT BY VOCATIONAL 
. I 
TEACaERS WITH STATE BOARD PERSONNEL 
Res:eondent 
T&I !&I Vo-Ag Vo-Ag 
Extent of Contact Teachers Adms. !eache;cs Adms. 
l! .% N Z', N z l! . % - - .... 
Insufficient 1 (5) 2 (10) 2 (10) 3 (15) 
Sufficient 19 (95) 18 (90) 16 ·ego)· 14 (70) 
!oo much (-) (-) (-) 3 (15) 
Total 20 (100) 20 (100) 20 (100) 20 (100) 
At the outset of the current investigation, a select number of the 
attributes described above were selected as control variables to 
provide several types of analyses of vocational teacher responses. 
Unfortunately, the sample employed proved to be·of insufficient size 
to allow a breakdown of responses by economic reg:Lon, school size c;>r 
any of the personal attributes previously described. These attributes 
do allow, howev~r, a thorough inspection of the sample and thus 
provide added information useful and pertinent to the present study. 
By noting possible sample bias, the responses to the various inven'.'" 
tories can be placed in proper context, and unfounded g~neralization 
II1ay be avoided. 
CHAPT~R.IV 
• DISCUSSION 
Results of the :l.nvestigation are now pusented in term$ of the .· 
research questions explored an4 the hypotheses stated earlier~ By 
viewing f;irst- arid secorid'!,aider cognitions: w.i;th:i.n .:tihe: role :theopy 
framework, inferences about pi;,tent;Lal and. actual role conflict may b.e 
posit1;1d. 
A number of limitat:j.ons applyip.g to the current investigation 
sho1,1ld now be mentioned: (a) great relhnce is phced upon the ques .. 
. . 
tionnaire · technique which is suscept;ible to numero1,1s. types of bil;lS ~ . 
Validity of results is dependent upon the extent to which-~espondents 
accurately. report. their· actual beliefs. Results .may not reveal actual 
beliefs since they are inferred f;rom reported cognitj,ons. (b) the 
sample is not sufficiently large to permit broad definitive generali· 
zations. (c) the population selected for this study is admittedly a 
select one that may possess unique pa"J:"ameters when compared to other 
populations. 
To compensate for thes(;! limitations i,nsofar as pos.s:i,ble, the 
following procedures were employed: the questionnaire technique was 
supplemented with open-ended interviews; generalizations beyond the 
sample were tentative; uniform procedures by a single field worker 
sought to elici,t uniform results; and at least two sets of statistical 
operations were employed to increase confidence in the Hrial results. 
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First-Order Activity Cognitions and Normative 
Expectations of Two Legitimate 
Cot,1nter-Roles 
89 
The research hypotheses that activity cognitions held for vocational 
teacher behavior by two legitimate counter-roles (State Board personnel 
and local school administrators) will differ significantly were 
affirmed. In response to the twelve stimulus items, adm;i,nistrators 
and State Board personnel who evaluated the behavior of Vocational 
Agriculture teachers disagreed a total of eight times. Two items were 
significant at the ,001 level (items 9 and 12). In response to 75 
percent of these items, State Board personnel indicated significantly 
more activity for Vocational Agriculture teqchers than did adminis-
trators. Although all content categories contained items that elicited 
significant disp~rities, those comprising "Methods. and Procedures of. 
lnstruction" produced less disagreement than any o.ther category. 
Administrators and State Board personnel who evaluated Trade and 
Industrial teacher behavior, disagreed in response to five of the 
twelve items employed to elicit first-order act:i,vity cognitions. 
Again, itlems referring to "Methods and Procedt,1res of Instruction" 
produced the least disparity of opinion among the two counter-roles. 
Of the five items that detected disparate cognitions, two were signi-
ficant at the .OS level and the remaining three at the .001 level of 
probability (items 2, 4, and 9). In response to three items (2, 4, 
and 9), State Board personnel indicated that Trade and Industrial 
teachers engaged in significantly more activity than indicated by 
school administrators. 
The hypothesis that significant difterences exist between normative 
expectations of State Board personnel and local administrators was 
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also establ~shed, though to a lesser degree than the hypothesis 
concerning activity cognitions. When asked to evah,1ate wh.st Vocational 
Agriculture teachers shou1d do, administrators and State Board per~ 
sonnel revealed disparate expectations in six of the twelve stimulus 
items. In each case State Board personnel held sigp.ifican.tly higher 
expectations for Vocational Agriculture teachers than did adminis-
trators. All content categories were involved with the exception of 
"Seeking In-Service Professional Developmet1t." Thus, the only item 
revealing divergent expectations but did not elicit dispatate activity 
cognitions was "Keep equipment up to date" (item 7) •. The disparity, 
however, was due to the extremely rigorous expectation of !State 
Board personnel, With two exceptions, all items revealed greater 
expectations than activity cognitions on the part of both counter~ 
roles. The exceptions were in response .to items 5 (''Have a lower 
class load than non-vocational teachers") and 9 ("Pai.cl more than 
others with comparable training") where the activity cognitions of 
administrators approached a score of 1 to a greater extent than did 
their expectations level, 
When the expectations for Trade and Industrial teachers by adminis-
trators and State Board personnel were compared, significant disagree-
ment was found in response to four of the twelve stimulus items. Three 
disparities (items 2, 5, and 9) were significant at the .001 level. 
All disparities were contained within two content categories: ''Working 
Conditions and Financial Arrangements," and "Seeking In-Service Pro-
fessional Development. 11 Except for items 5 (''Obtain parents' opinion 
on what is to be taught") and 9 ("Paid more than others with comparable 
training") expectations exceeded activity cognitions held by both 
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counter-roles. Item 5 was also one of two stimulus items that elicited 
higher activity cognition responses from administrators than from 
State Board personnel. 
Thus, the following research hypotheses were accepted: 
(a) Activity cognitions of the State Board personnel will differ 
significantly (p<.05) from activity cognitions of local school 
administrators. 
(b) Normative expectations of the State Board personnel will {if: 
differ significantly (p<.05) from normative expectations of 
local school administrators. 
The null hypotheses, positing no differences between the activity 
cognitions and the normative expectations of administrators and State 
Board personnel, were rejected. 
Second-Order Activity Cognitions and Normative 
Expectations of Vocational Teachers 
The third hypothesis states that vocational teachers will attribute 
significantly different activity cognitions to State Board personnel 
and to local school administrators. Two approaches were possible in 
assessing the validity of this hypothesis within the framework of the 
investigation. The first alternative was to ascertain whether or not 
the focal role correctly estimated the cognitions of administrators .• 
Vocational Agriculture teachers accurately do so for nine of the twelve 
stimulus items. When asked to estimate the activity cognitions of 
State Board personnel, however, Vocational Agriculture instructors 
were significantly accurate on only three items. Trade and Industrial 
teachers correctly estimated administrators' responses to nine of the 
twelve items eliciting administrators' activity cognitions, and were 
accurate in estimating State Board personnel responses to five of the 
twelve i terns. 
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When estimating norm.;ttive expectations held by administrators, 
Vocational Agriculture teachers within the sample were accurate in all 
twelve items. When estimation was shifted to State Bqa;d personnel 
responses, Vocational Agriculture instructors were correct in seven 
of the twelve items. Trade and Industrial teachers indicated an 
accurate awareness of administrators' expectations in response to 
six of the twelve stimulus items and to nine of the items when 
estimating State Board personnel expectations. 
Such comparisons do reveal that Vocational Agriculture teachers 
were more accurate in their estimation of expectations than of activity 
cognitions, and were apparently more aware of administrators' cogni-
tions and expectations than those of State Board personnel (thi~ 
pattern did not emerge from Trade and Industrial teachers' responses). 
Such comparisons, however, did not contain direct impli,cations for 
the hypothesis that states vocational teachers will attribute signifi-
cantly different cognitions to each counter-role. If the above 
approach was the only one employed, the hypothesis would be tested 
only be inference and implication, 
A second method of analysis which directly pertained to the 
hypothesis involved a test of significant difference between the 
cognitions attributed to administrators and thoae attributed to State 
Board personnel by the vocational teachers. The analysis employed in 
Table 10 indicates the extent to which Vocational Agriculture teachers 
attributed disparate cognitions to the two legitimate counter .. rolea. 
In response to seven of the twelve stimulus items, Vocational Ag"!'."icul-
ture teachers attributed disparate activity cognitions to administra-
tors and State Board personnel. When asked to estimate normative 
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expectations of the two groups, Vocational Agriculture instructors 
estimated disparities existed in seven of the itei;ns, Thus, Vocational 
Agriculture teachers attributed significantly different activity 
cognitions and normative expectations to State Board personnel and 
local school administrators in 58 percent of the stimulus items, and 
in every case the most rigorous cognitions were attributed to State 
Board personnel. In identical fashion, Trade and Industrial teachers 
indicated that administrators and State Boatd personnel held disparate 
cognitions for 58 percent of the items concerning teacher behavior 
(Table 17), Thus, the hypothesis stating that vocational teachers 
will attribute significantly different activity cognitions to State 
Board personnel and to local school administrators is established. 
Likewise, the hypothesis stating that vocational teachers will 
attribute significantly different nor~ative expectations to State 
Board personnel and to school administrators is affirmed. 
The above hypotheses are satisfied because vocational teachers 
within the sample did in fact attribute conflicting cognitions to two 
legitimate counter-roles. A question remained, however, concerning 
whether or not the vocational teachers were justified in assuming the 
existence of such disparities. By testing the ~ifferences between the 
cognitions of administrators and those of State Board personnel and 
comparing the results with the second-order cognitions of: vocational 
teachers, it was determined that instructors were often correct in 
their estimations concerning disparate cognitions. 
In response to "Maintain up to date job placement records" (item 
2), "Deal with influential community members more than other teachers" 
(item 3), "Obtain parents' opinion on what is to be taught" (item 5), 
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"Keep teacqin$ methods UP to date" (item 10), and ''Are active in 
professional and educational groups'; (item 12), State .. Boatd personnel 
and administrators evaluating Vocational Agriculture teacher behavior 
reported significantly different activity cognitions (TabJe 5) and 
Vocational Agriculture instructors correctly predicted the ~resence 
and direction of each disparity (Table 10). Three significant 
differences of which teachers were app,;irently unaware were contained 
in items 4 ("Have a lower class load than non-voqation,;11 teachers"), 
8 ("Develop good relations with non-vocational teachers"), and 9 
(''Paid more than others with comparable training"). rt may be noted, 
that items 4 and 9 were the only instances where administrators 
attributed higher activity levels to Vocational Agriculture teachers 
than did State Board personnel. Also, in response to items l (''Use 
different instructional methods'') and 6 ("Keep content of courses up 
to date'') Vocational Agriculture teachers attributed disparate cogni-
tions to the two counter-roles when, in fact, no disparities wer~ 
elicited from State Board personnel and administrators by the VTA-1 
instrument. 
When first-order normative expectations (VTN-1) of State Board 
personnel and local school administrators were compared, six of the 
twelve stimulus items elicited significant differences (Table 5). 
Vocational Agriculture instructors accurately estimated five of the 
disparities (Table 10) and the direction of the disparities. The 
only cognitive conflict of which they were not cognizant occurred 
in response to item 10 ("Keep teaching methods up to date"). In 
contrast, Vocational Agrictilture teachers incorrectly attributed 
disparate expectations for the behaviors outlined in items 4 ("Have 
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a lower class load than non-vocational teachers") and 12 ("Are active 
in professional and educational groups''). In general, fourteen signi-
ficant disparities existed in the responses of school ad~inistrators 
and State Board personnel. Vocational Agriculture instructors 
correctly estimated ten of them, were unaware of four disparities, 
and mistakenly attributed four such differences to the two respondent 
counter-roles. 
Identical analysis of responses concerning Trade and Indu•trial 
Education revealed that in response to f:i,ve of the twelve stimulus 
itemsr administrators and State Board personnel held disparate 
activity cognitions (Table 12). Trade and Industrial teachers 
accurately predicted such differences for 1~ttend short courses to 
update knowledge" (item 2), "Deal with influential community members 
more than other teachers" (ite.rq. 3), "Have a lower class load than 
non-vocational teachers" (item 5), and "Paid more than others with 
comparable training" (item 9). Teachers were, however, incorrect 
in estimating the direction of disparity for items 3 and 5 for within 
those items administrators attributed more activity to Trade and 
Industrial teachers than did State Board personnel. The disparity 
that Trade and Industrial instructors failed to estimate occurred in 
response to item 4 ("Have objective to train n,on-college oriented 
students"). In response to items 1 ("Use different instructional 
methods"), 6 ("Keep equipment up tc date") and 7 (Maintain up to 
date job placement records") Trade and :(ndustrial teachers incorrectly 
attributed disparate cognitions to the two counter-roles (Table 17). 
A comparison of first-order normative expectations of State Board 
personnel and administrators revealed four of the twelve items 
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elicited significant differences (Table 12). Trade and Industrial 
teachers accurately estimated two of the disparities (items 5 and 9), 
were unaware of two (items 2 and 10) and incorrectly attributed 
disparate expectations to "Deal with in:f;luential community members 
more than other teachers" (item 3), "Keep equipment up to date" (item 
6), "Maintain up to date job placement records" (item 7), ''Work to 
improve image of field in community" (item 11) and "Seek state office 
guidelines on progrc1m" (i.tem 12). Overall nine significant disparities 
existed in the responses of State Board personnel and local school 
administrators. Trade and Industrial teachers accurately attributed 
the existence of six such disparities, correctly estimated .the direc-
tion of three, were unaware of three disparities, and incorrectiy 
attributed eight such differences to the two respondent counter-roles. 
A comparison of ascribed disparities by each type of vocational 
teacher revealed that Vocational Agric4lture teachers were more 
accurate in estimating the existence and direction of actual dispari-
ties than were Trade and Industrial instructors. Vocational Agricul-
ture teachers were fully accurate in 71 percent of their estimations 
of counter-role cognitions while Trade and Industrial teachers 
achieved a 21 percent level of accuracy. 
In general, local administrators and State Board personnel held 
disparate cognitions in response to a significant number of the 
twelve stimulus items. In support of hypotheses (c;) and (d), voca-
tional teachers were not only aware of many actual disparities, but 
assumed such differences existed to an even greater degree. 
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Job Satisfaction 
Although no specific hypotheses are concerned with job satisfac-
tion as such, analyses were employed to determine if disparity of 
cognitions attributed to administrators and State Board personnel 
substantially affected job satisfaction of vocational teachers. The 
item by item analysis of teacher satisfaction scores in comparison 
with vocational teachers' second-order cognitions revealed that for 
Trade and Industrial teachers, job satisfaqtion was not significantly 
affected by perceived counter-role disparate cognitions. In contrast, 
Vocational Agriculture teachers, who were more aware of actual counter-
role conflict, were also more sensitive to such conflict in relation 
to job satisfaction. Whenever Vocational Agriculture instructors 
estimated disparities between State Board personnel's expectations 
and administrators' expectations, job satisfaction scores declined, 
When the teachers' assumed State Board pe;rsonnel activity cognitions 
and normative expectations conflicted with the activity cognitions and 
normative expectations of local administrators, job satisfaction 
dropped even lower. Ascribed disparities between counter-role 
activity cognitions, however, produced no significant difference in 
job satisfaction for Vocational Agriculture teachers. 
Legitimacy Ascription by Vocational Teachers 
The final hypothesis of the investigation states that when 
vocational teachers have ascribed disparate cognitions to local school 
administrators and State Board personnel, they will ascribe legitimacy 
to both counter-roles. There are two possibilities that could 
conceivably establish the null hypothesis and reject the research 
hypothesis. First, vocational teachers could have indicated that 
within tne framework of the twelve stimulus items, eitner adminis-
trators and/or State Board personnel were not legitimate counter-
roles, i.e. either one or both groups did not have the right to 
expect a vocational teacher to engage in designated activities. 
A second possibility for rejecting the research hypothesis would be 
that teachers may have ascribed legitimacy to both counter~roles, 
and failed to perceive the legitimate counter-roles as possessing 
conflicting expectations for vocational teacher behavior. The 
following discussion reveals that both of these possibilities failed 
to become feasible alternat.ives and that the research hypothesis is 
accepted. 
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Within the Sutker, et. al, study~ vocational teathers were 
supplied 70 stimulus items and in each item were asked to indicate 
persons to whom they would ascribe legitimacy. The instrument 
included the following roles from which vocational teachers could 
select legitimate counter-roles: non-vocational teachers, non-
vocational students, vocational students, parents of vocational 
students, counselo~s, administrators, State Board personnel, local 
school board members, prospective employers of students, ot;her 
vocational teachers, and interested comm1,1nity grc;>Ups. The findings 
revealed that "only three of these eleven counter-roles were given 
significant ascriptions of legitimacy by the ... vocational teachers. 
Administrators clearly dominated the field with Stat!;! Board personnel 
coming next'' (123). As mentioned earlier, the current investigation 
has employed only those items wherein vocational teachers specifically 
ascribed legitimacy to State Board personnel and local school adminis-
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trators. Thus, within the framework of these twel:ve stimulus items, 
the possibility that vocational teachers do not perceive ~oth counter-
roles as legitimate does not appear plausible. 
The second rival proposition, which states that vocational 
teachers may have ascribed legitimacy to both counter-roles but failed 
to perceive disparate cognitions of counter-roles, is also rejected as 
illustrated by the data in Tables 10 and 17. In response to seven of 
the twelve items,. Vocational Agriculture teachers ascribed disparate. 
activity cognitions to State Board personnel and administratorsw 
Likewise, seven items elicited ascribec;l disparities of counter;.J;"ole 
expectations. Thus, in response to ten of the twelve stimulus items, 
Vocational Agriculture teachers attributed disparate activity cogni• 
tions and/or normative expectations to State Board persoi;mel and loci;il 
school administrators (Table 10). An identical pattern emerged from 
Trade and Industrial teacher responses with the exception that nine 
of the twelve stimulus items elicited ascribed disparate counter-role 
activity cognitions and/or normative expectations. Thus, for each of 
the twelve stimulus items employed in the present study, vooational 
teachers ascribed legitimacy to State Board personnel and local school 
administrators, and within a majority of the items, vocational teachers 
c;\ttributed conflicting activity cognitions to the two counter-ro~es. 
The data, therefore, indicates that the final research hypothesis is 
acceptable: 
When vocational teachers have ascribed disparate cognitions 
(norms and/or expeotation1;1) to local school administrators and 
to State Board personnel, they will ascribe (p<.05) legitimacy 
to both counter~roles. 
The null hypothesis is rejected. 
Potential and Actual Role Cortflict 
for Vocational Teachers 
A consideration of potential role cortflict for any specified 
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focal role .may legitimately focus upon any of a number of disparities. 
As mentioned previously, an analysis of intra-group disparities may 
consider conflicting activity cognitions and/or normative expectations 
held by a single counter-role or any described focal role. ~ikewise, 
an analysis of potential role conflict may investig<;1te inter•group 
disparities between a single counter-role and focal role, or between 
several counter-roles. The curren~ investigation has, on one level, 
described potential role conflict by determining disparate activity 
cognitions and normative expectations between two counter-roles and 
between each counter-role and the described focal role. The previous 
discussion concerning first-order activity co~nitions and normative 
expectations of State Board personnel and school administrators 
described potential role conflict. ~ikewise, the data concerning 
vocational teachers' first-order activity cognitions and normative 
expectations as compared to first-order cognitions of State Board 
personnel and as compared to first-order cognitions of school adminis-
trators provide useful analyses concerning areas of potential role 
conflict. 
A study of actual role conflict, however, must an,a,lyze the cogp,i..; 
tion disparities of two legitimate counter-roles as perceived by a 
designated focal role. Within the present investigation, an analysis 
of actual role conflict was attempted by eliciting the perceptions of 
vocational instructors concerning the cognitions others held for voca-
tional teacher behavior. The previous discussion concerning second-
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order activity cognitions vocational teachers attttbute to State 
Boa;rd personnel and local school administrators described actual role 
conflict. In general, Vocational Agrictilture teachers slightly over• 
estim~ted. counter-role disparities concerning normative expectations, 
and to some degree underestimated co\lnter-role disparities concerning 
activity cognitions. To a greater extent, Trade and Industrial 
Education teachers overestimated cot.inter-role disparities for both. 
activity cognitions and.normative expectations~ ijowever, Trade and 
Industrial teachers' perceptions of both activity cognitions and 
normative.expectations held by State Board personnelwere more accurate 
than the perceptions held by Vocational Agriculture instruct6;rs. Both 
types 'of vocational teachers were more accurate in estimating the . 
activity cognitions held by administrators than when asked to estimate 
the activity cognitions of State Board personnel. In contrast, Voca-
tional Agriculture teachers were significantly more accurate in their 
estimations of administrators' normative expectations thari adminis• 
t;rators' activity cognitions, while the reverse was· true for Trade and 
Industrial teachers. The inaccuracy of Trade and Industrial teachers' 
estimations of administrators' expectations may be linked to the 
results in Table 13 which indicated Trade and Industrial instru~tors 
and administrators were·somewhat more likely to hold disparate expecta-
tioris than disparate activity cognitions. The proportiori of actual 
disagreement between the two respondent g+oups, however, is very 
slight. Trade and Industrial teachers withi.n the sample vastly· 
overestimated this particular disparity. 
The data also indicated that potential role conflict on the · 
activity cognition and/or normative expectation level was not.an 
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adequate predictor of job satisfaction. Even perceived conflict on 
the activity cognition level did not significantly redµce job satis~ 
faction. This was also tr1,1e for perceived disagreements concerniilg 
normative expectations. A significant correlation between job 
satisfaction and role conflict was revealed only when Vocational 
Agriculture teachers attributed disparity to the counter-roles on 
both activity cognitions and normative expectations within a single 
stimulus item. It should also be noted, however, that even in items 
where both potential and actual role conflict was present, vocational 
teachers indicated a relatively high degree of job satisfaction. 
These findings indicate, for respondents within the sample, act1,1al 
role conflict had to reach an e:ictremely high level to affect job 
satisfaction, and even then such effects were minimal. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS,.I:t-1:PLICATIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The empirical objectives of the stl,ldy WE;!re:· todeUne substantive 
areas of .interactions between vocational teachel;'s, State, .Board for 
Vocational Education personnel, and local school adw.inistrators; to 
define potential role conflicts for vocational teachers arisi1'g from 
these interactions; to define al;'eas of actual r:'ole conflict for: 
vocational teaaher:i;; arising from theee :J.nteracUons; and to assess 
the impact of perceived conflict upon voeat:ional teacher. job satisfac-
tion •. A l;'elated theoretical objective was to iiwest:J.gate the posstble 
existence of dual allegiance in vocational teacher reactions to role 
conflict, and thereby add to the general knowledge of role theory and 
extend this type of analysis to the study of burea~cratic org~niiations. 
This chapter contains a statement of the c;ionclusions drawn from the 
data which were examined in relation to t4e above objectives. 
Conclusions Regarding Activity Cognitione and Normative 
Expectation9 for Vocationd. Teach~r · ~ehavioi O , • 
. . 
Significant disparities exht between.vocational .teachers and the 
two counter-roles to which. they have ascribed leg;itimacy. Inter .. group · 
disparities ~etween administrators and State Board personnel were 
somewhat higher when evaluating Vocational Agric1,1lture teacher behavior 
than when asked to evaluate the behavior of Trade and Industrial 
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instructors. Inter-group disparities were also more frequent between 
Vocational A,g:i:icul ture teachers and administrators than were. dispaP : 
ities between Trade and Industrial teachers and administrators. In 
contrast, State Board personnel and Vocat:i,onal.Agriculture instructors 
were more likely to hold congruent activity cognitions and normative 
expectations. than were Trade and Industrial instructors and their 
respective State Board personnel. The cognitions held by State Board 
personnel in general were fr~quently in coriilict with those of adminis• 
.trators and of teachers because of ~xtremely rigorous expectations.and 
.demands held by members of the State Board for vocational teacher 
behavior. 
. . 
Two types of conflict:i.ng cog11itions--inter,;;group disparitiE!S 
between cognitions of two legit;i.cnate counter-roles and inter-group 
disparities between cognitions of th.e focal role and one of the 
legitimate counter-roles•-comb.ined to form a significant apiount o! 
potent:i.al role· conflict for vocational teachers. In summary; for 
Vocational Agriculture instructors, grea~est potential rote conflict 
occurred: (a) in response to £irst-6rder activity cogniiions; (b) 
when cognitions of admi11istrators were compared with those of State 
Board personnel; (c) in response to items concerning "Curriculum 
Content and General Objectives." Greatest potential conflict for 
Trade and Industrial teachers occurred: (a) in response to fitst-order 
activity cognitions; (b) in those instances where cognitions of State 
Board personnel cognitions·were compared with those of administrators; 
(c) in response to.items concerning ''Working Conditions and Financial 
Arrangements" and "Seeking In-Service Professional Development." The 
least potential for conflict for Vocational Agriculture teachers 
occurred when their expectations were compared to tbose of State 
Board personnel and when the items we1;e concerned with ''Seeking 
In-Service Profess;i.onal Developmen1;:." .For Tr,!;\de and Industrial 
teachers, least potential conflict occurred when their attivity 
cognitions were compared with those of local 1;1dministrators, and 
when the stimulus items were concerned with "Methods and Procedures 
of Instruction," 
Role Conflict Ascribed to Counter-Roles 
b) Vocation Teachers 
10.5 
Vocational teachers ascribed a significant n,umber of conflicting 
cognitions to State Board personn,el and local. school ad~inistrators. 
· Both Trade ,;ind Industrial t;:eachers and Vocational Agriculture instruc-
tors estimated that in response to seven of the .twelve stimulus items, 
the two counter-roles held disparat~ activity cognitions and norm,;itive 
expectations. In general, Vocational Agriculture instructors were 
most accurate in describing activity cognitions.· and. normative expecta-
tions of administrators--the counteir-roh wgh which Vocational 
Agriculture teachers disag;reed most. Although Vocational Agriculture 
instructors and State Board personnel held highly congruent cognitions, 
the teachers' responses indicated such congruency was nQt pe:i;-ceived, 
a~d thus, Vocational Agriculture teachers were unable to accurately 
estimate the cognitions held by State Board personnel. An analysis 
of these disparities indicated that Vocati,onai Agriculture teachers 
consistently overestimated the activity ascribed to them by State BOard 
personnel and overestimated the expectations held by State Board per'!" 
sonnel for teacher behavi~r. 
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Trade and Industrial t(;lachers indicated a high degree of awareness 
concerning the activity cognitions held by local school administrators. 
Likewise, Trade and Industrial instructors within the sample were 
accurate in estim~ting the expectations of State Board personnel. In 
contrast, they were often incorrect in estimating the normative expec-
tations held by school administrators even though the two groups held 
similar first-order expectations for teacher behavior. Likewise, 
Trade and Industrial instructors were inaccur~te in describing activity 
cognitions held by State Board personnel. The direction of such dis-
parities indicated that Trade and Industrial teachers overestimated 
the degree of activity ascribed to them by State Board personnel. 
In general, personnel of the State Department for Vocational 
Education and locc;1l school administrators were sotllewhat more likely 
to hold congruent exp~ctations than activity cognitions. Both 
Vocational Agriculture and Trade and Industrial teachers did not 
estimate this to be the case, Also, cognitions held by administrators 
and State Board personnel indicated that potential role conflicts con-
fronting Vocational Agriculture teachers were more numerous than 
potential conflicts confronting their Trade and Industrial counterparts. 
Nonetheless~ both types of vocational teachers ascribed an equal number 
of disparities to counter-role cognitions, indicating that Trade and 
Industrial teachers perceived as .rµuch role conflict in their posit:Lon 
as did Vocational Agriculture instructors. 
Conclusions Regardin& Methodology 
The methodological approach employed within this study provides 
analysis of potential or structural role conflict and its relationship 
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to perceived or actual role conflict. Potential role conflict may 
be adequately investigated via a social system approach as exempUfied 
by the study c;:onducted by Sutker, Ege:l;'meier, and l'wyman. Actual role 
conflict, however, cannot be explored directly when only a structural 
or systems approach is employed. Considering the techniques currently 
available to social scientists the actual presence of felt conflict 
can only be revealed by respondent's second-order cognHion,s. A 
technique employing structural probes, i.e. first-order c;ognitions, 
in conjunction with an analysis of perception, i.e. second-order 
cognitions, allows a means of operationalizing the study of potential 
and perceived role conflict on a continuum ranging from intense poten-
tial and/or actual conflict where disparities exist between both 
activity cogp.itions and normative expectations to very low (:potential 
and/or actual) conflict where agreement exists between .sictivity cogni-
tions and normative expectations. The methodological approach outlined 
above should be used for replication'studies to assess the effects of 
the unique patterns of vocational education in Oklahoma. Historically, 
agriculture has been a very important sector of the econ0my of the 
state, and Vocational Agriculture has been the predominant form of 
vocational education. Trends toward increasing urbanization and 
academic education may offer significant changes which could be trac:ed. 
by longitudinal studies employing similar methodolog;ical approaches. 
Certain methodological problems, however, shol,lld now be mentioned: 
within the current study, great reliance was placed upon the q~estioµ-
naire technique; the sample was not sufficiently large to permit broad 
generalization; the population was a select one that .may possess 
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unique parameters when compared to other populations; arid numerous 
types of bias may have been introduced by experimenter, respondent, 
and questionnaire. Attempts were made to overcome such problems; 
the·questionnaire technique was supplemented with lengthy open•ended 
interviews; generalization beyond the sample was cautious and tenta· 
tive; uniform procedures by a single :f;ield worker sought to elicit 
uniform results; and at least two sets of statistical operations were 
e.mployed to increase confidence in the finai results. Thus, with 
stringent controls, identical methods employed to investigate other 
populations, organizations and systems of interaction would provide 
comparable findings in other areas which may ultimately provide a 
degree of uniformity to studies involving many diverse segmen.ts and 
institutions of society. 
Implications Concerning Bureaucrat~c Organization 
Results of the current study offer support;: to the tenet that 
modern bureaucracies may be evolving into forms essentially different 
from Weber's ideal type. The present investigation elicited data that 
revealed a bureaucratic structure without a clear 00 cut chain of command 
inherent within the organization. For vocational teachers withiri the 
Oklahoma system, two legitimate spheres of authority exist which are 
counter-balanced and to which the teachei;-s are respon!'Jible. The 
argument that such a system would create up.bearable conflict seems 
invalid. Although vocational instructors perceived substantial con-
flict between their two types of supervisors, job satisfaction remained 
relatively high and respondents indicated that the present syste~ was 
the most practical in terms of organizational adaptation and integra-
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tion. In response to the question, "Does the vocational.teacher need 
both a State Department for Vocational Education and a local school 
administration for his own professional security and satisfaction?" 
38 vocational teachers indicated strong affirmative replies. Only 
two vocational teachers indicated that such a dual a~thority system 
was unnecessary. When asked if the present system was the best type 
of organization possible, 36 vocational teachers responded affirma• 
tively. Twelve vocational instructors offered significant suggestions 
for improvement, but only four teachers indicated a different type of 
organizational arrangement would be desirable. 
Many vocational teachers indicated that a multiple-authority 
system possessed several co-ord.inative advantages. One Trade and 
Industrial teacher stated: 
A state department can co-ordinate the vocational programs 
state-wide and that's definitely necessary, On the other 
hand, a local school administration helps get you oriented 
to community needs, and that's what we are here for. 
A Vocational Agriculture teacher responded similarly: 
The State Department knows the subject; they keep us up to 
date on improvements in our field and help us out with 
problems like that. Bµt someone has to be in charge of the 
local school system, keep all the teachers working together, 
pay you your salary and things like that. There's no doubt--
you've got to have both. 
A Trade and Industrial teacher indicated that the trends to consolida-
tion of schools and the growth of large communities were important 
factors: 
Both groups are definitely needed, especially in larger 
communities. In the past, teachers in small towns could 
probably get by without the State Department, but today, 
there's too much progress to get by like that, 
A number of respondents also indicated security advantages within 
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the present system. Many vocational instructors expressed some fear 
that one authority group could be abusive in the absence of the other. 
This feeling was commonly s~ared even though both the State Department 
and local school administrations can legally issue sanctions Qnly on 
a rational performance basis. Thus, although vocational teachers 
ascribed significantly different expectations for teacher behavior to 
State Board personnel and administrators, they defended the multiple 
authority system and expressed a high degree of job satisfaction. 
Purcell (124) reported identical results in a descriptive account of 
Chicago stockyard workers and Drucker (125) hypothesiZed that "twin 
allegiance" was the only solution to the problem of role conflict 
experienced by industrial workers. 
Within the present investigation, the interview with each vbca-
tional teacher was ended with the following question: 
If a disagreement emerged between the State Department for 
Vocational Education and your local administration, and the 
disagreement involved you only indirectly, would you be 
likely to take sides, and if so, which side? 
Of forty respondents, three vocational teachers stated they would 
always support one specific counter-role. The majority of vocational 
teachers indicated they would make their opinion known to both parties 
and support the one that would further their own prof:essional interests. 
As one Trade and Industrial teacher stated: 
I couldn't definitely say which side I would support .•. ! 
would express my opinion and then side with whoever woµld 
enhance my program. 
A Vocational Agriculture teacher responded in the following manner; 
First, I would express my opinion; then I wouldn't take sides 
unless that was necessary. If that did happen, I would have 
to take sides with the one that agreed with me. 
Such responses tend to support Pugh's concept of role activation, 
which indicates that even when 
•.• all expectations are perceived as legitimate 
obligations, •.• their relevancies and priorities in a 
particular situation are challenged. The conflict is 
over which expectations should be activated, and in 
what way, in relation to the particular problem 
situation (126). 
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For vocational teachers, the priority of conflicting expectations is 
based not on hierarchical authority, but upon professional interests. 
This type of orientation is similar to the reaction of many profes~ 
sionals working within bureaucratic structures (see pages 22-23). 
If the vocational teacher views the local administrator as possessing 
a greater degree of professional knowledge about a specific teacher. 
activity, the instructor is likely to support the administrator if a 
counter-role conflict arises. Within other situations, the teacher 
may view State Board personnel as more knowledgeable about the 
_ vocational program and support would be given that counter-role in 
case of conflict. 
In ~mmmary, vocational teachers ascribed legitimacy to two counter-
roles in each of the twelve stimulus items employed in the study. They 
also ascribed a significant number of disparate activity cognitions 
and normative expectations to State Board personnel and local school 
administrators. Such ascribed conflict had little influence upon job 
satisfaction and vocational teachers indicated strong support of the 
present organization. Many vocational instructors revealed the use of 
role activation in cases of counter-role conflict, and such activation 
seemed to be based upon professional interests instead of according to 
some hierarchical authority structure. 
To some degree the results elicited within this investigation 
support the contention by Benrlis that modern bureaucracies should 
be viewed as organic rather than mechanistic entities wh~tein 
decisions are made ''in response to a specific probiem rather than 
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to programmed role expectatiomi" (127). Also, legitimate counter .. 
roles are "differenti,ated not vertically, but according to skill and 
professional training" (128). To state that ,ibureaucracy is dead" is 
too extreme; to state that "our.concept of bµreai:.icracy needs modifi-
cation" may be appropriate. To explore this possibility, further 
research is needed. Examples of other institut;:ions in which multiple 
allegiance may exist include organizations simultaneously supported 
by numerous governmental departments, industrial workers located 
within various types of corporations and concurrently affiliated 
with labor unions, and educational personnel possessing close ties 
with private, industrial, and professional associations. 
Recommendations Concern:lng State Board Personnel 
A comparison of cognitions of State Board personnel with cogni-
tions held by administrators and by vocational teachers revealed 
several important results. Perhaps the most ~mportant res\,llt to emerge 
from inter-group comparisons was the fact that altµough State Board 
personnel held moderate activity cognitions for vocational teacher be-
havior, expectations of State Board personnel for Trade and Industrial 
teachers were often unrealistically high. For example, when counter-
role expectations for Trade and Industrt'al teachers were compared, 
expectations of State Board personnel exceeded those of administrators 
in response to every stimulus item, with differences significant at 
the ,05 level in four comparisons. Expectations of State Board 
personnel exceeded expectations of Trade and Industrial teachers 
in identical fashion. 
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A completely different pattern emerged from responses concerning 
· Vocational Agriculture teacher behavior. Activity cognitions of State 
Board personnel were often higher than those .of administrators and 
somewhat lower than those of Vocational Agriculture teachers. Norma-
tive expectations of State Board .personnel often exceeded the expecta-
tions of administrators and were usually congruent with expectations 
indicated by Vocational Agriculture instructors. Investigation of 
State Board personnel responses indicate that e~pectations for Tr~de 
and Industrial teacher behavior wa$ often significantly higher than 
expectations held for Vocational Agriculture teachers. 
Generally, the greatest potential role conflict for Trade and 
Industrial teachers was due to the exceedingly rigorous cognitions of 
State Board personnel. Possible means of conflict reduction include 
a reassessment concerning the general g~als of Trade and Industrial 
Education among members of the State Department. Such evaluation 
and long-range programming seems vital, for many respondents indicated 
they conceived of Trade and Industrial Education as a program for 
students unlikely to continue their formal education beyond high 
school, while other respondents perceived some vocational programs 
as geared to the college-oriented student. The future role of Trade 
and Industrial Education should be clearly delineated and communicated 
to all interested groups. Other means of alleviating potential role 
conflict depend upon a reduction of expectations held for Trade and 
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Industrial teacher behavior and increased attempts by State Board 
personnel to engage in further cooperative efforts with the teachers 
and their respective school administrators. 
Generally, State Board personnel and Vocational Agriculture 
teachers hold congruent cognitions concerning teacher behavior, but 
Vocational Agriculture instructors were often µnaware of such agree-
ment. Personnel of the State Department for Vocational Education 
should endeavor to communicate this in professional improvement 
meetings and annual workshops. 
Recommendations Concerning School Administrators 
Local administrators and Trade and Industrial teachers included 
within the sample held highly congruent activity cognitions and norma-
tive expectations concerning teacher behavior. Such congruency is 
partially a result of the day to day contact between the two groups 
and the relative absence of traditionally strong affiliations with 
the State Department of Vocational Education. However, Trade and 
Industrial teachers consistently indicated lack of awareness of such 
agreement when asked to estimate expectations held by administrators. 
Trade and Industrial teachers indicated that communication with 
administrators were sufficient, but the above results i.mply this may 
not be true. Because of their unique relationships with teachers, 
superintendents and principals should initiate atte.mpts to integrate 
Trade and Industrial Education into the general school curricqlum 
and facilitate further communication with Trade and Industrial teachers. 
Thus, a set of mutually agreeable expectations concerning Trade and 
Industrial teacher behivior cotlld be evolved. 
The data indicate that relationship$ with administrators have 
created numerous problems for Vocational Agriculture teachers. 
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Inasmuch as disparities between these two respo:i;ident gro~ps occurred 
with regularity, the potential for role conflict was relatively high. 
Because Vocational Agriculture teachers were often awa~e of these 
disparate cognitions, actual or perceived role conflict was also 
present. Because Vocational Agriculture teachers must relate to the 
local school system and are under direct supervision of school adminis-
trators, the conflict between these two groups should be alleviated or 
considerably lessened. Within this particulai situ$tion, a.reduction 
of conflict would not automatically result from increased communication, 
nor from simple clarification of administrators' expectations, Communi-
.cation appeared to be sufficient, and Vocational Agr~culture teachers 
were aware of disparate counter-role cognitions. Unlike their Trade 
and Industrial counterparts, Vocational Agriculture teachers possess 
a long tradition of State Department support from which has evolved a 
reasonable set of expectations for teacher behavior, This ;interpre-
tation is substantiated by the frequently conflicting cognitions 
observed between State Board personnel _and school administrators. 
The incongruity of cognitions concerning Vocational Agriculture 
teacher behavior may be partially due to the changing role of Vaca~. 
tional Agriculture in Oklahoma. At one time Vocational Agriculture 
teachers possessed a great amount of prestige within both the commun;i.ty 
and the school system. Today, however, the importance of agriculture 
programs in large communities is definitely decreasing, As a primary 
and legitimate counter-role, administrators c~n play an ;i.mpol;'tant 
role in determining the future potential of Vocational Agriculture 
progr1ait1s. Thus, local adminhtr.ators should initiate cooperative 
planning in conjunction with Vocationai Agricultµte teachers and 
State Board personnel in determining the future of Vocational Agri-
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culture and its relationship to the curriculum of local school systems. 
Such action should aid in preventing further de.terioration of adminis-
trator•teacher·. ·r1:1 lationships. 
Recommendations Concernins Vocationd Teachers 
I 
As previously mentione4, the greatest potential role conflict for 
Trade and Industrial teachers was revealed when activity cognitions 
I . 
of State Board personnel were compared to the activity cognitions of 
the teachers themselves. Although Trade and Industrial teachers 
indicated that contact with personnel of the State Department was 
sufficient,.difficulty was experienced in estimating the cognitions 
held by State Board personnel. Thus, although potential for role 
conflict was moderate, the conflict perceived bf Trade and Industrial · 
teachers was often relatively high. The rate of perceived conflict 
was partially a consequence of: the fact that Trade aQ.d lndust~ial 
teachers were not cognizant .of the high level of activity attributed 
to them by State Board personnel. ~ikew!se, although Trade and 
. Industrial teachers and school administrators held highly congruent 
cognitions, the former respondents were unable to accurately estimate 
many of the expectations of administrators and often assumed dissonance 
existed. Trade and Industrial teachers should therefore attempt to 
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facilitate inc;reased communication with both administrators and State 
Board personnel so that all groups involved can relate to a set of 
mutually agreeable expectations. 
Cognitions of Vocational Agriculture teachers were often in con~ 
flict with those of administrators, and the former respondents were 
aware of such disparities. In contrast, although cognitions of 
Vocational Agriculture teachers were often congruent with those held 
by State Board personnel, Vocational Agriculture instructors were 
often unaware of such.agreements. In general terms, Vocational Agri• 
culture teachers were more cognizant of disparate cognitions than of 
congruent cognitions. As previously indicated, Vocational Agriculture 
instructors (aced the majority of their role conflicts on the local 
school level and are under direct supervision of school administrators. 
Inasmuch as the role of future vocational programs may be drastically 
altered, Vocational Agriculture teachers should further attempt to 
become an integral part of the local school system. The vcicational 
teacher possesses the advantageous position of a potential focal point 
for long-range programming in conjunction with administrators and State 
Board personnel. 
Generally, the role conflicts faced by vocational teachers, unless 
extreme, do not seem to have a great effect on job satisfaction which 
may be due, in part, to the fact that the vocational teacher can 
activate the priority of State Board personnel expectations over 
administrators' expectations or vice versa, Within each situation, 
therefore, vocational teachers detect some degree of support from one 
of the two legitimate counter-roles and thus increase the:Lr sense of 
security. For these reasons, vocational .teachers.favor the current 
organizational structure involving federated syste.ms of authority 
rather than a structure possessing·a .vertical chain of co.inmand. 
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GENERAL INFORMAT+ON QUESTlONNAlRE FOR TEACHERS 
No. ___ ....__.__,.. __ 
.. : ·.. . ·' 
.Ol~ · Current vocational ed~cation spectalty · · 
.·· . . . 
1. Voc::ational Agticulturt1 ..,.· .... · __ '""""" 
2. Trade & Industrial. Educat:i,on.._ ___ (field_. ______ ._. -· 
02. Your age: 
1 •. under. 25 
2. 25-2~ 




7; 50 and over 
03, Sex 
l, ·Male __ _ 
2, Female_ ....... _ 
04. · Formal _ac.ademic training 
l. work beyond the master's degree . ...,.... __ _ 
2, master •·s degree completed 
3. .work toward a Illa& t;er '.s deg1:ee • ------
4. bachelor's degree. compJ4;1.ted ------
5~ over 2 years of college, 
but·no degree 
6. 2 years of college or less _____ ......,.,.. 




o5. Is teaching vocational education your sole means o.f income? 
1. Yes-..... - ..... 
2. No 
06. If not, what other source of income? 
1. farming 
2. construction __ ~---
3. other 
07, Total number of years in vocational education 
1. under 1 year ..... ~----
2. 1 to 4 years ___ _ 
3, 5 to 9 year"----
4, 10 years or more____. 
08, Total number of years in present school as a vocational teacher 
1. under 1 year 
2. l to 4 years 
3, 5 to 9 years----
4. 10 years or more ___ _ 
09, Classrooms and shops located: 
1. central place within the main highschool ____ _ 
2, in an isolated proportion of the main building___,_. 
3. in a separate building less than 1 block £rom 
the main building 
4. in a separate building more than l block from 
the main building 
5, other 
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No • ...., ________ ...,... ____ _ 
10, Has the vocational teacher's position improved when compared 
to the past concerning: 
a} salary? 
b) working conditions and facUitles? 
c} status of the profession? 
11. Have local school administrators attemJ.1ted to help the vocational 
teachers in this respect? 
12. Has the State Board for Vocational Education a.ttempted to help the 
vocational teachers in this respect? 
13. On what subjects do the State Board personnel and local administra-
tors disagree? Agree? 
14. Considering all these things, do you feel the vocational teacher 
needs both groups -- for his own security and satisfaction? 
15. Is t.he present system good? The best? 
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16, Concerning contact with administrators .in your school, do 
you fee 1 that you have:. 
1, 
3, 
insufficient oppoi;tuni:ty to be. in contact 
during the school day? . 
sufficient opportunity to be .in i:on~act 
during the school day? 
,!.22 !!!!;!,Sh opportµnity to be ~n contact · 
during the. school day? 
17, Concerning your contact with the .State Department for 
Vocational Education, do you feel that you have: 
L insufficient contact 
2, sufficient.contact 
' . 
3. too much c.ontact 
~ ......... 
. 18. lf a dhagreem.ent emerged between th• State Dep11rtinent 
for Vocational Educat;ion and your local adminhtr"tion, 
and the disagreement involved you only indirectly, would. 
you be. Ukely to tal~e sides, and if so, which aicle? 
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G;ENERAL INFORMATION . FORM FOR .ADMINIS'J!RATORS 
.........,._· ··~·... . .. -· __ O_k_L_A_II_O_M_. __ A_S_T __ A_T_._U_N,...I_Y_l_a,...a ..... t.... l_Y_•_;
0
_~=IL=L=•:A:f .... · -. ·~·--· . ....,_.,..,...... 
. Reaearch foundation· ·'7A075 
fhntlo, 2-62! 1, bt. i11 
. . . 
CliEC~ APPltPPlU:A?E SPMES · 
OL · )'..i&t .the type of 111l111tnistretive position th11t you.now h•vei 
02. Your age: 
.· 03. 
1, urtde:r 25 
2, 25 .. 29 . · 
j, 30;,34 
4, 3S·39 
:s .............. - ...... 40·44 
6,, 45.49 
7, . 50 arid over· 





Of yelll'S i,n your CUpi'$!lt POl!ition at your freiJenr school: 
urider ope ye11r · · .·· 
t.,4 Y•!li'lil . 
·s .. 9 ye•u. 
l.O y~ai'i .and over <. 




1', ------- ,, under one year 
2, k4 years · ·· 
· .. 3, · $;.9 ~eers 
4, 10 yeetil and· over 
Concerning ccmtacte with voc•tional tuchire in your school. do you 
feei that: . 
1, ·you heve in9ufficie.ilt opportunity to be 1n co.ntact 
during the achoo~ day? · · . 
2, yoµ h,\l\lil 1ufficient opport\inity · to b11. in cont•ct · 
during the school day? . • 
J, . )'QU h11v.e U9, fflUCQ Oppott\irtity to be in COrtt~Ct durin&. 
the school day7 . 
. ' . . ,· . . .. · 
. . . · .. •. . :, . . 
Concerning cont.acts VCJCatior,el te,d1e.i:e 1.liithin YC!Ul:'· 41chool h,ve with 
the State bep•rtn1ent fin· Voci!Uon•l Educatfon, do yl!u. ~eel th11ti · 
1, · · yoclitiPnal eeacher., hive· tY#~cient coni:,c.t w1th the 
a. 
3, 
State J)epert111ent f~; Voc11Uond EdµcaUc>n? .. 
____ · 11oc11tiPn•l teachet;s have i tu f dent. contact with tile 
$t4t~ l>iipart111ent for Vocat:iqn,d ducaU.on?. . . 
\locattonai teacheir$ have U2 micb cont,~~ wi.th thlll 
se11te J)epartmemt for Vocatlon,ii, Ec!uoti~f?. 
ANSWER SHEE! FOR 
ALL WVENJ:ORIES 
OKL~HOMA ITA'i'I UNIVlalllY • 1111.LWATI* . 
. R,,aarch Foundation· 
















FIR.ST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS FOR 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
No._,_ ____ _ 
OKI.AIIOM.- SIATI UNIYl•IIIY • 1111.1.WAtla 
'" 
Re111Qrch Foundation 
FRont1,, 2,~11, b,. 271 
vr4 .. 1 ·· 
We would like to know what you think Oklahoma Vocational Agricl!lture teachers 
actually .!!!a. in regard to the activiUes Hsted below. Yo1,1 l!lay indicate. · 
what you think auch teachers actually .l!2 by selecting the best answer from 
the answer sheet and writing it~ number in the blank provided by each 
statement, Use only one number in each blank, chc:1osing the. one thet most 
pearly repru1:1nt!i! your opinion, 
1, Use different methods of instruction than do .moat non•vocattonll!l 
teacher!!, because of the nature of t:heh· subject. 
2,. Haintdll up to ll•te. recojld$ on the job placement!! of vocatlonal 
11tudents l!lho pav!!!· graduated. · 
. . 
3, Establhh and maintain working rehtiQnships with ..ore of the 
inOµentht peopll! in the l;OJllllll,Ulity th,n do n,n.,.vocationiiil 
!Ceaci\era, . . 
4, Have ·!I lower pupil c.lau load than non•vocaUonal teacher• to 
aUow fo,; 1:he individuaUied in1ttrucdon thl!t voct1tional 
.iduc"~ioq emphai.ho, ·· · · 
. . 
S, Obtat~ the opiniorta of pate11ta on what concepta and 11k.Uls 
thei:r; children shoµld be taught ill vocation,11 claues, 
6. T:r;y to keep tile content of their courses up to date, 
7. Try to keep ll!quipment for their voc;1tional program up t<Hh1te. 
a. Ma~e considerable effort to develop good relaticmships with . 
non•vocatiOn!il teachers, 
9. lecdve l!lore pay than nOn•voc~Uonal teachers with ;1s much 
formal edu<:ation !ilnd teaching e:itperienee, because of the 
nature of their jol:i. . . . . 
___ lQ. 'i'ry l;q keep tMir telJ!.ching methor:hi up to date, 
.....---.... 11, Attend !lhort coursei to update tbdt k;nowle4ge abQut voc.lJ!tionll!l 
educi;ttiOn, 
---- U, '1,'alte 4n ,actliVe tole 1.n p1tofeiidonal education org4nhati1>ns. 
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FIRST-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS· FOR 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
\· • No._. -----
OKLA .. OM_. . IIATI UNIYIRIIIY • 111LLWATl• 
R,11arch · fQUndc;at!o" · 
·'"""''•• 2~11. Eat. :Pl 
VTN•l 
. .. .. . .. ·. . ... . .. : · .. · . . . . •': ·' .: : . 
We would like t;o k1;uiw what you think Oklahoma Voc:aUonal Agricu{tu,;e 
.·. i;eachera should J!2 in regard to ·the activitieii listed below, Yo1,1 ,nay 
indicate. what you think such teachers !h9ill .!!2 by selecting the best 
answer. from the answer sheet and :wi:it:Lng fts number in the blank pro• 
vided by .each statement, Use only one number in each blank, choosing 
.the one that mo1;1t nea,;ly represents youi: opinion, 
1, Use diHeren~ methods ~f instruction than do moat no~•voca~ional 
tea.cheu,. because of the ~at;ure of t;heir job. 
2, t-iairit;aiti up. t;ci diate records 01:\ the job plaeement;s of v~cational 
$ tude1:1ts. who ~ave gr l;idu,tli!d. . . . . . . 
3 •.•• Establish atld mainta:l.ri w()11king relfiltionshf.p,s with .mote o'f the · 
tnflu,nt;ial people· in the. comm1,1nity than d.o 11on•vocaticinal .. 
. 4., ---- ::::h:r.::wer · pup;l clau 1oad than ~on·vocationatt;each~ts co· · allow for the individuali:zed. :Lnst;ructi,ol\. that .\foca.Uonal 
ed1,1ca{io~ einphasUes, ·· · 
. . 
S, •. Obtaiq the opinions of 'parents ori what concepts and skilh 
· .theit chj,ldten shQuld be tl;iught in vocation,al cl.afi11es. 
. , . . . ·. . . 
e.. try tq keep the coneent of theit courses up to date •. 
___ ..... 1; .. 'ri:Y !;O keep @qui p111ent for thei.r vocat.;Lonal pt:ogurn \Jp to !iat;e, 
8, Mak(! consid11rable eUort to d~v11lop good re1at:l.on,hips wU;h 
nol\"V<1cil1.:l.onal t~ac;her,; · · · · · · 
,. . . . ,. . 
9, ··• Rec11ive. l!IOte pay. than non•vcicat:l.onal teachers w:L\;h al! much 
· formal educaUori IUld teaching i!lxpet:tence, because. of th.e 
ni,;tuu of .their job, · 
__ ...,.. ... 10, 'I~Y ti, keep their. teaehinS method$ 1,1p· to date, 
l L Attel\4 short courses to update their ltnowledge about voc•t:l.onal 
---- . educ,al;:ion, . . 
____ ..., 12. Take an active role in prohssional education ors•n.:1.utions, 
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SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS OF 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY • STILLWATER 
ReaeQrch Foundation 74075 · 
fAonllo, 2-11211,. e.,. 271 
VTA-2 
We would like your opinion as to what most local school administraj;ou. 
think Vocational Agriculture teachers actually .!!£• flease indicate the 
eictent to which you feel most school administrators think Vocational 
.Agriculture teachers actually engage in each activity listed below, This 
may b.e d.one by sehcting the best answer from the answer sheet and, writing 
its number in the b1$nk, choosing the one you .feel most nearly represents· 
the School administrators' opinion as to what Vocational Agricµlture 
teachers actually do, 
Attempt to Answer the Following Items as Yo.u Think School Administrators 










Use different methods of instruction than do most non•vc:icational 
teachers, because of the nature of their subject. 
Maintain up t& date .records on the job placements of vocational· 
Studetlts who have graduated, 
Establish and maintain worldng relationships wit.h mc:,re of the 
influential people in the community than do non .. vocat:l.oqal 
teachers, 
Have a lower pupil class load than non•voc.ational tea.chers to 
allow for the individualized instruction that vocationat 
education emphasizn, 
. ' .· . .· . . 
Obtain the opfo:l.ons of parents on what concepts and skills 
their cllildren chould be taught in vocat:1.onal classes, 
'try to keep the content of their courses up to date, 
try .to keep equipment for their vocational program up to elate. 
Make considerable effort to develop good relationships. with 
hon .. vocation•l teachers, 
Receive more pay than non .. vocational teachers with aJmuch 
formal education and teaching experience., because of the 
rtatui:-e of their job. 
10. · 'try to keep ti.\achiilg method.a up to .date • 
...,.....,...._ .... 11, Mtend short courses to update their knowledge about vocationai 
education. 
__ ............ 12, Take an active role in professional education organizations, 
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SECOND..;;ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS OF 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACI-lERS 
··-'wf~o~id lik~··~6.ur op:t,il'-ib.n~s:foiw'i1~f~cis~··· ~i~a'1; :~~ho6i'Jc1~1i1~'J;:.i~i{ .. 
· ... think Voc.!it;i?nal Ag~~culture :~eac:~ets.~ .ll~ .,.·:p1~1ase Jndic:a~~-. ~11~\· / 
. ' e.xteni: to whicq. you·• feef .li!ost 'sc:hooi adll)inbi:rat;or.s 'th.ink .Vocational ·. \: 
.As.r!ciiltur~ tea~h~ra.: should· ens~sei Jrf4i!~ctl':,i:i:ivi:tt' 1oi:tid beJcw···.••·· ;iitai :. :·.· 
· : __ m~Y, be done :.~y ·~~lecting 't~e 1;,~st. ans~er fro~ t;t!e '19nswer' ·sh~~t· arid wr~ting•.' ·: . 
. .. :t.~• .numbei: · 111 .. the 1>tan1t, ~J1ops':l.ng· the· on,. yo~ .. feel. 1110st nearly representi . · 
· .. the' sc:hool'administrai:brs~- opinion -~ .t~: what :vo~liltiq.-ia( .. r':t.cµit;u'r.e··.,:. :·· :: ... 
· .. !=.E!;4~~e!;'!( shout~ _do,:,· :>-'.i ·: · · . i\, \' ·' '.: · /. i·> · :/:'':,. . ,; ··. · \'": · · ',< · 
Atitelllpt to ,Ans~er ·th~ r~itow1ng '1~em11 .~ :'(o~ 'Think ~(:h_ooi' ~dm:ln-~st~at~r~. 
· Would Answer ·'rhemr . .' · ' · · .· · · .. 
. .---- :::,:.~~!l!!~l!i!ti!il~!f l~lf l!l!!li1'.:! 
· ,· t~!luenth11 .~ll!op.~'lil ·t.n·:the co~uz;,.lty. t~ari do non·v~t:aUo~ill 
.··.· , teacher II, , · . · · ,' , ··, .. , . · . ,. · · · . 
::':_->,,.':::·:.:(, _''.;:;.,>:. .·.,.. .·. ::·· .,. ' :;. :- · .• ,.. . ,·,·. '' . • \ . . .. ··. 
Hav~ • • l~e1::;~p'.t.1' ~i~~--~~~4:-\h~·~·:'~o~~~c;,Q11ft~ri~~·.te~c.ti,~11:,tQ'·· .. 
allow' for' the. :Lndfv:tdualized tnstructtoCi that 'vocadona1, . 
. . · ·fldu!)aUon· emphastces~- '.. ·· · · .. . .: ·. : · · . · ... · . 
-~-........... if i<tf~.tti:if }i~~{i;;i;t:~;lr~:~.:ij:t?:I:*~:\hii 
.,{~ff}o>k~_~:~::t~f,'i:~·~.t~~~.i.f'.t~;e~f'.:~-~~~-~-.. ur'*o.dat~\··:· ... ·· ... ': 
. ·Try ·.to keep ·equip~~t f~~ the~f vocadopal ·program.up ·~i:> ~bt.1t·,; 
···::~£:~~::it:H~i:~:~i:~:!:· ·f ::~·~_v,:1or.·;:f ~o~'.. +~·tio~_s:h_i~s:.·w+J~····. 
:i~c~foE! ~;i. p-~ th~#'.~9n~Joo~ti~n!ii:-~~-etiei11:~ith: ll!I' ~ii~f .. 
educ-t:lci~ 1md t;~acbtng experience.,- beca\,lse · ~f t:hll. < 
·0,f thJ!ir 'j'Gj>~, , ·'.'. ·: '._' '·.. . .· · .. · ':.: . . . . . . 
• ,tii \c( k~E!~' .~tieti.t;eae~~ng. 'iii~ih~d~. ~~-~Q·,a.'1:e; .. i).· 
::tt:::i::::ft:;·~·~;rs~8: .t_i>···~'1ff·~.:·~~f \~~~!1e~,~e:··.-~~~:~~ ... ~~datibn~t' . 
. a:c' f fy~ \t°:i,e' i~ • (ir~f~ ~~~~il;l e~~.ca.tt~n;o?i,l!iz~ti~~f? . · .... 
' .. ,·r _;•. _.;·' 
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SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS OF 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
No. __ ..,... __ _ 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY • STILLWATER 
Research· Foundation 
FRoritlor 2-6211, Ext. 271 
VTA-3 
74075 
We woµld like your opinion as to what !llembers of the. State Board for Vocational 
Education ~ Vocational Agriculture teachers actually .!!.2,, Please indicate 
the extent to which you feel your District Supervisor and State Supervisor 
think Vocational Agriculture te.achers actually engage in each activity listed 
below. This may be done by selecting the best answer from the ~mswer sheet 
and writing its number in the plank, choosing the on.e yoµ feel most nearly 
represents the District Supervisor's and~ Supervisor's opinion as to 
what Vocational Agriculture teachers actually do. 
Attempt .to Answer the Following Items as You Think Your District Supervisor 
and State Supervisor Would Answer Them: 
1. Use different methods of instruction than do most non-vocational 
teachers, because of the nature of their subject. 
2, Maintain 1,ip to date re.cords on the job placements of vocational 
student$ who have graduated. 
3. Establish and maintain working relationships with more of the 
influential people in the community than do nori-vocationd 
teachers. 
4. Have a lower pupil class load than non•vocational teachers to 
allow for the individualized instruction that vocational 
education emphasizes. 
5. Obtain the opinions of parents on what concepts and skillS 
their children should be taught in vocational classes. · 
6. Try to keep the content of their courses up to date .• 
7. Try to keep equip[llent for their. vocetionai program up to .. date. 
8. Make considerable effort to develop good relationships with 
non~vocational teachers. 
9. Receive more pay than non-vocational teachers with as much 
formal education and teaching experience, because of the 
nature of their job. 
10. Try to keep their teaching methods up to date. 
11. Attend short courses to update their knowledge about vocational 
education. 
12. Take an active role in professional education org&nizations. 
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SECOND-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS OF 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
No,._· ... -----
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY• IIILLWAtla 
Research Foundation· 
fAontla, 2-6211, bt. 271 
. . . ·.,··· .... ·.. .. . . . .· :· .. 
7407,5 
We·w~uld like you; opinion as.to.whatmembers of·th~ State Board for Vocati~nal 
Education think Vocational Agriculture teachers should do, Please indicate 
the extent'To"';hic;:h you feel your District Supervisor arui' State Sup,rvisoi: 
think Vocational Agriculture teach!!rs should engage in each activity listed 
below, This may l>e done by selecting the best answer from the answer sheet · 
and· writing its number in the blank, choosing the one you feel ·most. nearly 
representll the District Supervisor I s and State Supervhor I s opi9ion as· to. 
what Vocational Agriculture. teacher$ $hould .do. . . . .. 
Ati:empt to Answer· the Following Items. as You .Think Your District Super;isoi: 
.and State Supervise>r Would Ans.wer. Themj · 
l, · Use diffei:eqt metpods of instruction than do mo,t non-vocational 
teachers, bec11us1;1 of th!i neture of !:heir subject, .· · · · 
---- "~; Maintain I.IP ·1:0 date ucords on. the jol> plac!!lnients of vocational 
st1.1dents who have graduated, 
3, Establish and maintain working relationships with ~re of the· 
influential .people in the col!imunity than .do non•vocational 
· ~eachers, · · 
4, Have a lower pupil class load than non•vocational teachers to 
allow for the individuiilized instr1.1ction tha.t vocational 
education emphasizes, 
5, · Obtain the opinions of pai-ents on· what concept's and skills 
their children should be taught in voca.tion·al classes. 
6. Try to keep the content of their courses up to date. 
7. Tty to keep equipment for their. vocational pi;ogram up to date. 
8. Make a considerable effort tci devefop relationships with 
non-vocational te11chers, . 
9. Receive more pay t:han non".vocaUon11l teac!lers with a1;1 muc!l 
formal educat:iop and teaching e;i<perierice • because of ·the 
n11t1.1re of their·job, 
_...,.... __ ).0. Try to keep their teaching methods up· to date. 
____ 11. Attend short: courses to update their knowledge .about voc;ationd 
education,. 
----- 12, Take an active role in profest;iional education organizations. 
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VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHER 
SATISFACTION INVENTORY 
141 
----! .... '.. ~- __ o_K_L_A_H_O_M__;A__;S_T_A_T_E_U_N_1v_E_R __ s_1T_Y __ ·_N_;_~_11 __ 1_w==A~T_ .. -._.~· ---
Research Foundation 74075 
FRont.lor 2°6211, Ext. 271 
V'IS 
This foim is designed to ask the extent to which you are s~tisfied with the 
expectations that .school administrators and ~ Board Personnel (such as 
the State and District Supervisor) hold for you as a Vocational Agriculture 
teacher. This may be done by using only. one number in each blank and reading 
each it;em as follows: 
I am: 
l. Always Satisfied 
2, Very Often Satisfied 
3, Often Satisfied 
4, Occasionally Satisfied 
5, Rarely Satisfied 
6. Never Satisfied 
with the extent to which I am.expected to: 
l. Use different methods of instruction than do most non•vocational 
teachers, becaus.e of the nature of my subject, 
2, Maintain up to date records. on the job placements of vocational . 
students who have: graduated,. 
3, Establish and maintain working relationships with more of the 
influential people in the community than do non-vocational 
teachers. 
4, Have a lower pupil class load than non-vocational teachers to 
allow for the individualized instruction that vocational 
education emphasizes. 
5. Obtain the opinions of parents on what concepts and skills 
their children should be taught in vocational classes. 
6. Keep the content of my courses .up to date, 
7. Keep equipment for my vocational program up to date. 
8~ Make considerable effort to develop good relationships with 
n6n-vocational teachers. 
9. Receive more pay than non-vocat:ional teachers with as much 
for~al education and teeching experience, because of the 
nature of my job. 
---- 10. Keep my teaching methods up to date. 
---- 11. Attend shor!; courses to update my knowledge about vocationail 
education. 
12. Take an active role in profe~sional education organizations. 
FIRST-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS FOR 
TRAOE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS· 
No~·-·---------
. OKLAHOMA STA'i'• UNIVERSITY • STILLWATIR 
Reseorch Foundation 
FRoiltlor t,621t, Eat. :m 
7407$ 
VTA .. 1·-' _ 
. We would like to kn01!1 wha!; you think Okhhoma Trade and Industrial 
li:ducation teachers actually .!!.2. f.n regard to tl)e actf.vf.t;io. listed below, 
. You !llaY 1ndf.cat;e what y,;,u t.hink •uch teacher11 actufilly .!12 by selecting 
th~ best answe1: from the answer 11heet and writing the nUlllber f.n the.blank 
11rovf.ded by ,ach state111ent~ u,e only one nu111ber f.n eachblanki choosf.ng 
· the_ one that most ne•rly represent ii your opin1on, · · · 
1, Use diffe.nnt· 111ethods of instruction than do most non .. voc~t:l.o!lal': 
teacher~, bec,1.1se of the nat;ure.of·th~ir si.JbJect• · 
i. Attend short cour-el! .to·· update thei~ kno~ledge abo1,1t vocaUond 
· ·. education, ·· · · · · · · · · 
.. 3, Establish and 11\Jintdn working reladonahipi with ~re of the 
---. influential people in. th1t community than do. non•V«:ic.t;ional 
teachera, · ·· · · · · · · · · · · 
4, · Have ~~· a primary obJective trdninS students ~ho prob~blY will .. 
not gc;, to. college, · · ·· ·. · · 
. !i, Have a lower pupq claas. load than non.,voca~i~nal teachers to 
___ ..,. allow for the indiv;l.duaUied instruction that vocational . 
•ducatioq emphasizes, . . . . . . . . . 
6; Try.to.lc:e!i!p equipment fot their vocational prosram up to date, 
7, "ai1lt1:l.il up to date. records Ori the job placement~ Of vocat:l:onal 
students who heve graduated, . . . 
8, try to keep' thdr tuchi111,metllods up 1;0 d•te, 
9, Recei\le mor~ pay than non~vocation4l teacher• with a• much 
f;ormal educ4tion and teaching li!Xperhncie, becau11e of the 11ature 
Qf; their job, · · · 
___ ,.. lQ, .. take an active rgll!I. in profess:li:!nal education otgan:l.11at:l.on,. 
___ .,. ii, Wqrk to imp1i'ove the 1111:age of vocJt.iond ed1.1cation in their own 
co1111111.1nities. 
___ u. S.eek ft'om the 1;1tate ofUte spectf:l.c ~idelil'l'!!II as Cc; what their 
local pi:ogrtUU !lhouid be. · 
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FIRST-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECIATIONS FOR 
TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS 
No. _____ _ 
OKLAHOMA STAii UNIYIRSITY • STILLWATIR 
RelleQrch Foundation 
flontlo, 2.,211, ht. 271 
VTN .. l 
We would like to know what you think Oklahoma Trade and Induetrial 
Education teachers should do in regard to the activities listed below, 
You may indicate wh~think such teachers~ 22 by selecting 
the best answer from the answer sheet and writing it1 number in the 
blank provided by each statement, · Use only one number in each blank, 
choosing the one that mo1t nearly represent• your opinion. 
7-4075 
1, Use different methods of instruction than do mo1t non-vocational 
teacher•, becauee of the nature of their 1ubject. 
2, Attend ihort couree1 to update their knowledaa about vocationd 
education, 
3, Eatablish and maintain working ralation1hip1 with more of the 
influential people in the community than do non•vocat1ona1 
teachers, 
4, Have a• a primary objective training 1tudent1 who probably will 
not go to college. 
5, Have a lower pupil claes load than non-vocational teacher• to 
allow for the individualized instruction that vocational 
education emphasizes. 
6. Try to keep their teaching methods up to date. 
7. Maintain up to date records on the job placements of vocational 
students who have graduated . 
8. Try to keep their teaching methods up to date. 
9. Receive more pay than non-vocational teachers with as much 
formal education, because of the nature of their job. 
---.- 10. Take an active role in professional education organizations. 
---- 11. Work to improve the image of vocational education in their own 
communities, 
12. Seek from the state office specific guidelines as to what their 
local program should be. 
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SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS OF 
TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS 
' .. · Ol<LAHOM4. STAIE 
·'No._·_·.----
PNIYl8SITY •• STILLWATIIII 
. Re~arch Foundation . 
FRonUor i-6211, E~t. 271 · · 
We would likt:! your OpiniOJ\ ilS to whi;it DIOli!t loi::al school administr.ators 
think Trade and lndustrialEducatiot1 teachers actuaUy SS• Plealie 
ind:1.i::ate the extent to which yo1.1 feel most si::hool administrators 
think Trade and ;tpdui.;trial Education 1:eachers actuaU:Y engage in each 
activity lhted below. Th:i.s ma)' be do1,1e by selecti11g the best answer 
from the answer !i!heet'and writing its nµmbe,: in the blank, choc;ising 
74075 
the one you feel mo$t nearly r11:p:ose111:11 the. school adininistra~ors I 
opinign as to what Tradt:! and lndustdal Educ.ation l:eachers_ 11:tually as,; 
Atte~pt to Answer the following '.!;tems es Y~u Think $ehool Admiµisi:Ul:oi-
Would. Ans.wet Them; . · · · 
1, Use di.Herent methods of instruction than do most non•.vocational 
teai::he~s, becaµse of the nittutli of l:heir subject •. 
2, Attend Short cQur11u to l;ipdete theit knowledge about vocai:iortal 
education, 
~. · tstal:lliSh and mai11hin wo;ldng relationship$ w:l.1:h .11\0te of thii! 
:i.nfluentiai people :Ln the community th!l!l do non•vc>~ai::l.onal 
1:eacheu, · · 
. . . . . . .• 
. . 
4, H,ev~ as.a primary objecttv:e t;aintng $tudents who probably will 
not go to cc;iUege, ... 
$; ·Have a }owilr pupH class ioad · than nort .. vocational teachers to 
allow for th.e :i.ndividuaH11ed. in~tru¢don ·that; vocaUonal 
e4t1ead.on ell)phai.hes. 
6, try to keep eq1.1ip!1iet1t for their voc.itiond program up to date, 
1. Ma:in1:a:i.n up to date records on the job placement$ of 11oc11tional. 
students wh6 have graduated, 
8. ';tty to keep 1:heir. teae::hing met;hods up to d;3te. 
9, . Receive more pay than tionwvocationa1 teache.rs with as ll)Uch 
formal education and teac.lli:l\g !i:)l:perience; because of. t.he nature 
of their jtib.. · · 
............. _ ..... 10, Take an act:f,ve tole in prof:eS$ional education org1mizations . 
....., __ ..._._ 11. Work to improve the image. of voc;3tionai ed1;1cati,on in their own 
CO!l1lliUPities, 
______ 12. Seelc t:rom. tl'\e state office specific guide lines as to what their 
. local progra!Ii should be, 
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SECOND-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS OF 
TllAJ)E AND INDUSTR:J;AL TEACHERS 
No·.·------,, 
OKLAHOM.4 STATE UNIVIRSITY •STILLWATER. 
Reilearch. Fo11ndaticm· 7407,$. 
f~cmtio, ~-621l, Ext. 2i'I 
We would like your opinion as t:o what most local schooLadministrators 
_think Trade and Industrial Education teachers should do, ·. Please . 
ind:i,cate the. extent to which you feel most school administrators thinlc 
't:radl\l and Industrial Education t.eachers should engage iri each activity. 
l.isted below, This may j)e done by 11electirig the best answer #Olil the 
answer sheet: and wr:i,ting its numbei in the blank, choosing tqe <>!,le you 
feel most: nearly represents the school administrators' og:i.nion as to 
what T~ade and In(lustrial Education' teachers should •;22· . . . ·. . ·· 
Attl.impt to Answel'. the Following Items as You 'l'Mnk .School Adl!linistrato'x's 
Would. Answer Them: · · · ' ' · · · · · · · 
1. .. use dtffeten~ m~thods of instruction than d~ most non;.vocatiqrial 
teac!iers, .l?ecause o~ 1:he nature. of their subjj!!ct, 
2, .. Attend shor~ cour11eli ~o lipclate1 'the it .kilowl~d$e. abCitil: voeattonai 
education,··· · 
---... J. Establish. ~~d itu1int:1:l.n working r~ lat:icmshtp~- "1tth m~re of the 
influential people in .tne .. CO!itil!uM.ty ttian do non-vocational'. 
· t~acher·s; · · · 
4, ttave as 11 pr:i,m~ry objec~:iv~ i:r:atnin~ · students who probab~y will 
not go l:i! (lollege; . . .. 
___ ... , , :S·,. &ye . 1:1· lowet pupil claSl[i l·i;,ad than nQil~V6qati.onal l:eac}leri! to 
allow for the·. :i.ndividuaiized instruction. that vocational 
educ4tion emphub:es~ .· . - .· •. . , . . . .. . . . 
. 6; 'by to keii!p ~qµipinent; fol: their vocl!tional progl"alil up tc, date, . 
. . '. . .. ' 
1, Mai~tatnup to da~e recotds ~n 1:he job placements of vo<:•tiona:l 
student~ who .have .gra4uated/ · 
6, 
9, ·. Re6eive 111.ore MY than rtOQ'"V6¢adonal tE!aehers' wU:h as 111uch ·. 
forrt111l edui;:ltton and teachil;)~ exped~i::ice, because of the nature 
of their Job. · 
---- 10. Take an act;Lve roie in ptofess.ional education otgatiizations,. 
___ lL Work tQ imptove the image .of wc11t1onal education tn .their own 
collliJlun,:l.tiE!$; 
____ i2. Sel:lk from the !ltai:e o(fice spec:Ht~ guideliries as to wha.t .tbe.ir 
local progr,111 11ho6_ld be. 
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SECOND-ORDER ACTIVITY COGNITIONS OF 
TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS 
No. _____ _ 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY • STILLWATER 
Resecnch Foundation 
FRontlor 2-6211, Ext, 271 
iJTA- 3 
74075. 
We would like your opinion as to what members of the State Board for 
Vocational Education think Trade and Industrial Education teachers. 
actually .!J.2· Please ~ate the extent to which you feel your District. 
· ·supervisor and State Supervisor think Trade and Industrial Education 
.teachers actually engage in each activity listed below. This may be 
done by selecting the best answer from the answer sheet and writi~g its 
number in the blank, choosing the one .YOU feel most nearly represents the· 
District Supervisor's and State Supervisor I s opinion as to what Trade 
and I11dustrial Education teachers actually do. 
Attempt to Answei: the Following Items as You Think Your Distr:1.ct Supervisor 
and State Supervisor Would Answer Them: 
l. Use different methods of instruction than do most non-vocational 
teachers, because of the nature of their subject, 
2, Attend short courses to update their knowledge about vocational 
educ at.ion, 
3, Establish and maintain working relationships with more of the. 
influential people in the community than do non-vocational 
teachei·s, 
4, Have as a primary objective training students who probably will 
not go to college, 
5, Have a lowei: pupil class load than non-vocational teachats to 
allow for the individualized instruction that vocational 
education emphasizes, 
6, Try to keep equipment for their vocational program up to date. 
7, Maintain up to date records on the jqb placements of vocation11l 
students who have graduated, 
8, Try .to keep their teaching methods up to date, 
9. Receive more pay than non-vocational .teachers with as much 
formal education and teaching experience, because of the nature 
of their job •. 
10. Take an active role in professional education.organizations, 
11, Work to improve the 'image of vocational education. in their own 
communities. 
12, Seek from the state office specific.guidelines as to what their 
local program.should be. 
~-~-----------.~~----~~-----~ 
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SECOND-ORDER NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS OF 
TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS 
No, ____ ._...,. 
OKLAHOMA . STATE .UNIVERSITY • STILLWATER . 
. Research Poi.ind.ation 
FAontl.or· :?,621.1, Ext:. 271 
. 7407_5 
. . ,.·.. . . . . . . .·.· .. . . 
We would Uke y~ur opinion a~ to what· members of th!! ~t•te Board. for Vocation~! 
;Education think Tt;ad~ a114. Indu11trial Education teacher& .!!l2ill. .s.g, - Please 
indicate the extent to which you feel your District Supervisor and State 
.· · $upetvisor think t!:'ade and l!ldustrial Education teachers should enu_ge in·-
. each .activit:f listed l>elow, Thi, may :be done by selecting the best a!l•wer 
fr.om the answer sheet and writing. its i;,.umbe.i:' ii;,.· the blank, chooa:i.ng the on.e 
you feel most nearly represents the District Supervisor's and State Super-
. visor' e ·.opinion. as to wh.tBt. Trade 8114 I11dus_trial Educ·ation teachers should .!lg, 
·· Attempt to Answer the Following lte~s !IS You Think Your District Sup~rvisor. 
~nd· State. Supervisor Would Answer Them; . - . . -
l, Use differe~t; methods of instruction than do most ftQn•vocatlonal 
. teachers. because of the. nature of their subject; 
2; Attend s~Qit :c~urHi, to li~date their kno,dedie abQut vocitii>nai 
edu~aUon, . . . - - . .. _. - . 
. 3, . t11tabU:eh, and>m~intain workf,ng relationships with more of the•-
.inf1uentitl people 1.n the. co~munity than do non-vocatJonal . 
· · teachers, · 
4, Have as a primary obj active. training stuc:lerit,, who ptobal:)ly .will. 
iiot so . to college.. . . . .. 
$, Have a Jowe.r pupil cJu11 load than pon•vocatiorlal toc;her·~ to 
al1ow. for the indivfdujHzed instrµdtion. thiat yoeat:{oniit · · · · 
education el\\phaei!!es, 
. 6.. Try to. keep . equipment for. their . vocaUonal ptogr•m up t~ dat~, 
. ' . . . 
7. Maintain up to. dete .records on the job placements o~ vocatioqal 
students who have. gr11duated, · 
9, . 
----· io. ___ u. 
___ 12. 
. . . 
Try to ~eel> their teachtn8 methods µp to date, 
Rece:l,ve mo.re .. pay ·~han non-vocational teachei.s w.ith .as much 
fo~mal educaUon and teaching e:itper:i,ence 1 beeause 9£ t;he rlatute 
of theii: Jot>, · · 
. . .· . . ' . 
t'alte an active role ;i.n professional educ~tion organha.tion~. 
Work ti;, improve the :l.m1;1ge of v.ocatio.nal educ•ti.P!:l iri thdr own -
commun'i.tie.s. . . 
$eek fro"! to~ state office s.pectHc guidelines as to whai. their 
local progtam ahould be, 
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHER 
SATISFACTION INVENrORY 
No·,_·...,. ___ _,.._,_ 
OIUAfl-~ii:~G\tiA $11'.A.1'1: U~IV~RSITY· • STILLWAtlR 
Reseqrch Foundation 
FRontlar 2·62~1, E_xf .. 271 _ 
. . . 
VTS 
This form is designed to ask the extent to which you are $atisUed with the 
expectations. that. school administrators and ·~. ~ Personnel (' s.uch as 
the State and District$upervisor) hold for you as a Trade and Industrial· 
Education teacher. This may be done by using only 6nenurnber in each blank 
and reading eac~ item as follows: 
· I am: 
l. Alw1:1ys Satisfied 
2. Very Often Satisfie~ 
3, Often Satisfied 
4, Occasionally Satisfied 
5. Rarely Satisfied 
6. Neve~ Satisfied 
with the extent to which I am exRected to: 
1. Use different methods of instruction 'than do most non•vocational 
teachers, bec,iuse of the nature of my. subject, 
2. At.tend sl-)ort courses to update my knowledge. about vocational 
education, 
.' . . 
J. Establish and maintain working telation~hips with more of the 
influential people in tl-)e communify than do .non•vocational 
.te.achers. 
. . 
4, Hav;; as a primary objective trainit)g s.t..;dents who probably w.ill 
not;go to college. 
5; Have a lower pupil class· load than non-vocational teachers to 
allow for the i~dividualized instruction that vocational 
education emphasizes, 
6. Keep equipment for my vocational Rrogramup to. date, 
7. Ma.intain up. to d,ite reco.rds on the job placements of vocational 
students who have graduated, 
• !J, KeeR .my teachihg metho.ds .up to date. 
. . .. · .. · . . ' . . . 
9, Receive. more pay• tha.n non"'.yocati~nal .· teachers with as much 
forrnal education a11d teaching .eitperience, beca1,1se of the nature 
of my job. 
IO, Take. an active role in ptofessiollal education organizations. 
-------- lL Work to improve the image of 'Vocatiorial epucatio11 in my own 
commµnity. 
12. Seek from the state office spedfic guidelines as to .. what their 
local program spould be., 
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APPENDIX B: DESCRIPTION OF ECONOMIC 
_REGIONS OF THE STATE 
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DESCRil'T ION OF ECONOMIC REGIONS OF THE STATE 
1~ Panhandle and Plains 
Economic Region 1 is Oklahoma's Panhandle with very large wheat 
farms and large cattle ranches; sparse population which continues to 
diminish in size; and no communities of 10,000 or more inhabitants. 
It is a relatively prosperous agricultural area. 
Economic Region 2 is part of the North Central area of the state 
and specializes in wheat. Two comm\,lnitiefl with populations be.tween 
24,000 and 39,000 and one with over 11,000 as ot 1960 can be found 
in this region, which is the state's most prosperous farming area. 
Population is declining in the farming districts. 
2. Northeast and East Central 
This section of the state encompasses the Northeast Oklahoma 
area, the Central Oklahoma-Western area and Central Oklahoma-E.astern 
area, Economic Region 3, Northeast O~lahoma is mostly a livestock 
grazing area agriculturally. Oil fields are to be found here also, 
The region lost population although it contains two communities of 
ove~ 10,000, one of which had nearly 28,000 people in 1960, and is 
headquarters for several large concerns, mostly in petroleum, 
Region 5, Central Oklahoma-Western area, is mostly plains 
territory. Wheat is the major cash crop and is centered in only 
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part of the Region, where a fair variety of types of crops are raised. 
The major-educational institutions of the state are here, Oil produc~ 
tion is fairly important. Three communities with populations of 24,000 
to 33,500 can be found in this region. 
Region 6, Central Oklahoma-Eastern area, in~ludes three cities 
between 10,000 to 15,000 population, It is a mixture of prairie land 
and woodlands. Cotton was particularly important as a crop. Although 
cattle raising and dairying are increasing, oil production was 
particularly important in the past. 
3. Southwest and South Central 
Included here are the Southwest Oklahoma Area and South Central 
Oklahoma. The Southwest has three cities of about 15,000 to over 
60,000 population based on 1960 census figures. Southwest Oklahoma 
is the principal cotton-growing area of the state. The rural areas 
have lost population. This is classified as Region 4. 
Region 7, the South Central area, has an Eastern and Western 
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Belt, livestock raising is increasingly important, while cotton, 
peanuts and corn are fairly important crops in the Western belt. Two 
cities in the 20,000 population class are located here, in the Eastern 
Belt; one community of 10,000 exists. Hay, cotton and peanuts are 
among the most usual crops, 
4. East and Southeast 
Three areas are included in this region, the Arkansas River area 
of Eastern Oklahoma; the Ozark area; and the Western area of Ouachita 
Mountains. The AJ;"kansas River area of Eastern Oklahoma has many small 
farms, emphasizing livestock-raising and some cotton. The major 
vegetable district of the state is located hel;'e. Some coal .mining 
exists, with industry being largely concentrated in two cities of 
about 16,000 and 38,000 population in 1960. There is strong Indian 
heritage in the area, 
The base economy of the Ozark area is agriculture with some 
employment in wood industries. The farms are the smallest in the 
state in this rugged territory. Livestock and Dairying are stressed, 
but the resources are poor. There are no large towns in the area, 
which has been declining in population. 
In the Western area of the Ouachita Mountains, farming predominates, 
but little of it is truly commercial. The forestry industry is the 
principal non~agricultural enterprise. Coal mining exists to a limited 
degree but is on the decline. One city is to be found here and it has 
little manufacturing. This community had about 17,500 in it in 1960. 
,5.. Metropolitan Area X 
This region is comprised of the county which includes the second 
largest population center in the state. 
6. Metropolitan Area Y 
This region is the county which includes the largest population 
center in the state. 
APPENDIX C: IBM CARD FORMAT 
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IBM CARD F.ORMAT . 
IBM Range of · Variable 
Column Punched Responses. Being Transferred 
_N_u_m_b_er.....,. __ ............ _.. • Po_s_s_i_b.l~e-.·----------------------t_o_.,_I_BM_..., c_~_r_d_s-.. ----------------








11•22 1-6 (per column) 
1 = card 
2 = card 







School in which respondent was located 
(Names of schools are confidential) 
For Vocatiomil Agriculture: 
1 = Southeast vocational district 
2 =. Northeast vocational dhtrict . 
3"" Central vocational.district 
4 = Southwest vocational district 
5."" Northwest vocational dist.r:1.ct 
For Trade and Industrial Educatic;m . 
·. l' = Western vocational·. distrkt 
2 = Centtal vocational d;Lstrict 
3 = Eastern vocational d:i.s.trict. 
1. = Vocational Agriculture 
2 =- Trade and Industrial E;ducation · 
1 = Vocational Agriculture teacher 
2 = Trade and Industtid teacher 
3= Local school administrator, 
4 "" State Board. personnel 
Economic.region of Oklahoma in which 
· respondent was loc.ated . 
l = Panhandle and plains 
· 2 = Northeast· and east central 
3 = Southwest and south central 
4 =· East and southeast ··· 
5 = Metropolitan area X 
6 = Metropolitan a:rea Y 
Size of school in which respondent 
wai located . . 
l. = 50•299 students per school. 
2 = 300·1999. students per school 
3 = 2000-3500 students per school 
Blank 





























1-6 (per column) 
1-6 (per column) 
1·6 (per column) 
1-6 (per column) 
1-6 (per column) 














to IBM Cards 
Response to each item in VTN·l 
Response to each itein in VTA-2 
Response to each item in VTN-2 
Demog...-aphic characteristir.s (see card 111) 
Response to each item in VTA-3 
Response to each item in VTN-3 
Response to each item in VTS 
Demographic characteristics (see card /Fl) 
Current professional posj.tion of respondent 
Age of respondent 
Sex of respondent 
Formal academic training 
Proportion of income received through 
vocational position 
Other income·.resources 
Number of years in vocational education 
Number of years in present school 
Classroom and shop location 
Amount of contact with local school 
administrators· 
Amount of contact with State Board 
personnel 








































FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR T•TEST 
DIMENS IONX (2, 12), Y (2, 12) ,SX(2 ,12) ,SSX(2, 12) ,SY(2, 12), 
ISSY(2., 12) ,N(2) ,AN(2) ,AVGX(2, 12),AVGY(2, 12) ,DIFFM(2, 12), 
2SXVR(2, 12) ,SYVAR(2, 12) ,SVAR{2, 12), YVAR(2, 12) ,SDM(2, 12) ,TEA(2, 12) 







25 READ(5, 10) ITM, ( (X (I,J) ,J=l, 12), I=l, 2), ((Y (I ,J) ,J=l, 12), I=l, 2) 
10 FORMAT(Il, 9X, l2Fl .O, 2X, l.2Fl ,0/10X, 12Fl.O, 2X 1 12Fl .O) 
IF(ITM.EQ,9) GO TO 50 
D040 I=l,2 
D030 J=l, 12 
SX(I,J)=SX(I,J)+X(I,J) 




GO TO 25 
50 DO 60 I=l,2 
WRITE(6,3) I . . . . . 
3. FORMAT(lHl ,36X, 14HINSTRm,!ENT NO., 13///5X, 12HQUESTION NO. ,6X, 
l2HSX,8X, 2HSY, 7X,3HSSX, 7X,3HSSY ,6X,.5HDIFFM,6X,3HSDM, 7X, 3lrt:EA///) 
AN(I)=N(l) 
DO 70 J=l,12 
AVGX(I ,J )=SX(I,J) /AN(I) 
AVGY (I,J )=SY (I ,J )/ AN(I) 
DIFFM(I,J) .. AVGX(I,J)·AVGY(I,J) 
SVAR(I,J)=(SSX(I,J)•(SX(I,J)**2/AN(I)))/(AN(I)•l.) 
YVAR(I ,J)= (SSY(I ,J )• (SY(I ,J )**2/AN(I)) )/ (AN (l)•l,) 
SXVAR(I,J) .. (XVAR(l,J))/AN(I) 
SYVAR(I,J)=(YVAR(I,J))/AN(I) 
SDM(I ,J )•SQRT ( (SXVAR(I ,J)+SYVAR(l,J))) 
TEA(! ,J)mDIFFM(I ,J )/ (SDM(I,J)) . 







X = counter•role (adms, or SBP) 
Y = focal role (vocational teachers) 
SX = sum of X 
SY• Slim of Y 
SSX .. sum of the X squares 
SSY = sum of the Y squares 
AVGX = mean of X 
AVGY = mean of Y 
XITAR = variance of X 
YVAR = variance of Y 
SDM = standard deviation of the difference of means 
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